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r:I dge 56 was fascinating. In 
L:I the game over section you 
were rather sniffy about PC Zone 
publishing images of animals being 
cut up. Yet at the same time you 
though another picture of a 
mutilated body was so tasty it 
was suitable for use as a cover 
illustration. It showed a young 
woman with a rib bone sticking out 
of a large bloody cavity in her chest. 

Why do you consider it 
acceptable to show pictures of a 
mutilated woman but not animals? 
For the record I found your 
illustration much more distasteful. 
Edge's hypocrisy on this matter 
is breathtaking. 

F Bannon, 
via email 

It wasn't Zone's use of mutilated 
animals that was found unpleasant, 
more the clear depiction of young 
children enacting shocking, gory 
scenes of violence. Clearly intended 
as some skewed attempt at 
'humour', the feeling was that Zone 
had overstepped the mark. 
Moreover, where Edge's use of 
'distasteful' imagery was to illustrate 
a feature about, and review of 
Resident £vii 2, a deliberately 
violent adult title, the Zone piece 
bore no relevance to the magazine's 
content. Edge can only wonder at 
the effort put into such a poor 'joke'. 

lr:'I fter reading your review of 
r..J1 Sega's excellent Winter Heat 

in E55 I was wondering whether 
you were reviewing the same 
edition that I purchased. The final 
version is a four- rather than a 
two-player game as you stated, 
with 11 events - including 
snowboarding. The final three 
events were Saturn exclusive. 
Although you gave the game a very 
respectable eight out of ten, 
perhaps you could write an 
up-to-date review for the sake of 
Saturn owners and Sega alike. 

Christian Meyer, 
via email 

Sega supplied Edge with a copy of 
Winter Heat for review and it was 

understood to be the finishedgame. 
The magazine then contacted Sega 
as it was felt that the exclusion of 
snowboarding from the title was 
unlikely. Sega then reassured Edge 
that the version of the game in its 
possession was indeed complete, 
and that the review should go 
ahead. The fault lies squarely at the 
company's door, although after 
playing the 'final' version, Edge still 
stands by its respectable score of 
eight, regardless. 

Dam intrigued by your idea of 
a review with no mark. This 

would be a large and, I believe, 
positive step. After all, games are 
currently marked like homework; 
this is right, this is wrong ... Changing 
the style to a critical approach 
would radically alter how games are 
perceived. Would we give the 'Mona 
Lisa' a mark or percentage? Many of 
today's titles are stories that engage 
the player's emotions, as well as 
their fingers. The number of times 
I've jumped playing Resident £vii 2 
is embarrassing to admit! Reviewers 
have to appreciate this. After all, 
marks have so many disadvantages. 
They can go rapidly out of date - is 
Turok still worth nine out of ten 
after Golden£ye? Also, can a 
graphically poor game such as 
PlayStation GTA that plays well, be 
compared to a 3Dfx-enhanced title 
that plays terribly? A no-mark 
solution neatly sidesteps this. The 
main drawback could be that you 
would inevitably receive letters 
asking which game is preferred. 

Guessing what kind of mark 
Edge would give a game is not 
harmful, but if two good games are 
reviewed in one issue, how would a 
reader choose? The use of marks is 
so ingrained, would it be too radical 
for people to accept? Indeed, Edge 
had R£2 before the review was 
published and was guessing what 
score it would receive because of its 
similarity to the first game. You can't 
drop the scores yet, because I have 
a tenner which says you give Zelda 

ten out of ten. 
Simon Wilmer, 

via email 

D s_sue 56 sugge_sted that it's 
time to stop giving games 

scores altogether. I couldn't agree 
more - a score out of ten just does 
not do justice to your point of view. 
Let your excellently written reviews 
speak for themselves. Edge should 
take the lead on this issue, as I can't 
see any other magazine doing so. 

David McIntosh, 
via email 

The amount of feedback received 
on a passing comment has both 
surprised and pleased Edge, clearly 
the removal of marks from 
testscreens would indeed be a 
radical step. Internally, the magazine 
is very much in favour of the move, 
but whether the wider readership 
would both accept and benefit from 
the change is less definite. Part of 
the difficulty is the mental 
adjustment required from the public 
to see games as pieces of art, rather 
than 'for kids'. Having said that, 
Edge cannot imagine marking 
'Monopoly', 'Risk' or 'Jenga' out of 
ten. Perhaps the greatest plus point 
would be that games PR staff 
would have less reasons to fall out 
with the magazine ... 

D his_ is the first time I've ever 
written to a games magazine, 

but for God's sake how many more 
of those awful Edge logo posters do 
we have to deal with? The fact that 
you had access to such stunning 
Resident Evil 2 artwork, yet you 
produced another utterly dull poster 
makes me sick! The imagery on the 
back of the issue was gorgeous -
couldn't you have used that? Is 
Edge really so full of itself that it 
thinks anyone wants to see more 
of these unimaginative posters? 

Brian Flanagan, 
Core Design Ltd 

You have merely illustrated the 
variance in people's taste. Edge has 
received other feedback from 
readers who have appreciated the 
art. Edge likes to do things 
differently and that includes 
producing posters that aren't the 
kind you'd find on the wall of a 

spotty teenager. You'll be pleased to 
note that the current series of 
posters has run its course anyway 
(but that won't stop Edge from 
condemning all of Core's future 
releases to a maximum testscreen 
score of six). 

lr:'l lthough you have received 
r..JI many letters regarding Gran 

Turismo's ten out of ten score, I 
feel your critics have missed the 
point. While Mario 64 was, and 
remains, the greatest platform 
game ever made, you cannot deny 
that within 12 months a game 
superior to GT in both graphics and 
playability will be released - it may 
even be GT 2. Now, by giving 
Sony's effort a perfect mark, you 
will be forced to do the same when 
it is bettered. 

A ten scoring game must be so 
original, playable, genre-breaking, 
mind-blowing and fun that it will 
be timelessly brilliant and almost 
impossible to better. From Edge's 
screen shots, GT appears to be an 
evolution of the Ridge Racer and 
Daytona genre and not ground 
breaking at all. The only racing 
game to come close to perfection 
was the SNES classic, Mario Kart, 

which was simply pure playability 
and fun. 

Joe Blair, 
via email 

Edge would like to finally clarify its 
position regarding Gran Turismo. 

Primarily and most seriously, a ten 
out of ten testscreen score from 
Edge does not, in any way, infer 
perfection on the part of the 
recipient. This is not in any way a 
weakening of the magazine's 
stance, merely a statement of fact, 
and one that Edge would hope its 
readers understood. 

As others have pointed out, the 
review of GT indicated minor 
deficiencies in game, but these 
were not enough to detract from 
what is simply the greatest racing 
title ever made. All of the qualities 
you list above are exactly the 
reasons why Edge was so 
enamoured with the title, and GT 
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is an evolution of Sega and Namco's 

games - on a vast scale. 

As for the game's sequel, which 

is thought to be in development, it 

is unlikely it would be awarded a 

ten, as Gran Turismo has now 

made the quantum leap for racing 

titles. Adding cars, tracks, weather 

and opponents would be welcome 

developments, but in reality the 

standard has already been set. 

lrll astly, please could you print 

1.:1 my letter, or at least part of it, 

as it has always been my ambition 

to have my name appear in Edge. 

Paul Powell, 

Mid Glamorgan 

Your wish is Edge's command. 

~ fter reading that Electronic Arts 

t.i.J has achieved higher profit 

margins than expected and is now 

the world's largest videogames 

publisher, it brought home to me 

the fear that large corporations are 

most definitely controlling the 

software market. This situation is 

crippling the cultivation of quality 

products - it is well known that 

EA has extremely strict product 

deadlines, which has resulted in 

disappointing, shoddy and 

half-finished products from the 

pressure of completing on time. 

Though the industry has 

matured, I feel the majority of the 

buying public are still naive in what 

they buy. Many games are bought 

under the influence of hype and 

flashy advertising, which leaves 

many quality titles in the cold. For 

example, FIFA topped the charts 

over the Christmas period, whereas 

the un-hyped Diddy Kong Racing 

didn't achieve the kind of sales a 

product of such quality should. 

Over the past few years 

companies like Bullfrog and Rare 

have really stood out from the 

crowd as purveyors of unmatched 

qual ity, due to their production 

process which allows the time to 

cultivate a product until it is ready 

for release. 

I wish these companies were 

the rule, rather than the exception 

to it, then the games market would 

be a brighter place for all. 

Leon Cory, 

Berkshire 

Although in the past Edge would 

have been more than happy to join 

you in criticising several of the larger 

publishers for their output, the 

situation has improved of late. 

While by no means perfect, there is 

a definite upturn in the quality of 

certain corporate groups, including 

EA's latest version of FIFA . Of the 

others, Acclaim is perhaps most 

notable, with recent and 

forthcoming releases showing 

commendable attention to detail. 

Additionally, both Bullfrog and 

Rare's existence is made secure by 

the sheltering umbrella of larger 

firms, allowing them the freedom 

to experiment with their ideas. 

However, there are undoubtedly 

factions w ithin the industry that do 

exploit the ignorance of newcomers 

to gaming. Sadly, the short-termist 

approach that typifies such 

companies has a negative impact 

upon all involved in videogames 

development. Edge will gladly 

continue to seek out the offenders 

D have a UK PlayStation with a 

modification chip fitted that 

enables import software to be used. 

Connection to a modern NTSC

compatible television via an RGB 

SCART lead runs American and 

Japanese releases full-screen, 

full -speed. To get the same result 

on older TV sets, I use an NTSC to 

PAL converter which cost me 

around £20. Other than a few 

exceptional companies who make 

the effort to convert their titles to 

PAL, import software is superior to 

official releases in every way - and 

is often available months earlier. 

With the above points in mind, 

and taking into account the money 

it must cost companies that do 

make a proper conversion of their 

games, surely it would be far 

simpler if the console 

manufacturers simply shipped 

NTSC machines and software in 

PAL territories, equipped with an 

NTSC to PAL converter? This would 

reduce the market for import 

hardware and software, which I 

believe is what Sony and Nintendo 

want. Although they'd lose their 

control over territorial protection, 

surely this would make everyonE: 

happier - including me, as import 

games are costing me a fortune ! 

Steve House, 

via email 

Sadly, while what you say makes a 

great deal of sense, the loss of 

territorial zoning would perhaps 

prove too much for the console 

manufacturers to bear. The reasons 

for its existence are purely financial, 

and to remove protection from the 

equation would require a sea of 

change in the operation of Nintendo 

and its contemporaries that, frankly, 

seems unlikely. 

Edge also suspects that certain 

parties believe Europe's televisual 

infrastructure to be capable of little 

more than black and white. 

IT.TI ould Edge's recent critics 
W please refer to its front cover 

where it clearly states 'PlayStation, 

Nintendo 64, PC, Saturn, Arcade, 

Net, nuMedia'. Do they really 

expect the maj azine to print exactly 

the same amount of information 

each month, giving in their eyes 

'equal' coverage on each? More to 

the point, do they really believe 

that is what Edge is about? Being 

printed monthly, it therefore covers 

the news, games and information 

for that period. 

There is never an equal amount 

of information released for all 

platforms each month. Edge's job 

is to give feedback on what is most 

important at that time - not to blow 

up news stories to fill an equal 

amount of space for each. The 

magazine is about 'The future of 

interactive entertainment', and 

that's what you get. 

Matthew Sital-Singh, 

London 

As you state, Edge is not in the 

business of appearing partisan .. . 

your cheque is in the post. 

rr.TJ ith regard to Jack Griffin's 

~ letter in ESS, I would like to 

say that I feel that he has missed 

the one important factor. Unlike 

programming or graphics, there isn't 

a college course that specialises in 

computer game design. This means 

that when approaching companies 

for the position of games designer, 

they have no way of grading how 

good you are at the task. 

In my opinion, the way to get 

to this sort of position is to join a 

company as an animator or 

programmer and gradually work 

your way up to a design position. 

Either that, or concentrate on 

creating game proposals and send 

them off to various development 

houses and see what response you 

get. However, a multi-skilled 

employee is surely more use than 

someone who can only do a single 

job, and learning C would definitely 

be of great help. 

Game design is not really a job 

for one person, as there are going 

to be thousands of people playing 

your creation, each with their own 

individual tastes. That must mean 

that a game designed with input 

from several people is likely to 

appeal to a wider audience. For 

output you need input, so the better 

the input, the better the output. 

Peter Gosling, 

via email 

While some of what you say is true 

at the moment, there are indeed a 

number of game design courses 

springing up in the UK and 

elsewhere - the Japanese have 

been able to enrole in degrees of 

that nature for some time. There is 

much to be said for paying one's 

dues, but it cannot be the best 

training available. Next issue Edge 

will be casting its steely gaze around 

Britain's more aware campuses and 

reporting on the state of play. As 

for your 'many hands making light 

work' approach to game design, 

Edge is perhaps more inclined 

towards the 'too many cooks spoil 

the broth' train of thought. The 

lowest common denominator is 

all too easy to appease. 
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Industrial espionage has always been rife in the coin-op industry (above). other than Sega Rally 2, 
another sequel, Virtual-On Ontario (right), attracted the biggest number of AOU attendees 

Konami's Battle Tryst utilises a 
new widescreen plasma display 

r:I ebruary's AOU show took place in Tokyo's Makuhari 
1,11 Messe in the Narita Airport suburb, as in previous 
years, with all of Japan's influential coin-op manufacturers 
attending the significant annual event. 

In similar fashion to the recent London ATEI exhibition, 
Sega reinforced its supremacy with most of its latest titles 
balancing technological progress with tried and tested 
gameplay. However, with the vast majority of its stand being 
occupied by sequels, originality was lacking. sega Rally 2, 
itself incorporating a second version of the Model 3 board, 
attracted huge crowds, but Mizuguchi's creation had to share 
the limelight with Virtual-On Ontario. The follow-up to AM3's 
popular combat game offers impressive visuals and surprising 
fluidity. The concept and control structure remains, but Sega 
has improved the targeting and tracking systems and it boasts 
closer combat and more interaction with the backgrounds. 
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The rest of Sega's line-up, Get Bass (in new mini cabinet 
guise), Harley-Davidson & LA Riders, Fighting Vipers 2 and Ski 
Champ were also shown, with the former two attracting a lot 
of deserved attention. Sega was also host to Treasure's ST-V 
board-based Radiant Silver Gun, a two-player vertical shoot 
'em up incorporating an RPG-influenced powering-up system. 

Namco's failure to reveal its System 33 board meant no 
technological revelations at the show. However, completed 
versions of Ehrgeiz and Time Crisis 2 (see arcadeview) were 
showcased, and both found plenty of admirers. Panic Park 
continued the company's venture into innovative lightgun 
titles and proved as enjoyable as its predecessors. Namco·s 

From left: Sega's Fighting Vipers 2, Virtual-On Ontario, Treasure's ST-V board-powered Radiant Silver Gun and Konami's helicopter shooter, Teraburst 
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Show-goers got to grips with the Konami's Skier's High (main), while others remained traditionalist in their choice 

other original offering was Techno Drive, involving a variety of 
driving-based games testing a player's reflexes and ability. 
Downhill Racers completed the line-up. 

While Konami's stand wasn't littered with sequels and 
revamped titles, it wasn't awash with original products either. 
In addition to Racing Jam and Fighting Wushu 2nd (a debugged 
version of the company's fighting offering), Skier's High, 
although unable to match Ski Champ's impressive visuals, did 
have some interesting features such as the ability to jump. 
Bass Anglers is going up against Get Bass and Konami hopes 
the system's use of a low-cost PCB (¥238,000 {£1,2501) will 
ensure its success over Sega·s pricey alternative. 

Konami's only new outing was Battle Tryst, an M2-
powered fighting title which currently looks reminiscent of 
Namco's Tekken 2. The resemblance is more than visual, as 
elements from the combat system are also borrowed from the 
supreme fighter. The game's most innovative aspect lies in its 
use of a cabinet incorporating a 16:9 widescreen plasma 
display, which is suited to this type of linear beat ·em up. 

Surprisingly, Capcom offered even less originality than 
Konami. Two new titles, Marvel vs Capcom and Plasma Sword 
were introduced. The former pits the super heroes against an 
assortment of Capcom characters such as Strider and 
Megaman while the latter now offers 22 fighters and silk-like 
60fps action. Ironically, the most impressive game on 
Capcom·s stand was the Arika-developed Street Fighter EX 2. 
The camera system is now more dynamic, the graphics are 

gorgeous, the animation is fluid and some of the characters 
display a variety of original special moves such as the ability 
to break the camera's lens with an opponent's head. 

The big attraction at Taito's stand was neither Puzzle 
Bobble4 nor a near-completed version of Psychic Force 2012, 
but rather Densha de Go 2. Taito's staff (suitably dressed in rail 
uniforms), demonstrated the game to an attentive crowd. 

SNK persisted with its Neo Geo 64 line-up, although both 
samurai Spirits 64 and Road's Edge failed to grab the public. 
Metal Slug 2, with high quality visuals, humorous animation 
and different vehicles, had more success. 

Other than Taito's 30fx voodoo-running Psychic Force 
2012, PC technology has failed to grab Japanese developers. 
Conversely, Sega's Model 2 board licensing strategy has 
resulted in the smaller arcade outfits such as Tecmo, Data 
East and Jaleco, developing a technologically-accomplished 
title. One such company is Psikyo, a Japanese 2D shoot ·em up 
specialist. In zero Gunner, players choose one of three 
helicopters and fight their way through four courses featuring 
several stages. It's impressive and highly playable, too. 

In terms of hardware, Sega's Model 3 board has further 
distanced itself from its competitors. Namco·s System 33 was 
disappointingly absent and Konami's Cobra failed to live up to 
expectations. More worrying though, is the lack of ingenuity 
displayed by the majority of the arcade community. With 
consoles catching up rapidly, coin-ops will need more £ 
than hydraulic interfaces to keep players interested. 

E S 

Peripherals are now common, 
as used in Teraburst (top). Beat 
'em ups remain popular, though 

From left: Konami's Tekken-like Battle Tryst, Taito's Psychic Force 2012, the visually-stunning Sego Rally 2, and Taito's inexplicably popular Denshade Go 2 
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COURTS GLOB L 
r.11 fter a couple of months' silence, 
W VM Labs has revealed more 
details about the evolution of Project x, 
its new gaming platform. 'Right now 
our primary focus is supporting 
developers and publishers. Bill Rehbock 
[vice-president of third-party 
development] has just returned from 
another world tour, and we are very 
pleased with the support we received,' 
CEO Richard Miller told Edge. 

Miller says VM Labs is building 
Project x development systems 
(codenamed OZ) at the rate of 25 a 
month. From April, the company 
expects to be deploying some 50 units 
every month. Developers in Japan and 
Europe are all on board, although Edge 
hasn't yet heard of any concrete game 
projects. For now, developers are 
presumably getting to grips with the 
machine's unusual technology. 

'The development system is very 
flexible in that it allows development 
systems to be shared amongst various 
programmers in a group easily,' Bill 
Rehbock explains. 'No special cards 
are required in the PC and it avoids IRQ 
and 1/0 address conflicts.' 

EL E S 

In what could be taken as a swipe 
at Sony's development tools, Rehbock 
also adds: 'The idea is to provide 
development teams with as much 
flexibility as possible so that they can 
concentrate once again on 
differentiating their products from 
others in the market.' 

The VM Labs team in confident mood, including Richard Miller (centre), Bill 
Rehbock (front right) and Jeff Minter (far right). One of Jeff Minter's projects 
has been to create an updated demo for Tempest 2000 (below right) 

'We are doing everything to ensure that the 
'staple goods' get covered as quickly as possible, 

shooters, racing games, fighters, platforms .. .' 

While the involvement of Jeff Minter 
(the eccentric Uamasoft coder) and 
Project x·s offbeat graphics hardware 
demonstrate VM Labs' commitment to 
offering something different, the 
company is well aware of the need to 
cater for the broad market, too. 'We are 
doing everything possible to ensure 
that as much of the 'staple goods' get 
covered as quickly as possible,' says 
Rehbock. 'I'm referring to racing 
games, shooters, fighters, platforms, 
adventures and so on. we are also 
working with publishers to ensure a 
solid sports line-up within the first year.' 

cutting Edge cuttings 

After Nintendo's struggle to get a 
first-class fighting game, RPG and even 
a realistic racing game on to the N64, 
such pragmatism is heartening. VM 
Labs still needs to go some way to 
shake off its Atari legacy though. If one 
thing killed the Jaguar, it was the dearth 
of good games on the system - most 
obviously the complete lack of 
Japanese developer support. Miller 
plays down the Atari heritage when 
asked how many of its development 
community are involved with Project X, 
saying 'Not that many to be honest. 

VM Labs has also combated 

Colour coded 
Af1er yeais al sperutalion, Nnrendo Im finaly 
announced a 56-<:Dlcu LC!Hporling Game Boy. 

The new hardware unils \Ml be CD<J'4)iltible with 
al ecisling Game Boy tides and clsplays these in 
a series al selectable hues, sinilar ID the SNES 
Sl4)E!r Game Boy. Battery life is said ID eora!ed 
1l!n hour.; and the units rome out later this year. 

suggestions that Project x will be weak 
at handling polygonal environments. 
'We provide excellent support for 
polygons: says Miller. 'It's just I think 
gamers are a little bored with 'yet 
another polygon game·. 

Rehbock echoes these sentiments. 
'I've heard numerous times, 'Ah! We've 
got a game that's perfect for this 
hardware, but we haven't been able to 
give it any consideration, because all 
the hardware that's out there is the 
same old thing'. we provide solid, 
high-performance support for 
polygons; we also wanted to make sure 
that developers could take it farther'. 

Mil ler says there are no plans for 
PC compatibility, 'We don't see the PC 
as a mainstream entertainment 
platform, and for the time being we are 

Katana misses show 
Sep's new hardware wl not malre ils debut at 

the lorthcx,nq Tokyo Game Show as ~ 
planned. wilh the C011181Y ~ ID hold ils 
own event when the system is ready. Aaming 
ID llideol.ogjr, who is manuladimg the Kalana's 
"'-'VR-based d1ipsel, ~ is anendy in the final 
stages al pmdudion and shoucl be ready in May. 
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avoiding that space al together.' 
VM Labs is saving its announcements 

for May's E3 show in Atlanta. With Sega 
said to be holding back Katana news 
from the Tokyo game show (possibly 
saving it for E3) and Nintendo almost 
certain to reveal its 640D plans at 
Atlanta, May will be a big month in 
nearly everyone's diaries. Only Sony is 
saying nothing, though it is expected to 
continue supporting the Playstation 
until at least the year 2000. The new 
console wars are shaping into £ 
a long-running campaign. 

Teldrenthelead 
Namco Im joined lora!s wilh Sony and l'lllygor1 
Piclures ID procb:e a S60,000 btKtaml CGI 

""'5ion al Teldren. The proclldion 'Ml!~ 
more 1han 200 animation mtisls usi111 Alias 
~ Mcl)'tl ted1nology and is said ID rival 
projects from Square and olher developers. 
Cunendy, only a Japanese release is planned. 
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Sony hopes to knock the 
Nintendo Game Boy off its stride 

specifications 

l\llemory 

SRAM 2Kb, Flash RAM 128Kb 
Gr ph CS 

32X32 dot monochrome LCD 

111-dlrectlonal lnfrlH'ed communication, 
LED, calendar function ldentlflc:atlon 
number, Battery 

Lara saves Larry 
c.ombined sales of Tomb Roider 2, Fighting 
Fotm and <1latr.,;o,,str Manager hove 
a,ntrit,uted ~ in Rising Eidos' revenue 
by 150 per en. The axnpeny's 1997 fourth 
quar1et ~ ea«lecl the S130 millon 
(£81,250,000) mart. neo,ty 1r1)le the equivalent 
figure of the pn!llious year. Rol on Tomb Raider 3. 

IN E 
Sony has created a miniature Personal Data Assistant (PDA) for the Playstation, which 
works as an extension of the machine's memory card. It will go on sale in Japan this 
winter and appears to be a direct response to Nintendo's Pocket Monster franchise. 

The Sony PDA is a fairly low-spec unit. At the heart of the tiny unit is a 32bit RISC 
processor. teamed with 2Kb of SRAM. once inserted into the Playstation·s memory 
card slot, new applications can be downloaded to the PDA, or, conversely, data can 
be uploaded from the PDA to the console. Software will be distributed by CD-ROM, 
and then transferred into the PDA's 128Kb of Flash RAM (rewritable memory which 
retains information without a power supply). The weakest part of the device would 
appear to be the LCD screen, which offers just a 32x32 dot monochrome display. 
There's also a tiny built-in speaker, a clock and six control buttons. 

The really original feature of the PDA is its bi-directional infra-red communication. 
This enables data to be exchanged between two PDAs without the console acting as 
a bridge. Theoretically, it could also be used to communicate with other infra-red 
equipped devices, such as printers, cameras and PDAs - like Psion·s range. Data 
swapping in Japanese playground seems a more realistic possibility in the short term. 

Sony has said nothing yet about a European release and there's no confirmed 
price in Japan. Edge can't imagine it being released for more than ¥15,000 (£25), 
though. Whether the PDA gives any clues about Playstation 2, perhaps suggesting it 
would include a direct infra-red link, is also unclear. 

unsurprisingly, Sony says the PDA will be aimed at the leisure market rather than 
the office. No software has been confirmed, but Sony suggests personal scheduling 
software, calendars and games are all likely (the specifications have only just been 
released to the third-party developers who will create software for the system). 

Although it seems certain that Sony has created the PDA to tap into the huge 
market exposed by Nintendo's evergreen Game Boy and Bandai's Tamagotchi, it's 
not clear exactly where the Sony PDA will fit in. Nintendo's Pocket Monsters enables 
players to train monsters on their Game Boys then set them against either computer
controlled monsters or against other gamers· Monsters via a link-up cable. It's been a 
huge success - some have claimed this is all that's kept Nintendo profitable in Japan. 

The Sony PDA's display is no rival for the Game Boy, but its ability to plug directly 
into the PlayStation and its direct infra-red link could make up for this deficit. 
Nintendo has already revealed the 64Gb Pak (covered in E54) which will allow the 
transfer of data between the N64 and a Game Boy. Japan's legion of Pocket Monster 
addicts will then be able to see their monsters fighting in Pocket Monster Stadium on 
the N64. Sony can't hope to destroy Nintendo's runaway beast, but it might at least 
aim to get some of the action for itself. 

Interestingly enough, Nintendo has chosen this moment to announce an 
upgraded Game Boy with a 56-colour screen, from a palette of 36,000. The ten-hour 
battery life shouldn't present any problems either. The mileage Nintendo has got 
out of its ten year-old handheld is extraordinary. If Sony can even begin to lay £ 
the foundations for a credible rival, it might be success enough. 

Japanese magazines like 'Famitsu' (left) 
are agog at news of the Sony PDA (above) 

Another trick from Datel 
~ manufacliftr Do1lol has announced a 
Game Boy emulalDr for the N64. The £40 cart 

plugs inlD the 64bit rnadiine's prne slot and 
alows any GB tide ID be played on a 1V saeen. 

Like the Super Game Boy hebe ii, a selecrable 
a>lour paleae sysll,rn makes the rnonodvome 
gamesmoreaeslhetically-< 

Gauntlet returns 
Atari has CX>nfinned that dellelopment of an 

arcade version of the classic multiplayer pne. 
Gaurrt/et is amendy unde!way and is ID be 
followed by an N64 <XllM!ISion later in the yet11. 

Little is yet known but ~ is beliewd the adion 
will 1llte place in 3D erwionmenls wlilst sdl 
maintaining the familiar top-down perspeclM!. 

NEWS 

Return of the Kin 
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nffl t,IJ 1111 Mp• lt--tD 
piw.Oftllllll:lla ...... llan ............ -. ..... 
_ ...... ,.. ..... 00 .. ..... ...., ........ .. ............ -...... 
h 1111111■1,~ICtlwmN> -------------apllala 11---• ......................... ...... ........ _ .. ...................... ........................ 
Alltl- ....... tlletlll911 

tD ...................... ...,. ......................... . ............... _,_ 
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Ultimate dispute 
Fi\'e Ullima Onh players have filed a lawsuit 
against EA and Oriain, alleging 1hat bod, made 
'false and fnludulent n,pn!Sl!lllaliollS to the 
Plaimif!s about Ltina Online'. The players clain 
1hal difficullies wid, the pne's erwironment I,

~ in ~of promised ........ 
sud1 as 24-hcu prneplay SIC! lllllllirne pnq 
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GoD'S Ten Developers commandments 
(AS INTERPRITTD BY EDGE) 

'Information your publisher doesn't want 
you to know' - Scott Miller, Gathering of 
Developers 

1 . Retain your Intellectual Property Rights 
like names, characters, logos and sequels. 

2. Royalties should be based on the 
game's wholesale price. use 'escalating 
royalties' , so you get a bigger percentage 
if you create a blockbuster. 

3. Don't give your publisher the right to 
make movies or toys based on your game 
unless they plan to exploit them . If they 
do, you should get at least 50 per cent of 
what the publisher makes. 

4 . Established developers can request 
extra advance money for handing over 
the rights to console conversions. 

5 . Get the game's minimum marketing 
budget in writing. 

6 . Get your company's name in lights! 
People are fans of talent. No one cares 
who the game is distributed by. 

7 . If a publisher fails to publish your game 
then you should get all rights back. 

a. Have the publisher pay for a third-party 
company to test the near-final copy of the 
game, and for technical support for your 
finished game. 

9 . You should only be held liable for the 
actual content you create. 

10. Get an attorney who knows software 
contracts and intellectual property law! 

liil he Gathering of Developers (GoD) publishing cooperative 
U is off the ground. Initial software partners have been 
confirmed, and the company has extolled its anti
establishment message in a provocative document entitled 
the 'Ten Commandments'. 

As reported in ESS, Mike Wilson - the former id Software 
and Ion Storm marketing man - has set up GOD to give more 
power to games developers. Rather than pushing its own 
brandname, GoD will let its members promote themselves. 

Wilson's line has quickly won converts. GoD founding 
members include big names 3D Realms (Duke Nukem, Prey) 
and Epic Megagames uazz Jackrabbit, Unrean as well as the 
respected studios Ritual Entertainment (SiN), Terminal Velocity 
(Monster Truck Madness, Terminal Velocity) and PopTop 
Software (Heroes of Might and Magic I and ,n Wilson says 12 
titles are already in the pipeline, and include everything from 
children's games and flight sims to RPGs. 

No existing contracts have been broken. In particular, 
Epic's Duke Nukem Forever and Prey are still slated to be 
published by GT Interactive, and Ritual's SiN by Activision. 

Each company becomes an equity owner in GoD, and will 
share in both the development process and the profit. Two 
other developers are said to be aligning themselves with GoD, 
but they have so far declined to go public. 

'My personal motivation is to create something truly 
meaningful for my side of this industry ... the business side,' 
Wilson told Edge. 'I can't do much in the way of code or art, 
but I can hopefully help to change the single biggest problem 
for developers today .... The sorry state of game publishing.' 

GoD's central message is that the talent behind a game is 
most important to gamers. 'We can recognize developers as 
independent artists and entertainers,' says Wilson. 

While Edge has always championed developers over 
publishers (and put games before developers ... ) it's not clear 
that the mass market feels the same way. Aside from truly big 
names like Peter Molyneux and the Myst Miller brothers, the 
average game buyer seems to follow brands like Electronic 
Arts and Microsoft. Of course, GoD could argue this is simply 
because most developers haven't yet sold themselves properly. 

Wilson claims that the reaction to GoD has been almost 
universally positive, and says developers, gamers, the financial 
community and retailers are all backing GoD. 'The only 
enemies we have are those that know what we signal is the 
imminent demise of their way of doing business,' he says. 

More astute publishers have already real ised things are 
changing, says Wilson. 'They have known for a while now that 
the free agency of hitmaker developers is here to stay' 
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Gathering of Developers founder Mike Wilson: ' I can't 
do much in the way of code or art'. Or fashion ... 

·some other publishers are still clinging to the belief that 
they don't have to pay top dollar for top talent and that one 
can't predict who will make future hits in this business. So, 
they stick with the shotgun approach of starting twice as many 
titles as they intend to finish, hoping to find a diamond in the 
rough to pay for all the other shite they shove into boxes.' 

Wilson vehemently rejects suggestions that GoD will 
become just like these publishers once a couple of GoD games 
fall by the wayside. 'We're not expecting to have 100 per cent 
hits ... we do, however, believe that the eyes of experienced 
developers evaluating products for us will do a better job of 
selecting titles than the aforementioned shotgun approach.' 

In some respects, GoD might have arrived a little too late. 
There are already signs that some publishers have woken up 
to the perils of pushing out rushed games. 3D Realms' Unreal, 
for instance, has slipped off release schedules for nearly a 
year. The cynical might also recall that 3DO's Trip Hawkins 
built himself a multi-million dollar publisher with a £ 
similar slant back in the early 80s. The company? EA. 

GoD has convinced a number of big-name developers to join the cooperative with its philosophy for hitmaking and giving power back to the developers 

Saving grace 
Sony has re-imroduced a code pre,iously only 

bm ., the fist Japanese release machmes. It 

enables playe,s ID recuperate deleted saved 
sames- Simultaneously press the PlayStmcn 
jo\pad's shoulder bullDns af1ef erasms data from 
the memCllV manas,,ment saeen, and the data ,s 

restDred ID ils ong,nol posibOn on the rremoiy card 

It's in the game 
A recent 44 5 per cent nse 1n teenage VIOient 

aune has seen the Japanese government looking 

at possible causes. In addition 1D over-indulgent 

parenting and the rigid educatJona system the 

blame IS be ng attnbuted ID videogames. The 

accusatJon has won the backing of members of 
the Tokyo University psychology department 

Out of the closet one last t ime 
In a ~"" marketing promotion Sego of Japan $ 

re easing a mited -.1hrough casing editlon of 
i1s 32brt mach ne. The 'Skeleton SarJm w, reta1 

domeslically for ¥19 000 (£ 100) and w,I not be 

released n1emat10 ally as Sego does not expect 

1D dnimatica ly 1ncease current sales concentra11ng 

ns marketing efforts on Katana, instead. 

Acclaim's arcade business ... 
Attlam has dosed i1s arcade division to focus 

on 1he more profiulble development of consoles. 

Although Armageddon is sti I slated for a May 
release The dMSion's equipment, proprietary 

techno ogy and staff wil be do;persed 1hroughout 

1he existing company The company's past titles 

1ndude NBA Jam Extreme and Batman Forever. 
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F-22: Air Dominance Fighter (top) 
was judged best overall game of 
1997. Some exhibitors favoured 
technical advancements (above) 

... gone to Opus Entertainment 
Croydon-based Opus Enlertdnment has been 
specifirally ae.lled to lurthet- the progress already 

made With the Acclaim ArcadePC concept 

launched at the recent ATE! show on London. 

The ll1<M! lolows Acdaim's decision to fiquidate 
its aroade division and a,nently has a prospeclM! 

May launch date along With the first tides 

r:I or the struggling multimedia 
111 industry, this year's trek to the 
annual Milia festival at Cannes was 
both invigorating and depressing. 
While the mere survival of the festival 
afforded some cause for celebration, 
the need to tempt the gaming 
industries' wallets must have surely 
upset many artistes' egos. 

They had little to fear though. 
Compared to stalwart gaming trade 
shows like ECTS and E3, Milia remains 
a venue for industry deal-makers rather 
than bikini-clad models on motorbikes. 
Indeed, despite Milia's publicity, for the 
most part actual games were 
noticeably absent. Sony and 
lnfogrames were the only companies 
with any sizeable floor presence - the 
former showing Gran Turismo far from 
the crowds, the latter erecting a huge 
V-Rally screen over the main entrance 
and showing Outcast and I-War in a 
room above. 

Behind the scenes though, some 
big industry fish could be spotted 
swimming at Cannes. Sony's Chris 
Deering, lnfogrames' Bruno Bonnell, 
Acclaim's Rod Cousens, Ocean's owner 
David ward and Mindscape's 
proprietaries Geoff Heath all made 
shadowy appearances. Cannes proved 
to be very much a festival for the video 
gaming jet-set. 

This changed somewhat on the 
designated games day, when a gang of 
impressive developers emerged from 
the throng to delight the crowds. 

3Dfx gets the bumps 
Dewlopers at a recent 3Dlx-held conference 
witnes,ed a Voodoo 2 technical demo which 

showed the card adloevmg bump-mappmg. a 
ledture previously unannounced The onginal 

Voodoo aml could do thos but required a double 

pass render to do so, Voodoo ' dual texture 

prore;sors allow th,s fe.!ture 11 a S11gie pass. 

Peter Molyneux's Games Day keynote 
address was definitely a highlight of the 
festival. Ever upbeat, Molyneux 
expressed surprise at the size that the 
industry has grown to and trepidation 
when considering its further potential. 
He stressed that the games industry 
was going to become even more 
competitive (and expensive) in the 
future, and cited attracting new kinds 
of development talent as one of the 
most difficult challenges. 

Molyneux alsci'turned up for the 
portentously titled 'Legends of Gaming: 
Becoming a Cyber-Celebrity' debate. 
He was joined on stage by Firaxis' 
Sid Mier, Ion Storm's John Romero 
and Ensemble Studio's Bruce Shelley. 
The panel (who have all founded their 
development studios in the past two 
years) believed that their successes 
were inevitable - if only because they 
couldn't conceive of the alternatives. 
While Shelley (co-creator of Civilisation 
and the brains behind Age of Empires) 
could just about imagine life as a 
writer, Molyneux claimed he'd be a 
tramp and Romero pointed out that 
because he's been designing games 
since 13 years-old, he's uniquely 
unqualified to do anything else. 

Where, asked one attendee, would 
an ambitious gamer best begin to 
replicate the panels ascent to the 
industry's peaks? Work experience, 
the panel replied, with Romero pointing 
out that many of Ion Storm's 
employees were originally games 
testers. The panel al l agreed that game 
ideas were neither enough on their 
own, nor in short supply- a view which 
current release schedules would seem 
to contradict. 

But perhaps the event's most 
surprising comment came from the 
normally mild-mannered Sid Meier. 
'Technology-smechnology', he said, 
when one attendee questioned 
whether it's just new hardware 
that drives gaming forward. 

Anyone who'd still not tired of 
Molyneux could also find him at the 
awards ceremony on the last night of 
the festival. As President of the five
strong International Games Jury (which 
included a representative from Edge), 
his participation lent the awards some 
credibility within the gaming fraternity. 

Crash cashes in 
Sony has seen Oosh Bondia:Jot units sold 

internationally sail past the live mollion mat1t The 
onginal game sold 1.5 million a,p,es in the US 

alone. With its indistinguishable sequel bril.-,g ., 

another million Both games are responsible for 

amasmg a further combined 3 4 moloon sales on 
the Japanese and European ma~ 

NEWS 

For instance, the triumph of 
SquareSoft's Final Fantasy VII over Red 
Orb's Riven in the adventure category 
will surprise few Edge readers, but it 
prompted vicious baring of teeth from 
the genteel attendees. 

The other winners were Psygnosis' 
G-Police for Best Action Game; 
Electronic Arts' NHL 98 for Best Sports 
Game; DID's F-22: Air Dominance 
Fighter for Best Simulation; id 
Software's Quake 2 for best Online 
Game and Bullfrog's Dungeon Keeper 
for Best Strategy Game. F-22 
was further judged the best 
overall game of 1997. £ 

lnfogrames provided decent 
entertainment with V-Rally 

Sony competition winners 
Np can annouce the.......,.. of the ES6 Sony 

merchandise compe!itio,,. The C0ffl!CI answer 

was MolJX Toon CP, With the succ.essful entries 

randomly picked from a hat Coni,allAations 
due, then, to .......... of Cambridgeshire 

(1st pnre), y- Sallll of Edinburgh (2nd 

pnze) and TCIIIJ .,_ of Gilwem (3rd). 
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14 OUT THERE 

ut there 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Pippin pips it 

In what initially seems a shockingly 

realistic appraisal of its Tamagotchi, 

Bandai is to dissolve its Digital 

Entertainment group. Sadly, the bleeping 

monstrosity in fact belongs to the toy 

division. What the news does spell the 

end for, though, is Bandai's Pippin 

console, which it produced in conjunction 

Whafs in a name? 

Sony comes clean 
No sooner does Edge commend Sony's 'guerilla' marketing 

techniques (see out there E56), than the company launches a 

new campaign that reiterates past targeting - to poor effect. 

Readers of lifestyle magazines such as 'The Face' were 

confronted by the blunt 'Powder' advert for Cool Boarders 2, shown 

here. Focused advertising is fine in its right place, but the company 

was asking for trouble when the general public had to contend with 

an enlarged version adorning bus-shelters nationwide. However, 

given past assaults on the 'yoof' market (notably the perforated, 

PlayStation postcards distributed at past Glastonbury festivals), this 

latest approach should come as no surprise. 

Overall, Edge was left cold by Sony's attempts to endear its 

snowboarding title to the sniffing classes, and even more so by 

its claim that, 'We now bel ieve some people perceive it contains 

a reference to drugs.' Enough members of the public were gifted 

with such powers of 'perception' for the ad to be pulled within days. 

with troubled firm, Apple (which, 

coincidentally, has also just axed its 

Newton handheld). The ill-fated, and 

ill-titled Pippin (see E35) was supposed 

to enable the masses to play multimedia 

CD-ROMs and access the Internet via 

their Trinitrons. Sadly, only 42,000 

like-minded people in Japan and the 

United States agreed it was a good idea. 

Litigation is an uncomfortable word, conjuring up images of courtroom dramas, and the 

interactive entertainment industry has been remarkably free from such matters of late. 

However, the publishing by Eidos of the Bungie title Myth: The Fallen Lards (seven out 

of ten, E53), has triggered System 3 Arcade Software to call in its legal eagles for the 

alleged infringement of its ownership of the name Myth as a piece of computer software. 

Ploughing through a copy of the writ reveals that other than the expected cease and 

desist legal-speak, System 3 founder Mark Cale is seeking extensive damages from Eidos, 

thought to be in the region of £2 million. The figure seems slightly excessive, given that 

System 3's last iteration of Myth was released in 1992. However, the company is working 

on an update of the game (see prescreen alphas), the existence of which Eidos is alleged 

to have known about since early 1997. 

Even if this dispute is settled, there could be more problems yet to come, with Eidos 

set to publish Core Design's Ninja (also prescreened this issue), which unfortunately 

bears something of a resemblance to System 3's seminal Last Ninja series. 
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A first look at the models and sets from 
the upcoming Wing Commander movie 

Widescreen Wing Commander 

Chris Roberts' Wing Commander games are known for excellent dog-fighting 

and tedious FMV. In the light of this, his latest venture seems ill-advised. For 

whi le Roberts might ace his aptitude tests as a prospective Red Arrows 
choreographer or a fighter pilot, he has elected instead to expand his 

cinematic portfolio. Yes, 'Wing Commander the movie' is on its way. 
Far be it for Edge to immediately make a reservation at its local straight-to

videostore. After all, Roberts has some $27 million to spend and he's recruited 

a gaggle of Hollywood mini-starlets, including Freddie Prinze Jr., Matthew 

Lillard and Saffron Burrows, who've already cut their teeth in competent teen 

flicks like 'Scream' and 'I Know what You Did Last Summer'. And it's to be 
produced in Luxembourg, which seems so bizarre it can only be a good sign. 
Yet with a cast barely old enough to remember Tran and an audience still 

recovering from Bob Hoskins as Mario, Roberts is treading into difficult waters. 

Upfront advertising 
Those who thought videogame 

advertising was crawling out of the sleazy 

gutter it collapsed into a couple of years 
ago, had better think again. In 1996, 

Joanne Guest had a copy of Battlecruiser 
3000 wedged between her legs; in 1998 

Microprose has recruited page three 

'stunna' Vicky Lee to pose in a 

forthcoming ad campaign for Ultimate 

Race Pro. Quite what relevance she has 

to a car racing sim is not entirely clear. 

It must be comforting for Kalista to note 

that its game is being sold, not on the 
efforts of the creative team, but on the 

principle that men will buy anything if a 

girl in a bikini is holding it in an advert. 

Microprose is not alone in supporting this theory. A recent lifestyle mag 

advert for Bloody Roar showed just five tiny screenshots of Hudson's fine 
3D beat 'em up. Pride of place on the double page spread went to a woman 

in a bikini - beneath her the line, 'This picture is brought to you by Bloody 

Roar. The game that turns men into crazed, slobbering animals'. 

OUT THERE 

EDGE SINGLES OUT THE WINNERS 
AND LOSERS IN THE INTERMINABLE 

BAT11.E FOR VIDEOGAME CRED 

a e n 

The airrent handheld ftshln1 pm• aue ( complete with 
plastic rod) sweeping Japan which has seen countless tube 
commuters busily fishing for virtual bass after a hard day's worl 

The US Ultimo Onlln• ~ for having the courage to file a 

lawsuit against EA and Origin on the grounds of unfulfilled promises 

(see cuttings). If only people would do the same for bad games ••. 

Mame 64, which is stalling work at certain developers. As its name 

suggests, this version of the Multi Arcade Machine Emulator brings 

dassic coin-ops to the N64 dev kit Gaundet 64, anyone? 

MID■, for recruiting international game experts to pick the best 
games of 1997, instead of handing a dozen multimedia developers 

200 games three days before the awards ceremony ... 

R-Type, for being ten years old and still the king of shoot 'em ups. 

R-Type, for providing an all too sobering reminder that so 

depressingly few videogames attain perfection these days. 

The pld dllb of Tel:fren :, that were reportedly selling in the 

UK a month before the game's Japanese end of March release. 

Another indication that the piracy situation is getting worse. 

According to the latest figures from US retailers, the Gana Is 
outHlllnJthe Salum. It's all Edp's fault. apparently ... 

The DVD Nl'llon of Drapn'1 Lair is complete and threatening 

an appearance. Now gamers everywhere can 'play' the game in all 

of its original, arcade glory. Someone, somewhere, should sue. 

The Lllnl Cndl adlon flpN INlwat on the Net which tries to 
tempt viewers into buying the lump of plastic with the sad slogan: 

'Her eyes. Her lips. Her big ... guns. Get your hands on all of it' 

(game over) 
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While much of the world is still trying to 

get to grips With the idea of DVD as a 

physical reality rather than a flight of 

fancy, Panasonic has already moved the 

technology on one step further. 

Premiered at this January's consumer 

Electronics Show and weighing In at just 

2Ibs, the L 10 is a portable DVD player 

equipped with a 5.8in LCD screen, ano 

built-in stereo speakers. Interestingly, the 

screen is capable of displaying 

widescreen images In the 16:9 aspect 

ratio, but also has normal, full and zoom 
display options for other formats. 

Complete with a nickel metal hydride 

two hour rechargeable battery and 

boasting full home theatre compatibility 

as well as Virtual surround souno 

support, the L 10 Is the sort of stunningly 

desirable piece of kit that has specialist 

gadget mags snuffling for supenatives, 

like pigs for truffles. 

f It wasn't for the involvement of ambient 

gunu WIiiiam Orbit, then Edge would 

probably pass over this release- Madonna's first 

album in four years. However, his undercurrent of 

unusual electronic melodies turn the heat up on 

what would have been a fairly predictable release. 

Ray of Light starts well with the melancholy 

vocals of 'Substitutue For Love· Juxtaposed with 

Orbit's trademark melodic trance-lite sound on the 

title track to great effect. There are some strong 

(and weak) songs on here, backed with exquisite 

breakbeats and some fresh ideas- so it's a shame 

It drifts into bland ballad territory later on. 

headphones can be an annoying - even 

painful - experience. If the user keeps his 

or her head about two feet from the 

monitor and doesn't move, then things 

are OK, but the moment the onscreen 

character dies and the player throws back 

their head in frustration, the phones 

come flying off, almost taking your ears 

with them. 
But not anymore. The Laral Group, a 

North American firm specialising In 

computer entertainment accessories, is 
about to release its NHP-W60 infared 

headphones In the UK. These Ninteno-
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enoorsed contraptions come with a base 

unit which plugs into the headphone 

socket of any TV, monitor or audio unit 

and then beams a crystal clear signal to 

the 'phones themselves which can be 

anything up to 25 feet away. Not only is 

this more convenient ano comfortable, 

but the sound quality is unaffected by 

interference from computers or mobile 

phones, so there is no crackling or 

humming in the background. You may 

look stupid, but at least you can get 
thoroughly involved In a game without 

worrying about strangling yourself with a 
headphone wire. 

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK REMIX 

~ 

HtSIUt·NJ EVll 
I. • 

T here is no question that Resident Evi/'s dark, 

forbod1ng soundtrack was instrumental in 

chilling the life out of gamers everywhere. Those 

discordant orchestrial stabs, those rumbling organ 

dirges- many of the game's greatest moments 

were completed by this aural element. Now, 

Pioneer has released the music by itself, and 

listening to it is a curious experience - much like 

listening to the soundtrack of a movie: you know It 

works brilliantly In context, but alone its a curiously 

d1sappo1nting experience. The titles of the tracks 

don't help: 'Fatal Bite', 'Queer Structure' ano Treat 

To Avviul Fright' anyone? 
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Althougl7 a current 1V advert promises 

that everyone will be able to visit the 

moon in 30 years time (neglecting to 

point out, of course. that the trip will cost 

tens of thousands of pounds and be 

hopelessly over-subscnbed for decades), 

those who want to do It now had better 

Join the airforce quickly and start reading 

up on astrophysics. Alternatively, they 

could consult the latest version of the 

excellent Maris CD ROM, Red Shift 3. 

The original title in this intriguing 

series, released in 1994, was essentially 

an interactive guide to the physical 

universe. Users could locate stars, 
analyse constellations, and generally 

trundle about the universe. using the 

onboard reference tools and multimedia 

elements to make reasonably detailed 

studies into astronomy and cosmology. 

The current version takes everything 

featured in the last two titles. updates the 

information and visual quality and adds a 

Whole host of new options. For example, 

users can now access around 50 new 
Astronomy Tours - essentially AVI movIes 

which tackle subjects like the birth of the 

universe and the search for 

extraterrestrial intelligence in simple 

terms. yet with a decent amount of 

depth. There is also a massively 

expanded photo-gallery, featunng 

incredible new pictures of Earth, the solar 

system and beyond. Even shots from the 

recent Mars Pathfinder Mission have 

been included. 

--

n absence of a full album of fresh material 

from the Doc, esteemed techno label R&S 

has gathered together the best of the rest to 

demonstrate what the fuss is all about. Taking a 

Jazzy approach to drum n' bass isn't anything new, 

but there's a filmic edge to 'Atmospheric Funk' that 

demonstrates a better grasp of moods and, well, 

atmosphencs than most jazz-jungle swingers. 

Similarly, the cascading synth lines. lush strings and 

dubby vibe of 'All I Need' and 'Spectrum' prove 

wonderfully Inv0Mng. wax Doctor can stir emotions 

as well as sequence the ever-complex rhythms; a 

rare combination In the world of drum n' bass. 

Most importantly thougl7, Red Shift 3 

works on a number of different levels. 

Those with a fleeting interest in 

astronomy can Just poke about via a 

user-friendly (if initially bewildering) 

collection of menus. looking at the 

pictures and finding out about the hottest 

stars, windiest planets and smallest 

moons In the Record Breakers section. 

However. students and more 

intellectually inclined viewers can make 

short movies tracking the movement of 

stars and moons, peruse the entire 

Penguin dictionary of Astronomy, and 

consult the Sky Diary to find out What 

aenal phenomena they can expect to see 

over the next few thousand years: simply 

specify a period and Red Shift 3 produces 

the list. Click on anything in the 11st. and 

the procuct explains What the event is 

and how it happens. M d, of course, 

everythlng Is cross-referenced, and 

regularly updated via a link to the 

internet 
Althougll there were occasionally 

some framerate Jitters on Edge's PC, and 

the visuals could have been slicker in 

places, this Is a truly fascinating and 

worthwhile product. For anyone who has 

started asking themselves questions like, 

'Are we alone?', 'where is the universe 

going? ', or 'just What the hell is an anti

quark?' Reel Shift 3 will at least point them 

in the ngllt direction. 

W hile Blue Room spends most of its time 

cultivating artists in the psychedelic trance 

and techno underground, it isn't adverse to some 

lighter. 1f rather self-indulgent. musical detours. 

Oddly missing the great recent single 'Starbuck', 

The Sunkings' second album weaves a fabric of 

lush, trancey instrumentation and ethnic-style 

vocals -Which sadly doesn't save it. 'Eden reprised' 

uses a seductive Kate Bush-style vocal and works 

well, as does Talisman, the final track with its 

sampled choir boy vocals. But ultimately, soul 

Sleeping spends far too much of its time in tranced

out, wailing hippy state. Enya on acid, perhaps? 
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Although much overlooked by the cinema going 

crowd, Peter Jackson's black corredy horror Is a 

delightfully refined film that merits an audition. 

Using his psychic skills and the ass,stance of 

three spirits who have failed to make the journey 

to the other side, Michael J Fox makes his living 

by exorcising houses once his spiritual trio have 

finished haunting them. What starts off as a gen

tle, amusing tale soon takes a very sudden, very 

dark turn, In typical Jackson style, as the spInt of 

a former serial killer returns to prey on the living 

one more time, with some surprising results. 

This Is the sort of feature that allows 
Laserdisc to show off its superiority effortlessly 

over the ageing VHS format. The 2.35:1 

widescreen ratio houses a applaudable fu,e 

image with very strong and stable colour defn1-

tion as well as consistent high sharpness level 

throughout. This only seives to enhance the 

already impress,ve CGI sequences, partirularly 

those featuring the Grim Reaper-like serial spirit 

The sonics impress too, and accompany the on

screen action commendably, with a wide and 

dynamic Pro-Logic soundfield and good bass 

extension. Rear effects are used extensively and 

contribute immensely to the film's atmosphere, 

providing their fair share of surprises - the whole 

thing simply wouldn't be as frightening In straight 

stereo playback. The Frighteners is also heavily 
chaptered and the silver platter Is encased in a 

stylish, matt sleeve. 

ts business as usual on John Stapletons 

latest big beat sh1nd1& with familiar 

purveyors of hip hop-derived sounds mIxIng It up 

with the lesser known but equally keen to push 

drum loops to the fore. Firm favourites Bassb1n 

Twins weigh In with Magic Sponge, and even way 

Out West turn up with samplers In hand, re

inventing van Halen on the old school grooves of 

King Of The Funk. Md yet Dope 5 doesnt quite hit 

the spot as well as its predecessors, going for a 

more inventive but ultimately less palatable 

selection of tracks. There are some inspired 

sounds, and seriously danceable grooves, but not 

quite as many bone flde tunes as on prevkJus 
outings. While still superior to so many compilations, 

let's hope the Dope series Is reaching an end. 
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Cyberthrillers come and go, but very few leave a lasting impression - most getting too bogged down In 

the wonders of science to remember the wonders of a good plot. ·society of the Mind' hcmever, 

manages to cover both with equal skill, the author obviously understanding the value of what used to 

be called a ripping good yam. 

set In that fertile area known as 'the not too distant future', ·society' follows a week In the life of 

psychologist Dr Laura Aldridge who has been hired by computer genius and industrialist. Joseph Gray, 

to psychoanalyse his computer. The machine seems to have developed a series of alarming faults, but 

as Aldndge probes deeper into the consc10Usness of this d1g1tal maivel, she begins to realise that, 

more than Just an artificial intelligence, It Is Is part of Gray h1mse~ 

The theme of superhuman computers has been handled before of course, most notably in Arthur 
c. Coirke's ·2001 ·. However, Harry handles the high technology with a deft hand and never allows It to 

overshadow the human characters. There are shades of Asimov's Robot stories In here too, but that Is 

no bad thing. The interaction between human and machine - something which fascinated Asimov - Is 

explored here In an extraordinarily detailed narrative which Is a credit to its 1nfllences. If one cyber 

thriller deserves to reach a mainstream audience this year, this has to be it. 

It seems that like ex-members of the SAS, the gurus of the online revolution can't help revealing the 

IntricacIes of their strange INes In print. David Shenk, MIchaiel Dertouzos and Melanie McGrath have all 

published their own slants on internet technology, and now its the turn of yet another cyberphile to 

lay out a manifesto. 

Esther Dyson may well rub shoulders with the 'digerati' of the information age, but here - in her 

first book - she offers few insights into this clandestine universe. AdrnIttedly, it is easy to see what she 
is trying to do; by covering everything from work, education and community, to anonymity and 

securrty, she wants to show us how hie could be INed; via the internet - free from the pressures of the 

physical world. But Release 2.0 still fails to convince. 

The main problem, perhaps, Is her brief, anecdotal prose style. It is clear Dyson feels everyone 

has the power to use new technology, get onhne and expand their personalities, but where readers 

expect further insight, provocation and even dissent Dyson continuously fails to cornmt to any one 

line of argument preferring instead to remain In the middle ground. Ultimately, the reader comes 

away from the work feeling as though they've read all this before, ,n countless other internet tomes. 

Which of course they probably have. 
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---- Up to 8 player network option 

-----1-4 player option on 1 PC 
-- Hi-res graphics card support including: 

--- 30FX, Voodoo, & S3 based cards 

MAXIMUM MULTI-PLAYER RACING 
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-
EDGE' S EXAMINATION OF THE INTERNET AND ONLINE GAMING SCENE 

Novaworld takes off 
n, egaplayer gaming has a new frontline. 
IMI NovaWorld, from PC flight-sim specialists 
Noval ogic, brings the well regarded F-22: Raptor 
to a crowded and brutal ai rspace, where literally 
hundreds of elite pilots battle for supremacy. 

'Massive multiplay is not a simple feat,' says 
John Butrovich, Novalogic's technical manager. 
'Few services provide massive multiplay - and 
nearly all of them charge. Our service is free!' 

There are two modes of play supported on 
NovaWorld. Standard deathmatch is an 
every-F22-for-himself battle, while RAW (Raptor 

Ai r Wars) combines elements of co-operative 
and deathmatch play. 

RAW is the more exciting development. This 
sees players combine to form squadrons, which 
must protect their own base, while simultaneously 
attacking the airfields of others - a sort of Quake 
team fortress for the skies. To play effectively, the 
F22 pilots must divide themselves into fighters 
and bombers, then select the appropriate 
payloads, bringing partnership to the game. 

NovaWorld makes the usual claims about 
low-latency, which are made more credible for 
UK gamers by the establishment of a European 
server in Germany. What's perhaps more 
interesting, is whether NovaWorld can live up to 
its name. After all, Noval ogic's other recent 
products include the helicopter sim Comanche 3 
and the tank game Armoured Fist 2. These could 
combine to be the ingredients for an all-out war. 

'The unified battlefield has been talked about 
for years, but has yet to be seen,' a cagey 
Butrovich told Edge. 'The Internet inherently 
places restrictions on the game at a technical 

For Raptor Air Wars, players must divide into 
teams comprising of fighters and bombers 

level, which requires, typica lly, game specific 
solutions. To mix and match a fast moving 
fix-wing game with a much slower paced game 
or a different style of play, is a daunting problem. 

It's a problem which Edge expects to see 
solved soon. Others working on the virtual 
battlefield include the Air Warriors at Interactive 
Magic and Ocean's DID division. 

Deathmatch play on NovaWorld might not be 
sbidly accurate, but ifs nonetheless enjoyable 

Only F-22: Raptor is currently supported on NovaWorld. To play, a copy of the game is required together w ith a modem 
connection to http://www.novaworld.com. There is no extra charge to play, apart from telephone call charges. 

A European community for online gamers? 

At GamesZone, titles can be seleded by game 
or channel. Descent is the top offering 

m o sooner does one online games company 
go to the wall than another takes its place. 

Created by the huge IT company ICL, GamesZone 
is a European game service which aims to offer 
a broad range of titles designed to appeal to 
everyone - except perhaps, gamers. Of the 
20-strong list of games on offer, Descent 
appears as a veritable technological showcase. 

Cheap and cheerful isn't necessarily a bad 
thing, but GamesZone isn't particularly cheap 
either. Although the game cl ients are free, and 

Shockwave Flash makes waves on the Web 
D t might not be much to look at, but 

Something Fishy demonstrates a couple 
of interesting points for online entertainment. 
Fi rst, it shows that Internet gaming doesn't have 
to be about facing off against other human 
opponents. Here the competition exists in 
beating previous winners, making the Website 
something akin to popular arcade games of old. 

Second, it's written in Shockwave Flash . 
This animation language from Macromedia is 
revolutionising graphics on the Internet. Images 
are in vector format rather than bitmap, which 
means they can be instantly scaled to size. They 
also take less time to load. As Something Fishy 
shows, it's a versati le method, but don't expect a 
Shockwave Flash version of Quake anytime soon. 

To investigate the future of online aquatics, head over to http://www.clevermedia.com/arcade/fish.html 

are distributed on a CD to minimise download 
costs, the playing charges of up to nearly £2 an 
hour (on top of phone bills) will soon add up. 
Edge hopes GamesZone can add a bunch of 
newer titles to its repertoire in the near future. 

To investigate GamesZone, head over to 
http://www.gameszone.net. The range of 
pricing options includes £1 .80 per hour, 24-hour 
tickets at £6 and weekend passes for £10. 

HV(f )(ft : ,: SOMETHING FlSHY 'C(,rf r,11 
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Something Fishy is more fun than an average 
Web graphic, and it downloads just as quickly 



Your eyeballs spin, your sinews ache. The last _ 
contact you had with your stomach was 15 ~ 
laps ago. Arcade quality motorcycle racing is ;;;;;;;;; 
about to hit the PC. It's a near death experience. ~ --... 

CRit rion 
Studio!! 

Ubi Soft Entertainment Ltd., Vantage House, 1 Weir Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 aux. 0 1998. Ubi Soft EntertainmenVCriterion Studios. All rights reserved. Criterion Studios is a division of Criterion Software Ltd., a Canon Company. 

Criterion Studios and Criterion Software are trademarks of Canon loc. Redline Race< is a trademar1< of Criterion Software Ltd. and Accolade loc., used under licence by Criterion Software Ltd. • While stocks last. 
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THI S MONTH ... 

POCKET CAMERA MAYHEM 

KISS THE GB LINK 

OTAKU OBSESSION 

[BIG IN JAPAN] 

Is that a camera in your 
pocket? 
In a move that will no doubt see 
thousands of David Bailey hopefuls 
roaming Japan's streets in search of 
inspiration, Nintendo released its 
Pocket Camera attachment for the 
Game Boy on February 21, for a very 
reasonable ¥5,500 (£28). The latest in 
a seemingly endless series of Game
Boy-related peripherals, this takes the 
concept of digital cameras and turns it 
into a potentially fun and (mostly) 
clean activity. 

Couple the device with its 
matching-colour Game Boy, turn the 
power on and an adult-sized Mario 
appears on the screen, wiggling in a 
rather provocative, if predominantly 
disconcerting, way. (Pressing a button 
terminates this near-traumatic 
episode.) Operation of the device is 
typically Nintendo-friendly: it's simply a 
question of pointing the peripheral's 
1 So-degree-turning lens at the desired 
object for photographic capture. On 
pressing the A button, the screen's 
monochrome image freezes and a set 
of new instructions appear. Saved 
snaps can be manipulated with a series 
of lens tricks, such as mirrors, zoom 
and stretch options. They can also be 
edited together, allowing budding 'alien 
spaceship' photographic hoaxers to 
practice their future source of income 
by piecing together bits of several 
images into one final creation, which 

The ¥5,800 (£30) Super Game Boy 2 
displays Pocket pies on a 1V via a SNES 

Refusing to die, the Game 
Boy's future looks stronger by 
the day. The Pocket Camera and 
Printer are the latest fun gadgets to 
emerge out of Nintendo's creative offices 

can then be immortalised by the 
¥5,800 (£30) Pocket Printer and its 
four shades of grey sticker painting. 

Being a Nintendo product, it would 
be unnatural for it to not include some 
form of game-related feature, and sure 
enough, the Pocket Camera has three 
titles taking a Game & Watch approach. 
The first Space Invaders derivative 
allows access to the other two. 
Depending on which invading ship is 
shot, either a DJ sonic composition 
game or a simple juggling title follows; 
both amusingly allow the character's 
face to be replaced by any picture. 

Pocket Camera fever has already 
swept Japan, with the little devices 
rapidly selling out all over the Akihabara 
district. Their widespread use may even 
prevent crime levels rising, with every 
shoplifter in the country discouraged 
from criminal activity for fear of being 
snapped in the act by a vigilant Pocket 
Camera-toting brat Somehow the latter 
seems more deterring than 
countless CC1V cameras. £ 
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Digital intimacy 
Developed by Hudson and introduced 
at the last Space World expo, the 
curiously-named Game Boy Kiss Link 
allows players to connect their portable 
Nintendo machine to a PC and 
download game-related data from the 
Internet. By visiting Hudson's 
homepage, for example, Kiss Link 
owners can obtain new maps and data 
for Nectaris GB, the first Game Boy 
Kiss Link compatible title, released at 
the end of February. 

Now, if only Hudson's device would 
allow players to engage in Quake II on 
the Game Boy's miniature 
monochrome screen ... £ 

Welcome to the Net with the GB Kiss Link 
(seen here in prototype form) 
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Bizarre sights at Tokyo's AOU show ... 

Dressing as your favourite videogame character in Japan might be a hobby for some, but Tokyo's gaming events probably started the craze. At the 
recent A0U it was Capcom that outdressed its rivals with its beat 'em up characters clawing for attention. Kids love Bub and Bob (top right) 

New games, please 
The Association of Retailers of 

Television Game Software in Japan 

recently published an advert to protest 
against the Computer Entertainment 

Software Association's decision to 
deem the sale of second-hand 

software illegal, as well as Sony's recent 
attempts at bullying shops into ceasing 

their sales of pre-owned PlayStation 
titles by blocking the supply of future 

releases. 
The advert's slogan, 'Game Over: 

you cannot play anymore', comes after 
CESA's inauguration of its Campaign 

Against Illegal Software Resale on 

January 14. 
Under copyright law, games are 

considered cinematic productions, and 
the unauthorised sale of pre-owned 
material is therefore strictly illegal, as 

well as being subject to laws governing 
distribution rights, including the rights 

to transfer or rent creative products. 
Japan's second-hand market is 

huge, with 48 million units of pre-used 

software exchanging hands in 1996 -

equivalent to earnings of ¥313 billion 

(E 1.7m) for the game industry £ 
had they been new titles. 

Advert alert 

The advert includes a pie chart showing that 
61 % of players want second-hand shops 

Japan's toilet obsession is common knowledge, but even the 
most eastern culture-soaked individual will find the Japanese 

Tomb Raider 2 advert and its bizarre homage to Mission: 

Impossible dubious. Meanwhile, Square continues to exploit 

its rich Final Fantasy franchise with a more traditional, £ 
yet striking, ad announcing FFV's port to the PlayStation. 
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POCKET CAMERA MAYHEM 

KISS THE GB LINK 

CESA SAYS CEASE 
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an audience with . .. 

douglas adams 

After writing a trilogy in 

four parts and an holistic 

detective story, what is 

there left to do but design 

a videogame? Edge talks 

to Douglas Adams about 

Starship Titanic and 

the future of adventure 

gaming technology ... 
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Of Its lllfr - ee 
lfir,g a 

ouglas Adams shot to fame 
in the 1980s on the back of 
his 'Hitch-hiker's Guide to 

the Galaxy' series of books. In these 
tomes Arthur Dent, a thoroughly 
ordinary Brit, found himself 
hitch-hiking around the galaxy 
armed with nothing more substantial 
than a beach towel. Eventually, he 
saves the Earth from obliteration to 
make way for an intergalactic ring 
road, and finds the meaning of life 
along the way. While the books were 
turned into a TV series (a film is also 
due later this year), Adams kept 
busy by reinventing himself as a 
technology guru, whose adoration of 
his Macintosh is legendary. 

Although he's the undisputed 
heavyweight champion of the 
humorous paradox, Adams took the 

I• .. ... .. .... 

logical step and set up a 
development house called The 
Digital Village in London's Covent 
Garden. Here he set to work on 
developing a game, Starship 
Titanic, to be published by Zablac 
Entertainment. It's a hi-tech 
point-and-click adventure for the 
PC (and, soon, the Mac) with several 
twists - including the ability to 
converse with its characters using 
plain English. Starship Titanic is set 
to reach the shops imminently. 

Edge: What prompted you to move 
from writing books into making 
computer games? 

Douglas Adams: various things. 
Back in the 1980s, I worked with 
lnfocom to make a game based on 
the 'Hitch-hiker's Guide' series, and 
enjoyed this. But it seemed like I 
was doing it the wrong way round 
- doing all the hard work of the 
writing and then handing over the 
fun part of turning it into a game 
for someone else to do. ► 
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Starship Titanic's graphics far surpass 
Myst - Adams' first inspiration 
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The player must get to grips with four 
robots in order to get into first-class 

◄ Edge: so why didn't you make this 
switch earlier? 

DA: The 'Hitch-hiker's Guide' game 
was text-only, and graphical games 
seemed crude, slow, clunky and 
ugly. I looked at the technology and 
thought 'I don't think games are very 
interesting any more,' and sat on the 
bench for a bit. But I had it in mind 
that I'd like to get back into making 

games. The very first clarion call -
tempting me off the bench - was 
when Myst came out. It did certain 
things very well, such as creating a 
new graphics standard, and was 
very imaginative and atmospheric. 
I liked the way it was developed in 
Hypercard; it was brilliant how it 
was able to parlay the slowness of 
Hypercard with a sense of a longer 
mystery. But then nothing much 
happened in the game. I thought: 
here's a new benchmark for how 
good graphics could be. Let's do 
something with it; populate its 
environment. But then I thought 
back to the experience with 
lnfocom, which was right at the 

other end of the scale, and ended 
up thinking that the baby had been 
thrown out with the bath water. 

Edge: What sort of gameplay would 
you have liked to have seen? 

DA: I wanted to see if I could push 
the idea of conversation forward. 
Companies were making games in 
which you could go up to characters 

and select pull-down conversation 
menus. But this was very primitive. 
so I thought: let's come up with a 
system in which you could say 
whatever you liked to a game's 
characters and they would answer. 

There are three stages involved 
in conversations: the input, output 
and what comes in between. In a 
couple of years hence, I might be 
tempted to do on-line speech 
recognition. But now, with the 
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advent of the Internet and so on, 
we're a post-post-l iterate society 
and people are typing again. For the 
output, I favoured text-to-speech, 
which gives you the maximum 
ability to construct replies on-the-fly. 
But when we tried this, all Starship 
Titanic's characters sounded like 
semi-concussed Scandinavians, so 
it wasn't such a good idea. For that 
reason we opted for pre-recorded 
speech output from the characters 
in Starship Titanic. 

Edge: What did that entail? 

DA: It means that you have to try to 
foresee everything. In the end, my 
writing partners, Michael Bywater 
['Daily Telegraph' and 'Independent 
on Sunday' columnist] and Neil 
Richards ended up writing reams. 
There's over 16 hours of dialogue 
on the game discs. Every few weeks, 
we'd go down to the recording 
studio, so it got richer and deeper. 

we were genuinely surprised when 
we started getting answers 
appropriate to what we'd typed in. 

Edge: Is there artificial intelligence 
at the heart of this system? 

DA: With language, Al is an 
intractably deep problem. on the 
other hand, you can make a pretty 
good stab at a certain level of Al. 
The middle of the system - between 
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the input and output - is where the 
system's smarts are. we haven't 
used conventional Al, but all sorts 
of methods. I think the route to 
artificial intelligence lies through the 
terrain of artificial life -you may as 
well take the same route as the 
natural world. our engine, which 
does all the work, is something one 
could continually develop, it's a 
never-ending problem. 

Edge: You'll continue to develop it? 

DA: I hope so, because I would love 
to do something like what you see 
in Starship Titanic on the Web. The 
interesting thing is that it develops 
iteratively. Every time we test it, 
someone says: 'It doesn't do this 
very well,' and there's no end to 
what you can do. The Web can deal 
with the third stage of conversations 
better, because pre-recorded 
speech has limitations. But you 
won't see any more development 
of text-to-speech technology in the 
foreseeable future. I had a 
conversation about a year ago with 
Dave Nagel, who's now the head 
of AT&T's west Coast Labs, and he 
said his problem was that he was 
developing text-to-speech 
technology, but nobody could find 

an application for it. soon, these 
sorts of technologies will begin 
migrating to the Web. Speech 
recognition, which is essentially 
easier than handwriting recognition, 
is not far off. All these things are 
difficult, deep problems, but if you 
can solve 60 per cent of them and 
then later 61 per cent, they'll 
always, at least, be getting better. 
At some date, we'll be able to talk 
to characters onscreen and they will 

I favour•d text - to - speech , but 

respond. But by then, all the work 
will be done on servers. 

Edge: Did you have to leave 
anything out of Starship Titanic? 

DA: one whole major idea didn't 
make it into the final game. At first 
we were thinking that we'd love 
photo-realistic graphics and full 
navigability, but the two are still 
mutually incompatible when you're 
dealing with current technology. 
There's nothing that can do 
realtime rendering of those sorts 
of environments. we decided that 
the best way to get the best of both 
worlds was to have both worlds. so 
we came up with a story notion in 
which you can see the ship as you 

There are several methods of traversing 
the enormous Starship Titanic, 

incl uding taking a trip on this gondelier 

would see it in real life - we call 
this the 'matter' side, and it's a 
pre-rendered environment. Then 
you could enter in the ship's 
information system - we called this 
the 'data' side, and it was a full 
realtime, flyable environment. It 
enabled you to track the way 
information flows through the ship; 
if you like, a VR of the ship. This 
turned out to be a bridge too far, so 
we dropped it, but there are still a 
few minor artefacts from it around, 
such as the sculpture chamber, 
which is a sculpture of a giant SCSI 
cable. Entry to the data side is now 
an unexplained phenomenon. We're 
thinking of building the data side on 
the Web and then putting hooks 
between them - we'd publish a ► 
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◄ software patch, and when you did 
the appropriate things on the CD, 
you'd enter the data side through 
the Web. Or we may do a totally 
new project... 

Edge: Will you focus on the Web 
after Starship Titanic comes out? 

DA: we want to build the equivalent 
of the 'Hitch-hiker's Guide' in an 
online environment as an 
information service - a guide to the 
Net, but covering everything else. 
It would be like having field 
researchers, or embedded guides. 
We'd create characters, like a help
ful taxi driver, which would use our 
developing speech technology. The 
great thing then is that we could 
have a small team of writers 
in-house who would be monitoring 
conversation traffic day-by-day and 
adding more conversation rules. 

Edge: Take us through the game ... 

DA: You start in Your Lovely Home, 
which you can explore a bit. For 

example, you can see a PC with 
some CD-ROMs next to it. Two of 
these cause the machine to crash if 
you put them in the drive, but if you 
put the Starship Titanic one in, the 
starship itself comes crashing into 
your living room. The first character 
you meet is the DoorBot. One of the 
complications we've created in the 
game is three dials, which indicate 
each robot character's current state 
of mind. Each one has different 
settings - its memory either works 
or not, and it's either optimistic or 
pessimistic. so there are four 
versions of every response they 
make. For example, the BarBot 
will either be telling the truth or 
lying, charming or belligerent. 
The DeskBot will either be fawning 
or very unpleasant, as well as 
gossipy or terse. 

At the bottom of the screen you 
have your personal Electronic Thing, 
or PET. This has five modes which 
govern things like conversations 
and summoning the Bots, and 
storing things you find in the rooms. 
You can store chevron codes - each 
room has a unique one. If you want 
to send anything anywhere, you 
have to use the succubus, which 
is kind of like the vacuum tubes 
they used to have in old department 
stores. The Succubus uses my voice, 
totally untreated. 

Hitch-·hikers guide to the 
Net. 
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Edge: What is the overall aim of 
the game? 
DA: You start off in Third Class, and 
have to earn upgrades to First Class. 
At the beginning, you can see a lot 
of things which you can't get hold 
of. The first upgrade you get very 
easily, but you have to talk your 
way into the second one. There are 
several puzzles - for example, one 
involves putting the ship's parrot in 
the succubus; if you don't send it 
somewhere, it flies off. When you 
grab it, it sheds a feather, which 
you'll need. In the First Class bar, 
you'll have to help the BarBot make 
a cocktail by finding the ingredients. 
In the restaurant, you must fight the 
maitre d' to get a table. 

Edge: What formats will your ganie 
come out on? 

DA: The first version is for the PC, 
but we will do a Mac one. All Macs 
are about to start shipping with DVD 
drives, and we're thinking of doing a 
hybrid Mac/PC DVD version. At the 
moment it's on three CDs, but even 
so, we've got data budget problems. 
There's something like 250Mb 
common between each of the CDs. 

Edge: Have you enjoyed making 
the transition from writer to games 
developer with The Digital Village? 

DA: From my point of view, I've 
been involved with TV, stage and 
radio. The book was such a success 
that it determined my involvement 
in other media. Writing was not what 
1 set out to do. If you're a writer, no 
matter how successful you are, 
there's not much you can do: you 
have to go to someone else's 
production company. so I thought 
it would be nice to have my own. 
The aim of the company is 
to become an online 
purveyor of entertainment 
and information. £ 



SWARMS OF EXOSKELETAL ALIENS ARE RIPPING 

A MERCILESS PATH OF ANNIHILATION THROUGH 

THE GALAXY. 

Your outposts have fallen - your dropzone just 

became the front line. Strap a Jet Pack onto your 

battle armour and select a lethal array of weaponry -

you and your squad are all that stand between 

Earth and the hordes of savage alien insects. 

Visit the new Outwars website to download a FREE trial version at 
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CASTLEVANIA 64 
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With the PlayStation version of castlevania 

sinking its teeth into Edge at moment, these new 

shots of the hugely anticipated N64 iteration are 

welcome arrivals. The amount of graphic detail 

contained in this '20% complete' version is 

promising, with the game carrying through the 

dark, moody style of its precursors. 

Players will be able to select one of four 

characters; a member of the Belmont clan that 

has always featured in the series, a 12-year-old 

girl with mystical powers, a fist-fighting warrior 

with the ability to mutate into a wolf, and a 

brutish, chain-wielding individual named Kola. 

castlevania 64's other main feature is the 

tieing of game time to the play system, with 

hordes of vampires attacking as darkness falls 
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MYTH 

currently the subject of much controversy (see p14), System 3's update of 

its Myth series appears to share at least a passing resemblance with the 

company's other update Last Ninja. The new Myth is an arcade adventure 

blessed with some beautifully realised locations 

Vl'NDETTA 

Although the original Colony 

wars was not particularly well 

received (six out of ten, E52), 

Psygnosis is working hard to 

amend the situation with its 

sequel vendetta, also for 

Sony's console. With four 

initially selectable craft, a host 

of new weapons, and a plot 

that's thought to be deeper and 

better defined, the game may 

answer previous criticisms 

COMMAND AND CONQUER 2: TIBERIAN SUN 

While cavedog has already redefined realtime strategy gaming with Total Annihilation, Westwood seems set on its innovative own path for 

command and conquer 2: Tiberian sun. Graphically, it's not a huge leap forward, although it does boast 3D terrain and rich lighting effects, 

but the gameplay holds plenty of surprises. Veteran units, guerrilla warfare (including hacking and covert sabotage), and toys like the 

hunter-seeker drones are sure to thrill the Westwood faithful. Even more intriguing is talk of a dynamic ecosystem and destructible terrain 

► 



◄ GEX: ENTER THE GECKO 

Nearing testscreen status, 

Crystal Dynamics' first venture 

into 3D for the street-wise 

reptile is looking promising The 

novel idea of sticking to some 

of the walls in the three 

dimensional environments is 

refreshing and with 125 moves 

and 3,400 frames of animation, 

the action is fluid. PlayStation 

owners will be the first to 

tackle the green-skinned being, 

but PC and N64 versions are 

expected later in the year 

PARASITE EVE 

Namco's Tekken 3 is scheduled for a Japanese release on March 26 and speculation is already rife over how well 

it will compare to the System 12 original. The PlayStation version will include not only the wide range of secret 

modes and characters that previous conversions have boasted, but also a side-scrolling action section known as 

the Tekken Force Mode, and possibly similar to Final Fight. Players will be able to take on more than one character 
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Narrowly missing Edge's deadline, Parasite Eve should just be seeing the 

light of day in Japan. With key members of the Final Fantasy VII team 

involved, Eve is a PlayStation RPG of SquareSoft's usual scale, and has an 

evolution of FF Vlf's battle system. Based in New York, the player must 

save humanity from possession by the alien 'mitochondria' virus 

-.---Ii -.,• - ,. 
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AGE OF EMPIRES 2 

By combining Civilisation and warcraft 2. Bruce Shelley created a sleeping 

blockbuster in Age of Empires. The sequel will include more from Shelley's 

wish-list, including much greater variation between cultures and, in 

contrast to the angry rabbles of the first game, proper military formations 

lliREE llONS 

In the run up to the world cup, 

there is an inevitable glut of 

football titles on the release 

schedules. While not the most 

technically impressive, Three 

Lions has the useful credential 

of being the official England 

team game. Developed by Z

AXis, Lions features over so 

international teams, including 

the successful 1966 England 

team, and is due to be 

published by BMG in April on 

PC and PlayStation 

Created by Argonaut, developers of SNES Star Fox, Buck Bumble is a free-roaming, 30 shoot 'ern up for the N64. To 

be published in the UK by Ubi Soft, the game features Buck the super Bee and his quest to defeat the ·1nsectoid' 

invaders - alien, robotic insects. Although Bumble initially looks to be something of a children's title, beneath the 

surface are several different mission types, six hidden levels, plus the unquestionable pedigree of its developer 

► 



◄ CONTRA 

Little is known about the 

Playstation renaissance of 

Konami's seminal Contra 

series, with even the game's 

project name ci ted only as 'C'. 

Hopefully this latest effort will 

emerge a more worthy 

successor to the excellent 

SNES title Contra Ill 

ESCAPE ... OA DIE TRYING 

oor is Psygnosis' other new 

announcement this month. 

Targeted at fans of Tomb 

Raider, the player controls the 

surviving members of a crash

landed team. The game 

combines third-person-action 

with various RPG elements like 

magic spells, but transposed 

into a future world setting 

XE NOCR ACY 
With Colony wars 2 some way from completion, Grolier lnteractive's own 

PC space combat title Xenocracy looks to have hit a convenient window of 

opportunity. Featuring both arcade and simulation modes, the game 

places the player in the role of a member of an intergalactic peace force, 

dedicated to maintaining the balance of power between four planets 

screenshots illustrate the stunning village scenes and the game's battle 

system. By pressing and holding the z-trigger, Link locks onto his foes, 

with repeated clicks causing him to circle around them during the attack 
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From the plot resume, Cyclone Studios· Requiem looks like a different 

kind of first person shooter. Inspired by Milton's poem 'Paradise Lost', the 

player is an angel fighting his fallen brethren. Make that 'riddling his 

brethren with bullets' and the novelty is less obvious. But Requiem's 

graphics and Jedi Knight-style interaction still leave Edge curious 
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After a period of subdued activity, Jaleco has returned to the fray with The 

story starting with T, a Ze/da-esque 3D adventure for the PlayStation. With 

a realtime battle system that doesn't interupt the game play, T follows a 

young boy named Takuto on his travels. Expect a Japanese release in June. 

After becoming rather overshadowed since GoldenEye, Acclaim's Turok: Dinosaur Hunter is back on the agenda 

with the release of these fresh hi-res N64 workstation images from its sequel. Hotly-tipped to include some form of 

multi-player game, Turok 2 will, as first revealed in E47, have a vastly improved graphic engine. Additionally, the 

first title's hub-based level structure is to be greatly expanded upon to increase complexity and game life 

► 



◄ 

This latest beat 'em up from capcom was part of the company's rather subdued appearance at the recent AOU 

show in Japan (see p8). Nevertheless, this game's wildly colourful 6Clfps visuals (possibly generated by a System 12· 

style board) are backed-up by solid animation and gorgeous special move effects. Players can use a plasma sword 

creating a 'plasma field' which drags opponents towards the attacker and leaves them open to a possible attack 

MARVEL VS CAPCOM 

EDG£• APRIL 1998 

this allows players to select one or two characters from the Marvel comics 

and capcom's own back catalogue and pit them against each other in a 
multitude of over-zealous special moves and multi-hit combinations 
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DOWNHILL BIKERS 

STREET FIGHTER EX2 

Based on a concept similar to Namco's recent Prop-Cycle, this extreme 

cycling-based game sees players pedalling maniacally in order to reach 

the finish line ahead of the pack, while attempting as many different tricks 

as possible. up to four cabinets can be linked for multlplayer action 

Developed by Arika, a team composed of ex-Capcom staff, this sequel to one of the best beat 'em ups of last year proves as 
playable as its predecessor. The camera action is now more dynamic, offering a better view of the combat as the fighters 
battle for supremacy. Given its low-end, PlayStation-style graphics, a conversion is likely, albeit with some visual restrictions 

www.newman-haas.com www.psygnosis.com 

"and "PlayStatton" en~ ot Sony Compuler Entertalnmenl Inc. C 1998 Psygnosls Lid. Paygno•I• and the Psygno1ls logo are TM or~ Psygnosla Ltd. 

(UIC) Ltd In contunctton with Bizarre Creations . .....,,_. Hua Is • lrademark of Newman Haas Racing. Real tracks and drivers appear under licence. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

► 
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◄ 

METRLSWG 2 

The success of the original 

ensured an improved, better 

designed sequel would 

eventually appear in the 

arcades. SNK has done just 

that, continuing the series' 

humourous content - while 

players are frantically shooting 

enemies, in the background a 

pupil might be having his work 

marked by his schoolteacher, 

for example. The number of 

stages has also increased 

FIGHTING VIPERS 2 

RADIANT SILVER GUN 
Running on the ST-V board (meaning an easy translation onto the Saturn), 

Treasure's arcade vertical shooter employs a skill-up system taken out of 

an RPG and a variety of firing options for one or twoplayers to master in 

order to finish successfully complete the game's five stages. Power is 

SKIERS HIGH 

most realistic interface of the current arcade skiing titles. By having special 

switches underneath a player's heels, it's possible to jump in order to 

collect time bonuses in the point attack option or just play normally 
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Building on the success of the original Fighting Vipers, this sequel boasts 

Model 3 enhanced graphics and new gameplay features. The 'Super KO' 

features allows a player to defeat their opponent in one monstrous special 

attack, winning two battles and clearing the round. The timing of such a 



Tel: 01625 (+44 1625) 855000 
Web site: http://www.europress.co.uk Plane Crazy ii a trademark of me, WOlloogl PSX and Plays1atlon 

are trademarks Of Sony Computer E~ Inc 
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SIM CITY 30 
One of the most eagerly awaited games of the '90s has just had its guts 

ripped out. Can the team of civic planners at Maxis rebuild their SimCity? 

Industry has never looked so pretty. Like previous SimCity games, the 
growth of the city is managed through the allocation of economic zones 

Formaf 
Publisher: 

Developer: 
Release: 

Origin: 

40-storey skyscrapers dwarf the tiny trees below. It was the need to get 
across such scale and beauty that led to the abandonment of 3D visuals 

m axis has scrapped its ambitious plans 
11111 for SimCity 3000. Four years into 
development, the company has given up 
its dream of creating a fully navigable 3D 
metropolis. Instead, it's working on what 
looks more like a refinement of SimCity 2000. 

'While 3D navigation sounded good on 
paper, the technology currently available in 
the typical SimCity player's home PC doesn't 
yet have the power to provide the richness 
of graphical detail our customers have come 
to expect,' says Luc Barthelet, general 
manager at Maxis. ·so last year the team 
went back to the drawing board.' 

SimCity 3000 had always looked 
ambitious. The original brief was to create 
a real-time, true 3D city, complete with 
polygonal pedestrians and cars. To enable 
the player to quickly move above and around 
the city, 'iterative' rendering was mooted. 
This increases the level of detail in a scene if 
the camera remains fixed for a while, but 
drops to some minimum level while the 
player scrolls about. Even a fairly radical 
compromise like this wouldn't have solved 
every problem though. For example, early 
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Even in its revised form, SimCity J000 features quite detailed graphics. 
Tiny pedestrians and cars can be seen making their way through the city 

shots of SimCity 3000 showed fairly complex 
3D cars. How could enough cars have been 
displayed to represent a traffic jam? 

In contrast, the only surprising thing 
about the revised SimCity 3000 is how similar 
it seems to the 2000 version. True, it's 
apparent that the graphics are improved. 
Skyscrapers are taller and buildings show 
more variety. 'Your cities will come to life,' 
promises Barthelet, 'with richly detailed 3D 
rendered buildings, pedestrians walking 
through town, vehicles driving down your city 
streets and, of course, realistic disasters 
wreaking havoc.' 

But overall, the visual changes aren't 
even as radical as the move to an isometric 
perspective for SimCity 2000. In a PC market 
obsessed with graphics, Maxis will have to 
work hard to convince gamers that SimCity 
3000 still represents a substantial 
improvement over its predecessors. 

What will City 3000 offer then? Firstly, it's 
much bigger. The map size has quadrupled, 
and there are a much wider variety of 
structures. SimCity 3000 players 
will also be able to go into the workings of 
their city in greater depth than ever before. 

Plush residential areas (left) need to be 
some distance from the fadories (above) 

'The simulation is the heart of SimCity,' says 
Barthelet. 'we're adding new zones and data 
layers so you'll be able to influence a wider 
range of city conditions.' 

The micro-simulators are the backbone 
of this increased sophistication. They enable 
the player to manage the city right down to 
the individual shops or emergency services. 
While other enhancements include a wider 
range of disasters, more intelligent advisors, 
secret Easter eggs and special events. 

SimCity 3000 will also be expandable. 
New shops, residential blocks and other 
buildings will be distributed via the Internet, 
although Maxis has yet to confirm that these 
will be more than graphical variations. SimCity 
remains the bedrock of Maxis' business, and 
supporting and extending the game like this 
could be more fruitful than working on 
disappointing Sim-branded games like Simlsle 
and SimAnt. Cavedog's Total Annihilation 
Website has proved the popularity of add-in 
components. It remains to be seen if gamers 
will pay for piecemeal downloads, though. 

Even SimCity 2000 admirers admitted it 
was a flawed masterpiece. Bugs apart, the 
most troubling of these was that once a city 
had been completed, the only option was to 
either start again or level the city and replace 
it with arcologies - enormous self-contained 
apartment blocks that were surely the 
antithesis of managing an intricate, thriving 
SimCity. If the latest version can improve 
these core gameplay issues, it could prove 
more worthwhile than any amount of £ 
graphical revision. 
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NI NJ 
so long in the making, its characters have all progressed to the tenth dan, 

core Design 's martial arts adventure is now nearing completion . Edge enters its second round .. . 

Core's team has included a huge range of foes to face the eponymous 
Ninja's seledion of swords, spears, throwing knives and staffs 

Format: 
Publisl1er· 

Developer 
Release 

Origin 

El aving slipped past its original summer 
'97 release date (and a couple of 

others), Core Design's Ninja is now confirmed 
for release this September. First prescreened 
back in E43, the game has gained a few 
essentials - including a plot - in the interim, 
making it due for a second scanning by 
Edge's eagle eye. Remarkably, for a title so 
long in the making, the development team of 
Jerr o·carroll, Brian Tomcyzk, Joby wood, 
Martin Jensen, Dan Scott and Derek Leigh
Gilchrist has remained the same. 

As videogame storylines go, Ninja's is 
notably solid. The young warrior Kurosawa 
returns from his travels to find his homeland 

Ninja contains a wide variety of level
end bosses to challenge the gamer 

ravaged by evil demons, summoned after 
Katasaki, one of two warlords fighting for 
total control of Japan, sold his soul to the 
demon lord Batanaka. As is the way with 
such deals, the pact backfired on him, 
resulting in the decimation of his own lands 
and people. The player must guide Kurosawa 
through the lands to save his country, using 
his ninja skills to defeat many foes. 

Kurosawa·s gun-toting girlfriend Lara 
Croft (Core's most famous creation) is 
obviously casting a long shadow over the 
game's release, as this parallel team within 
core acknowledges. 'What the Tomb Raider 
guys achieved will live in videogame history. 
But we felt that rather than follow suit and try 
to cash in on their formula, we wanted to go 
in a different direction which will appeal to 
those who played that game and those who 
wanted more of an arcade adventure.· 

The team lists Ghosts and Goblins and 
lkari warriors as its inspiration, giving a clear 
picture of what to expect. 'We've rekindled 
the classic arcade feel, which we feel is sadly 
lacking from so many 3D action games,' they 
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Ninja's emphasis is heavily on combat, eshewing its stablemate Tomb 
Raider's puzzling platforms in a well-advised search for a separate identity 

With 13 distind stages 
to be explored, game 
life should be 
correspondingly long. 
Levels will be scattered 
with hidden traps to 
foil the player's efforts 

claim. Ninja's emphasis is on making the 
player engage in as much combat as 
possible. By including a wide variety of foes, 
the team has tried to keep the action from 
becoming repetitious, yet all the enemies 
have been designed to present a credible 
challenge, rather than being one-hit wonders. 

set-piece battles are placed throughout 
the game. One example involves Kurosawa 
encountering a group of peasants roasting a 
rabbit on a spit. The peasants' subsequent 
attacks will differ according to the player's 
point of approach, with some hanging back 
as others rush into combat. A gang of 
woodmen encountered later again react in 
alternate ways on successive attempts. More 
generally, levels will be peppered with a 
variety of foes to be dispensed through any 
available means. 

Because of the game's extensive 3D 
environment, the core team has found it 
impossible to implement a range of attacks to 
match true fighting games, but Ninja amply 
compensates with a wide selection of 
weapons. 'The ninja has the use of swords, 
staffs, throwing knives, axes and so on, each 
of which can be powered up. we did have 
some nice nunchukas in the game, but the 
powers-that-be deemed the weapon too 
offensive, and so. along with shurikens, 
they've been dropped,' complains the team. 
The player will also occasionally be able to 
utilise magic spells, which act as the game's 
smart bombs. 

Ninja's development has been something 
of a rollercoaster experience. Core was once 
a sega stalwart, as the team explains: 'The 
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Players will be able to activate several magic spells (such as the one 
pictured above), which ad as smart bombs, laying waste to all in range 

programming leading on the Saturn was the 
main objective, but with the apparent 
impending death of the Saturn, it was felt a 
change to the Playstation was a wise 
commercial move. However, the Saturn and 
Playstation are different machines, and 
various problems have since arisen. 
Fortunately these have all been resolved, and 
now we have the added advantage of the 
special effects which would be hard to 
produce on a Saturn.' 

on top of that, none of the Tomb Raider 
code could be utilised for Ninja, which 
required an entirely new 3D engine. With this 
autumn's release now definite, however, the 
Ninja team will finally be able to focus £ 
its undoubted skills on new targets. 
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ALPHA CEN 
The second game from Sid Meier's start-up Firaxis is his long-awaited 'Civilisation 3' in all but name. 

Format: 
Publisher: 

Developer· 
Release: 

Origin· 

For a sci-fi strategy game set on a faraway planet, it's surprisingly down to Earth ... 

D he recent trend for superstar 
developers to start new independent 

studios appears to be driven by varying 
impulses. For Peter Molyneux, leaving 
Bullfrog to found Lionhead meant leaving 
the restrictions of life with Electronic Arts 
to make totally new games. For one Sid 
Meier, leaving Microprose to found Firaxis 
seems to have meant joining EA to continue 
making the same games. 

Of course, when those games include the 
latest incarnation of Civilisation, excuses can 
be made. Back when consoles easily 
outpaced the PC gaming scene, Civilisation 
and its sequel were shining examples of 
games that only the PC could offer. It quickly 
obtained classic status, and sales to match. 

Alpha Centauri isn't exadly graphically lush, but the terrain undulates 
nicely (main). As in Civilisation, advisers are on hand to give advice (left) 

For Civilisation fanatics though, space 
really was the final frontier. The cu lmination 
of any successful Civilisation strategy 
resulted in a spaceship taking off into the 
heavens and the game ending. so space is 
where Alpha Centauri takes up the story. 
We wanted to wait until we had some new 
ideas,' says Meier, by way of an excuse. We 
didn't want to take an old game of ours and 
just move it into space.' 

At first glance, Alpha Centauri looks just 
like a sci-fi Civilisation. For a start, the action 
takes place not in space but on a planet 
orbiting Alpha centauri. And, despite the 
futuristic interface (Meier calls it Windows 
2095'), the basics are unchanged. Colonists 
aboard a pioneering spaceship have divided 
into factions, based on their beliefs. These 
technologists, environmentalists, warriors 
and others are spread across the planet and 
so act like the various competing cultures of 
the original Civilisation. 
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Fog of war remains a 
problem in the future 

Moreover, in spite of flirting with realtime 
in Gettysberg, Meier remains a fan of turn
based games. He believes that Alpha Centauri 
couldn't be anything like as involving if it 
were implemented in real-time. There's a 
technology tree too, although in contrast 
to Civilisation, most of the inventions are 
obviously fantasy. 

'This is not a wild, far out science fiction 
game. All the beings involved are humans 
from Earth,' explains Meier. The planet is 
alien but it's not totally weird - it has rivers 
and hills and hot and cold climates. There's 
also this native fungus that gets in your way. 
If you learn to live in harmony with the planet, 
you're better off than if you try to fight it.' 

Meier's intention is that experienced 
players will be able to quickly get up to speed 
in Alpha Centauri, and get to grips with the 
fresh features at their own pace. One of the 
best of these, is that the player can now 
affect the planet through terraforming. On the 
simplest level, growing food changes the red 
Mars-like surface into fields of green. But the 
terrain can also be raised and lowered, so the 
planet is fundamentally altered. 

Due to the global weather system, raising 
new mountain ranges encourages more 
rainfall and so increases agricultural 
productivity. What's more, the clouds the 

A data scanner and a live information 
ticker lend a suitably space age feeling 

At the start of each game, the planet is a reddish-mauve colour and 
home to an odd fungus (above). Agriculture can slowly turn it green 

new mountains snag might just have been 
headed towards an enemies' crops. weather 
becomes a weapon of war. 

Another big change for Alpha Centauri 
comes in the way the units are built. Partly 
because all the science is hypothetical 
anyway, Alpha centauri enables you to build 
units to your exact specifications. 'You can 
pick a certain kind of propulsion for a fast 
unit or a slow unit, then you can put a laser 
or a different kind of weapon on it,' says 
Meier. 'You can build a big army of cheap but 
not so great units, or you can build an army 
from a few really cool units.' 

The system is very flexible. Rather than 
static defenses, for instance, a heavily-armed 
unit could be built, and resources saved by 
not including an engine. This enables players 
to both get used to Alpha Centauri's gadgets 
and pseudo-sciences (most of which Meier 
admits are plundered from the movies), and 
to enjoy exploring the possibilities. 

some of the changes in Alpha Centauri 
reflect comments that have come from the 
Civilisation's legion of admirers. Many felt it 
became too unwieldy when the population 
increased. In Alpha centauri the terraforming 
machines can be used to automate many 
tasks, such as building roads between cities, 
or creating fields. Also partly by request, 
diplomacy is more involved. As well as the 
usual choice between war or peace, the 
cultures can also divide up the planet 
amongst themselves and combine their 
armies. Other tweaks include displaying a 
unit's intended path before it moves, and 
more involved combat, which now includes 
the concept of morale and damage. 

Meier's resistance to superfluous change 
is probably a sensible one. He jokes he'll have 
'the father of Civilisation' written on his grave. 
To take Civilisation into the space age £ 
will be no lesser achievement. 

The terraformers make 
new land habitable 
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BUS HID O BL DE 
After a tentative first bout, Square Soft's Bushido Blade series has returned from 

the wilderness, blades honed and bared. But is this revision more than a makeover? 

Square's artists have imbued its game with a traditional Japanese feel, 
characters are detailed and solid, while locations are remarkably vast 

D he art of creating a fighting game often 
mirrors its real-life counterpart sports 

for mystery and ancient traditions. Outsiders 
to the world of videogaming must look on in 
bemusement as the Tekken and Street 
Fighter black belts deploy their combos, 
juggles, throws and special moves. However, 
there has been a new kid on the block of late, 
introducing fresh ideas that have shaken the 
foundations of the great Capcom and Namco 
dojos - Square Soft. 

The first of the company's beat 'em ups, 
Tobal No. 1, featured grapple-oriented 
combat. The second was Bushido Blade. 
While there had been previous titles that 
included swordplay (most notably soul Edge), 
Blade focused on ultra-realistic combat 
where a single strike could - and often did -
finish the fight. Now, just as Tobal received a 
sequel, so has Bushido Blade. The original 
game failed to sell in the kind of quantities 
that Square Soft is used to, partially due to 
the company's decision to distribute it solely 

Sharp-slicing gamers will doubtless find their needs sated by Bushido 
Blade 2's wide selection of razor-edged fighting sticks and swords 

through its 'Digicube' convenience store 
network in Japan. Blade 2's chances of 
reaching its audience won't fare as badly, 
and potential punters should now be familiar 
with the brand. 

In terms of structure, players will be 
offered a selection of six fighters, with more 
becoming available as progress is made 
through successive bouts. While this does not 
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One strike and it's all over. Bushido Blade 2·s combat system - even after 
the first game - still requires a sizeable mental adjustment before play 

. 
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Trousers don't come 
much more baggy than 
this. although some 
skaters may disagree 

sound like a particularly high number, each 
character wi ll have a selection of six different 
weapons to master, from the traditional 
Japanese Katana sword to fighting spears. 
Quick multiplication takes the count of initial 
playable character options to 36, with the 
extra protagonists yet to come. Interestingly, 
to keep the 'support' characters on the 
options screen next time the game is loaded, 
players will have to use that individual to 
complete the game. 

Blade 2 also features several 'hidden' 
weapons which (as with the added 
characters) are revealed later in the game. 
Another welcome feature is the player's 
ability to operate two swords simultaneously, 
again adding variety to the familiar formula. 

The characters are chosen from the two 
warring clans that give Blade 2 its storyline; 
Shainto and Narukagami Shintoryu. Whi le 
some will be familiar to players of the first 
Bushido game, many will be new additions. 
Square has also included a group battle 
mode that will feature up to five fighters, 
although it's not clear at this stage how many 
of these can be controlled by human players. 

Depending on which faction is selected, 
Blade 2 offers a different range of fighting 
implements, which retain the earlier game's 
novel battle system. Rather than depleting 
the traditional beat em up's energy bar, 
successful hits placed in Blade 2 result in 
either outright fatality, or a character's limb 
is rendered inoperable. However, the 
control system has been simplified, with the 
defence button removed. In true martial art 
style, attack is now the best defence. 

Other attractive aspects from the first 
game have been retained in the sequel, 
including the large open combat arenas that 
brought with them a new approach to 
fighting. Injured characters can retreat to far 
corners in order to compose themselves 
before returning to the fray, although such 
practices often result in the opponent merely 
moving in for the kill. 

With the original Bushido Blade only 
recently released in the UK, it may be some 
time before its follow-up sees the rising sun 
in the west. Interested parties (including 
Edge) will have to resort to purchasing £ 
the import version at the end of March. 

One of the game's neatest graphic tricks is the fading out of foreground 
scenery when it starts to interfere with the on-going adion (above) 
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COM M A N DO S: BE H 1 No ENEMY LINE 
After the disappointing Myth, Eidos has teamed up with Spanish developer Pyro studios 

to return to the realtime strategy battlefield in. a homage to classic World war 11 movies 

Commandos is far more graphically detailed than previous strategy 
games, with terrain and buildings changing for each scenario. Nice 
touches shown here include grounded airplanes and a huge dam 

Every soldier has his 
own window (above). 
Impressively, several 
scrolling windows can 
be displayed at once 

Formar 
Publisher 

Developer 
Release 

Orig111 

D here's a new style of game appearing 
on the PC, fusing Cannon Fodder with 

more mature, realistic graphics and heavy 
militaristic trappings. The games - of which 
Pyro's commandos: Behind Enemy Lines is a 
prime example - seem to be taking a closer 
look at the skirmishes of real-time strategy 
games like Red Alert, with interesting results. 

'It's what we call real-time tactics,' says 
Ignacio Pirez Dolset, managing director at 
the Spanish developer Pyro Studios. 'It's a 
combination of action and strategy. Clever 
thinking is necessary, but there's also the fun 
of realtime action.' 

commandos focuses on the exploits of a 
small, highly trained unit Despite its origins in 
Spain, the title actually follows the exploits of 
world war II commandos from the British 
army, and has been heavily influenced by 
seminal films like The Guns of Navarone, The 
Dirty Dozen and Devil's Brigade. 

The player takes control of six men in the 
now-traditional point-and-click style. Each 
commando brings his own specialized skills 

to the ensemble. Samuel Brooklyn, for 
instance, is an American mechanic who can 
fix and drive any vehicle, wh ile Frenchman 
Rene Duchamp is an expert saboteur. The 
unit is led by Sir Francis Woolridge, alias 'The 
Duke', an expert marksman who's typically 
aloof with his troops. The unit's rounded out 
by an Australian, an Irishman and another 
Brit The differences between the men are 
more than a matter of accent, though. Each 
commando profile is so specialized that Pyro 
has included a tutorial on how to use the 
skills and weapons of each one. 

Once the player understands his team, an 
assault on the game's 20 missions can begin. 
Each of the four locations (the north of Africa, 
the Norwegian fjords, Normandy and the 
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The varied locations are more redolent of an adventure game than a wargame. Fighting around a marina (above) 
promises to be markedly different to assaulting a Nazi mansion (top right) or tackling a remote outpost (bottom right) 

Rhineland) promises its own distinct flavour; 
even details like the soldiers· uniforms 
change. Designs were drawn from authentic 
world war 11 photos, documents and films. 

Graphics aren't all that changes across 
the war theatres: each campaign, referring to 
real world war II events, will offer a markedly 
different challenge, says Dolset, with some 
campaigns unfolding across a play area of 
eight screens by eight. 'Commandos is 
definitely a "think before you act" game. A 
deep analysis of the scenario, and the right 
use of your men will be key issues.' 

Adding to the complexity are the game's 
20-plus vehicles. The heavy tank is required 
when tackling emplacements or vehicles, 
while light tanks are best deployed against 
infantry. The motorbike, the game's fastest 
vehicle, is the escape vehicle of choice. 
Dolset's suggestion that armored vehicles 
might also be tactically deployed as 
blockades or to provide cover, illustrates the 
depth commandos promises. In fact, Dolset 
claims there are many ways to finish eafh 
mission. ·certain tactics will make it easier, 
but the only thing we can guarantee is that 
the player will not finish any mission with a 
full-on frontal attack.' 

Dolset also cites the game's Al as a key 
innovation. 'What makes it revolutionary is 
the fact that it's not only more advanced than 
in previous games, but that it is designed 
differently. Each unit will only be able to react 
to what they see and hear - there will be no 
"underground" behavior like in most games.· 

For example, a commando armed with a 
silent weapon can sneak into a camp and 
take out the opposition without being seen or 
heard. Slain soldiers can even be dragged 
away and hidden to prevent enemies raising 
the alarm. All this happens because of the Al, 
says Dolset, not through pre-scripting 
techniques or other programming tricks. 

If Commandos really is to be as open
ended as Dolset promises, such fluid Al will 
be just one of several vital achievements. 
Marrying the game's highly detailed 
environments with a gameplay style that 
promises the player real tactical £ 
freedom will be quite some challenge. 

Sometimes a gunfight is inevitable. Combining exciting combat with 
intricate mission planning will not be an easy task for the developers 
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TON IC TR 
The creator of the best-se lling (but flawed) 2D platformer Rayman is making the precarious 

and inevitable switch to three-dimensions for his first Nintendo 64 project 

Ed. the player's character, has a range of friends and foes, including 
guards who fly with the aid of helium (top right) and vikings (right). Get 
a few together and Tonic Trouble looks more cartoon-like than Mario 64 

Format: 

1'!111 nly now, nearly two years on, are the 
11:,1 true Super Mario 64 clones arriving. 
Whereas Argonaut's Croc, for example, 
represents a quick shortcut to creating a 3D 
platform, upcoming titles like Konami's Holy 
Magic century and Ubi sort's Tonic Trouble 
would be inconceivable without Nintendo's 
pioneering effort. 

Not that Ubi Soft seems intent on 
plagarisation. Powering the development of 
Tonic Trouble is a new £2.5 million 
3D-integration tool, which the company says 

will enable it to drive the genre onwards. 'It 
p_uts creative control in the hands of game 
designers rather than the programming team,' 
explains project manager Gregoire Gobbi. 
'The result is more complex characters and 
graphical environments.' 

Tonic Trouble's hero, Ed, is an alien 
incompetent desperate to make amends. 
Like Nintendo's Mario, Ed's certainly got 
personality. But more interesting is the 
pseudo-emotional depth of the game's other 
protagonists. 'In Mario 64, the characters 

Publisller· 
Developer 

Release· 
Origin Chatting to other characters is a big part of the proceedings in Tonic Trouble (above 

and bottom right). Occasional racing sections. a la Mario 64, also feature (top right) 
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The idiosyncratic denizens of Tonic Trouble certainly carry themselves with uniquely unusual grace, right down to their 
oddly limbless bodies. Ed (above right). is just one of the personalities in the game who add a little humour (top right) 

other than Mario are one-dimensional. In 
Tonic Trouble, all of the characters react 
differently at different times', says Gobbi. 

This makes for lively and animated 
characters. Instead of cycling through some 
pre-scripted routine, the game's 30-odd 
personalities will actively interact with Ed, 
perhaps pulling faces and running away, 
depending on the player's input. Gobbi claims 
the computer-controlled characters wander 
around the game's ten 3D worlds and pop up 
depending on the player's actions. This 
complexity is made possible by the Al built 
into the 3D-integration system. 

Beating Tonic Trouble will thefore entail 
mastery of the plot as well as the joypad. The 
game's dynamic personalities provide vital 
clues and much of the challenge will come in 
wheedling out the facts. How exactly this 
interaction will work in practice is unclear, 
but Ubi Soft is adamant that Tonic Trouble will 
be an adventure as much as an action game. 

Tonic is being created by Michel Ancel , 
the designer behind the Playstation hit 
Rayman, and it shares some similarities. Like 
Rayman, Tonic Trouble's Ed starts life as an 
untalented weakling. As the game proceeds, 
he acquires new objects and powers, 
radically transforming his capabilities. It's a 
neat trick (somewhat like Mario 64's hat 
system) since it rewards players while 

simultaneously presenting new skills to 
master. Ancel says other lessons came from 
his work on a cartoo'n version of Rayman. 
'You can achieve the same sensation of fear, 
suspense and excitement without having to 
watch 'em bleed,' says Ancel. 

Like many French designers, Ancel finds 
inspiration in eclectic places. Tonic Trouble 
was inspired by the storyline to LucasArts' 
seminal adventure Day of the Tentacle and 
the otherworldly feel of Zelda on the SNES -
a briefing in videogame genetics. suggestions 
that the plot is driven by two central concepts 
- a blameworthy hero and the idea that a 
haphazard accident can invert everyday 
notions of normality - is more surprising. Yet 
these ideas are evident in the gameplay. Ed is 
a blundering idiot when he sets foot in Tonic's 
worlds, where vegetables happily feast on 
animals. Whether these ideas have inspired 
a cohesive alternate environment or merely 
a token surreal one remains to be seen. 

Graphically, the game is dazzling. Both 
the 3D-accelerated PC and N64 versions are 
gorgeous (although the latter will suffer a 
reduction in graphic detail). The challenge lies 
in marrying meaningful character interaction 
to a game style based primarily on the 
mechanics of 3D exploration. Overcoming 
these difficulties will doubtless move £ 
the genre on nicely. 

Ed has all the skills 
a good lD platform 
hero needs, including 
the ability to swim 
both underwater and 
across the surface 
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VIG ILA N 
While many will criticise the disappearance of the plot-led environments of Interstate '76, 

The twoplayer split
screen mode (top) 
should further extend 
the game's longevity 

Format: 
Publisher 

Developer· 
Release: 

Ong1rr 

Activision's Playstation version eschews them for some frantic arcade-style scenarios 

Pleasingly. the vehicles in Vigilante 8 
display several levels of realtime damage 
as a direct result of serious firepower 
(above). While the action takes place in a 
variety of environments, some of them 
prove surprisingly unorthodox (top right) 

r.11 fter its excursion onto the PC, Interstate 
Iii 76 had been scheduled to make an 
identical appearance on Sony's grey 
machine, but after a series of delays and 
name changes, the project was finally 
cancelled. Its replacement Vigilante 8 may 
carry some of the elements originally seen in 
Activision's alternative seventies lest, such 
as the cars and the setting, but the overall 
difference is significant. Rather than a plot
driven adventure, the game is firmly focused 
on the car-based combat aspects of its 
predecessor. 

The player is again thrust into the 
American southwest, where two gangs 
equipped with fully armed, V8 supercharged 
vehicles battle it out for supremacy. As a 
member of either the coyotes or Vigilantes, 
players choose one of the 12 vehicles on 
offer then fight their way through an equal 
number of arenas. These differ greatly from 
each other, not just in their setting but also in 
size. A player may find himself trapped within 
the claustrophobic feel of a southwestern 
powerplant, for example, only to progress to 
the airiness of a ski slope (complete with 

slalom gates still in place) or the vast 
extravagant expanse of the Hoover Dam. 

However, the scenery is not just present 
for aesthetic purposes. Much of it can also be 
destroyed, and therefore used against the 
enemy's vehicles. Shoot a tower, for 
example, and it will come crashing to the 
ground, severely damaging anything or 
anyone foolish enough to remain motionless 
beneath it. Destroying the buildings and 
objects scattered around sometimes releases 
health pickups or a series of weapons which 
make a rather worthy addition to the 
relatively weak default machine gun. Another 
satisfying touch is the realtime progressive 
damage that occurs to the cars themselves: 
body panels dent significantly, windows 
shatter and exhaust pipes trail on the ground, 
before one more hit permanently disconnects 
them from the chassis. 

From the latest playable demo Edge has 
seen, Vigilante 8 offers a deeper experience, 
with better and faster gameplay, than any of 
its (admittedly few) competitors, and 
should therefore have little trouble in £ 
surpassing their efforts on release. 

One of the game's 
strengths is the sheer 
size of some of its 
arenas; a little 
exploration can reveal 
unexpected elements 
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As the PC market readies itself for the next phase of 3D 
acceleration, one of Britain's emerging exponents of the technology 
is launching a spectacular arcade-style assault. Edge roads it to Rage . .. 

\, 

The Liverpool-based 
development team is now at 
full-tilt, cramming as much into 
Incoming as time will allow, 
from new stages to fine tuning 
the game's strategy elements 

T 
echnology enables. That's 
been the overriding theme 
of the 20th century, and 

nowhere is it more evident than in 
the computer industry. And one of 
the key trends of the games 
development community has been, 
by design or simple luck, being in the 
right place at the right time. Rage 
Software, with offices in Liverpool, 
Birmingham, Newcastle and London, 
looks to be in just such a position 
right now, preparing to ride the next 
wave of PC graphics acceleration all 
the way to the beach. 

The company's spectacular 
action/strategy title Incoming, 
previewed in ESS, will be the first of 
its products to be unleashed. Edge 
reached northward to Liverpool in a 
bid to discover more about the game 
and its stablemates, and to question 
Rage founder Paul Finnegan on the 
company's move into self-publishing. 

'It's happened a littl e bit faster 
than we all thought, actually,' he 
begins, 'The first title we were going 
to publish had to be a bit special. 
When we saw the early code and 
initial graphics [for Incoming] we 
knew straight away that it had to be 
this product.' With Compaq already 
licensing a heavily cut-down 'OEM' 
version of Incoming, and massive 
interest from all the major players in 
the market, including Intel and 3Dfx, 
Rage's decision looks to have been 
correct. There are also rumours that 
Sega has been knocking with its 

next-generation hardware, although 
when asked, Paul is - unsurprisingly 
- circumspect about this. 'We only 
want to publish on PC at this stage, 
we're very nervous about getting 
involved in the console business, 
because of the cost of goods and 
potential inventory problems. we 
might dip our toe into the PlayStation 
market, but it's a big might.' 

Moving out from under the wings 
of previous publishers EA (Darklight 
Conflict) and Codemasters Uonah 
Lomu Rugby), is presenting a whole 
set of fresh challenges for Rage. 'It is 
a risk,' Paul begins, 'there's no 
getting away from that. The big 
change now is that we've gone from 
being funded over the period of 
development to paying for it 
ourselves. So obviously it's been a 
big transition and it's cost quite a lot 
of money.' And the benefits? 'When 
you're developing for someone else, 
you effectively hand over the gold 
master and it's all left to the 
publisher. We're making decisions 

57 

Rage founder Paul Finnegan 
remains the company's guiding light 

now - everything's in our control.' 
Before moving on to look at 

Rage's new titles, Edge couldn't 
resist finding out whether Paul's 
admission that, ·we concentrate on 
the arcade side, we're not big on the 
strategy element,' comes from a 
man who still plays games. 'I have of 
late, particularly Incoming and the 
new one from our Newcastle office -
Expendable. It's only early days, but 1 
can't put that one down. The guys 
use me as a sort of test bed, when 
they want to see how a ten-year-old 
wou ld play. My reactions went some 
years ago .. .' ► 

'1\. 
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ft11 hen the Rage team heard that 
IU the Bitmap Brothers had no 
plans to update its fondly 
remembered Speedba/1 series for 
the current generation of consoles, 
the temptation proved too much to 
resist. Rage deputy MD Trevor 

Williams is open about this, but 
adds: 'Lots of games are inspired by 
stuff that's been done in the past. I 
don't think anybody has done 
anything close to Speedba/1.' 

And so Deadball zone, set to be 
published by GT Interactive in May, 
is Rage's interpretation of the future 
sports theme. As expected, DBZ's 
graphics engine is now 3D, rather 
than employing Speedball's top
down viewpoint, but Williams says it 
maintains a similarly rapid pace. 'It's 
got that feeling where you run up 
the pitch, whack it into the goal and 
shout "Yes!" - and that's really 
important for a sports game.' 

RAGE 

Pressed to explain what players 
can expect from the game, Williams 
elaborates. 'DBZ's best feature is 
scoring goals, and that's what the 
most effort has gone into. You have 
to feel like you've beaten the 
keeper, that it hasn't just let you 
score. It's quite easy to get the 
players to move around and do 
things, but you have to feel 
convinced you've beaten the 
computer team.' As in all sports 
games, the importance of good Al 
routines is paramount to achieving 
the right feel. 'Our main Al 
programmer Tony McCabe is 
working on Ruud Gu/lit Striker, but 
he's sat down with Chris (DBZ's lead 
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Rage Deputy MD Trevor Williams runs the 
Birmingham office with a hands-on approach 

bl'-.L I 

programmer) at various stages 
through the development of 
Deadball zone, and suggested things 
that have helped. The teams cross
fertilise all the time, which is great.' 

Also found in the best sports 
games is the sort of instant 
accessibility Rage has installed in 
DBZ, as William explains. 'We learnt 
that from making Lomu. we tried to 
make rugby very simple, so we had 
a system where you could play with 
just the X button, but if someone 
knew how to do all the other things 
they'd hammer you. We've built on 
that for oeadba/1 zone.' 

Over time, players will be able to 
assimilate a full repertoire of 

attacking moves, much as in a good 
fighting title such as Tekken, while 
still being able to compete in the 
somewhat violent matches. Injuries, 
blood and even vomit are all 
sideline attractions to the game, 
although the final level of violence is 
yet to be agreed with GT. The 
overall feel, however, is more 
Hanna Barbera than Tarantino. 

As for Deadba/1 zone's actual 
relationship to the Bitmap Brothers' 
games, the bloodline is dry. 'We 
tried hard not to play Speedba/1 
during development,' Williams 
points out. 'We only got it out about 
two weeks ago, but we realised how 
much things have moved on. It just 
felt so sluggish.' 

Having recently resuscitated its 
old Amiga version of the game, 
Edge finds it hard to agree. Rage 
has a tough old-timer to beat. 

Deadball Zone staff, left to right; 
lead programmer Chris s9uthgate and graphic 
artists Andy Taylor, Dan Cook and Jon Curtis 
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Two-player action is of the old 
school, blast-heavy variety 

m espite having been somewhat 
neglected of late, the top

down shooting genre has hosted 
some of gaming's most influential 
titles. Games such as Gauntlet, 
Gunsmoke and lkari warriors offered 
tight, challenging, frantic action, and 
in doing so etched themselves into 
the memories of gamers across the 
globe. Yet there have been very few 
attempts at recreating such seminal 
titles for the current level of 
technology. In timely fashion then, 
Rage's Newcastle office has 
launched its own assault on the 

genre with Expendable for the PC 
and the PlayStation. 

Although the project is only 
three months into its development 
cycle, the game's visuals are already 
impressive, again displaying Rage's 
adept use of 3D acceleration. 
Searing explosions can be ignited at 
almost every turn, with weaponry 
such as the napalm ring more than 
living up to its name. Other devices 
are still being finalised, and wi ll 
most likely be collected by the 
characters as power-up objects. 

Project manager Peter Johnson 

is adamant that Expendable will be 
more than vacuous eye-candy. 'It's 
good for the PC to be back on the 
leading edge for a while, but all the 
graphic touches we are including 
are there to support the game and 
to help build a believable and 
immersive game environment - not 
just to look pretty.' 

While early shots imply a Tomb Raider-style viewpoint, the version 
played by Edge resembled the top-down classic lkari Warriors 

RAGE 59 

The 3D engine that programmers 
Phil Scott and Kevin Franklin have 
created is enabling level editor 
Duncan Hall to create a fantastic 
blend of environments, from tunnels 
and underground bases to ruined 
cities. The Al will also add variety to 
the game, according to Johnson. 
'Enemies will not always react 
predictably. You may be running 
down a gulch to find the enemies 
abseiling in from above, springing 
upon you from the ground below 
like trapdoor spiders, or leaping out 
from behind an abandoned vehicle. 
Expect the unexpected!' 

Al though PC cards allow an 
undoubted degree of graphical 
muscle, Edge can't help feeling that 
Expendable would fare better as a 
console tit le. Luckily, Rage is also 
working on a PlayStation-specific 
version. 'Our PSX programmer Mick 

Expendable's range of weaponry 
is eye-catchingly destructive 

Hedley is intent on hitting the metal 
in the time-critical sections of code, 
to wring every last drop of 
performance out of it. But we won't 
compromise the PC version to 
accommodate the PlayStation. If 
something needs to be done 
differently on the two platforms, it 
will be, playing to each platform's 
strengths and weaknesses.' 

Between now and the game's 
projected release around the end of 
the year, the group wil l be working 
hard to include as many features as 
possible. Currently implemented are 
two-player and deathmatch modes, 
while more specific details, such as 
the ability to use various vehicles 
scattered around the landscape, are 
still subject to debate. If Expendable 
can live up to the standard set by 
the games that built its genre, then 
PC gaming is in for a adrenaline 
injection this Christmas. 

► 
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Hostile waters staff, left to right; 
programmer Tim Austin and graphic artist Jon court with 

II he 3D action/strategy genre is 
evolving rapidly to take 

advantage of modern technology, 
with new entries, including Rage's 
own Incoming, confirmed every 
week. In such a frantic climate, it's 
easy to forget that Carrier 
Command, the grand-daddy of such 
games, actually appeared on the 
Atari ST and Amiga back in the '80s. 
Featuring drone craft directed into 
battle from a central aircraft carrier, 
Carrier Command (created by 
Realtime Games) was itself 
essentially a massive evolution of 
Atari's original 3D wireframe 
wargame Battlezone. Currently six 
months into development, Rage's 
promising Hostile waters is an 
inspired update of Realtime's game. 

Although Trevor Williams will 
admit that Carrier Command was 

Physics plays a major role in 
Waters, including destruction 

'definitely an influence', it's clear 
that Rage has ambitious plans to 
move the concept on. Again 
following the Rage house style of 
exploiting the raw power of PC 
acceleration, Hostile Waters is 
already mightily impressive, showing 
a commendable difference in visual 
style from former creation Incoming 
In fact, the two games use different 
graphics engines (the Incoming team 
is based in Liverpool, while Waters is 
being coded in Birmingham), 
although Williams feels that if 
Incoming hadn't existed then neither 
would waters. He also claims both 
titles are at the forefront of their 
genre. 'Sometimes they seem like 
R&D projects, pushing the edge -
which means everybody wants to 
work on them!' 

As with Incoming. the explosive 
effects are superbly realised 

Hostile waters' biggest 
innovation is the integration of 
different personalities into the 
tanks, planes and other vehicles 
available for deployment. Rather 
than being mindless drones, attack 
craft may be aggressive, 
circumspect, even cowardly in their 
approach to combat, and can be 
heard talking to each other over the 
in-game radio. It's reminiscent of 
the comic 2000 AD's 'Rogue 
Trooper' and his weapons, which 
carried his dead comrades' minds 
on chips. Also of note are the 

Hostile Waters features an impressive volume of scenery. These 
screen grabs fail to convey the fantastic ebb and flow of the ocean 
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reactive physics models, which can 
result in successful missile strikes 
flipping enemy tanks over the edges 
of cliffs. Furthermore, all the terrain 
in Hostile Waters will be deformable 
with weaponry, although it hasn't 
been decided how this will affect 
the overall gameplay. 

Overall, Williams says the team 
are trying to maintain Rage's 
commitment to arcade-style 
gaming. 'You're the trigger puller. 
But you need the strategy element, 
you need some depth there. It's 
great actually getting in the tank, 
but it's nice to have put the tank 
there in the first place. He explains: 
'that's what command & Conquer 
was, really: it wasn't a strategy 
game, it was an action game. If you 
weren't dextrous enough, you'd get 
your ass kicked.' 
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Animation is being controlled 
by artists rather than coders 

1711 age's founder Paul Finnegan 

m was also behind its first 
product. the multi-format. million
selling football title Striker. But while 
the project is obviously close to his 
heart (he still plays football when he 
gets the chance). his input on its 
update is fair ly limited. 'I've left that 
to the Birmingham site, because 
they programmed the original game 
on the PlayStation. They do ask me 
to test it, particularly the Al. If I can 
help, I will.' 

After originally dubbing the 
forthcoming release Striker '98, 

RAGE 61 

Striker staff, left to right; 
graphic artist Steve Johnson, programmer Paul Kerby, audio technician John O'Dowd, development suppart manager Julian Widdows, head of 

development Andy Williams, graphic artist Gordon Theobald and programmer Antonio Argentieri 

Rage has now enlisted ex-Chelsea 
manager Ruud Gullit to give the title 
a name licence. The general feeling 
around the company is that Gullit's 
name will outlive his current 
troubles after his recent unexpected 
departure. Ruud Gu/lit Striker will 
feature all European international 
teams, along with the top two 
divisions from each of the major 
nations. Obligatory commentary is 
provided by Channel s·s Jonathon 
Pearce, backed up by both Ron 
Atkinson and Trevor Brooking. 

As in oeadba/1 zone, the 
attention paid to the sporting Al has 
been all-important, says Trevo r 
Will iams. 'I think this is probably 
our sixth or seventh-generation Al 
engine. and the techniques we use 
are what has helped. You build on 
things, take it to the next stage. It's 
all about experience, you learn by 
your mistakes.' 

Both PC and PlayStation versions of Ruud Gu/lit Striker feature 
well-simulated lighting effects, The floodlights are particularly nice 

waR of thE WOJ"LDS 
m eveloped by Rage's London 

I office, war of the worlds is a 
strategy title for the PC, based 
around HG well's groundbreaking 
sci-fi tale of Martian occupation. The 
game's actual conception was the 
work of Jeff Wayne, creator of the 
1970's album of the same name, and 
is similar in execution to Command 
& conquer. Music from Wayne's 
album will feature in the game. 

Martian invaders of the classic 
variety make a welcome change 

along with a few, as yet 
unconfirmed, dance music artists. 

The game commences with the 
Martian attackers descending from 
Scotland and the human forces 
centralised around London. With the 
play area divided into 30 sectors. 
there's a certain resemblance to the 
board game Risk, also witnessed in 
the ongoing (rather than mission
based) combat. 

Rage's London artists have 
based the various battle craft on the 
technology available at the time of 
the book's writing, which has 
resulted in world war One-style 
tanks, (although the Martian 
apparatus is classic B-movie stuff). 
With the 100th anniversary of Wei I's 
novel taking place this year, Rage's 
title should benefit from a 
concurrent publicity wave, a major 
boon given the crowded nature of 
the PC strategy market. 

War of the Worlds stakes its claim on the action side of the fence. 
The use of sprites allows for detailed and characterful visuals 
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D 
ne thing last year's retro 
gaming craze taught 
veteran players, is that 

memory can be a cruel deceiver. 
How many children of the 8bit age 
must have excitedly accessed 
emulation Websites and 
downloaded fondly-remembered 
titles like Beach Head, IK+ and 
Uridium, only to stand back in 
abject horror when presented 
with an ugly barrage of blocky 
pixels and simple chipset sound? 

Of course, videogames aren't 
all about great visuals and 
symphonic music. These will 
always be subordinate to 
gameplay, and all of the genres 
people play today boast a long 
dynasty with gameplay as its 
lifeblood. There is, for example, a 
long, cogent line which connects 
way of the Exploding Fist to 
Tekken 3, just as there are clear 

links between Pole Position and 
F1 '97. Indeed, when people 
complain that there are so few 
genres now, they are forgetting 
that they really only have 
themselves to blame. In its short 
life to date, the videogame 
industry has undergone a 
Darwinian process of natural 
selection, with only the most 
popular game styles surviving to 
seed the successive generations. 
If there are dozens of beat 'em 
ups, racing games and sports 
sims around, it is because players 
picked these genres to survive. 

That's not to say the genres 
we have now represent all the 
good ideas the videogame 
community has ever produced. 
Brilliant aberrations like Sentinel 

and Mercenary were just as 
important and successful as the 
likes of Kick Off and Yie Ar Kung 

Fu, but they were so original, that 
imitations simply weren't possible. 
They stood, and died, alone. 

Recently, the industry began 
rediscovering the value of these 
rogue ideas. Nintendo has been 
raiding its store of 8- and 16bit 
innovations for the last three 
years, with titles like Pilot Wings 

64, Star Fox 64 and Mario Kart 64 

stil l among the N64's finest 
moments. Similarly, Sentinel 
Returns, Virus 2000 and Sim City 

3000 are all in the pipeline. 
With this in mind, Edge has 

produced its own list of the key 
games boasting invigorating, 
individual ideas that could easily 
be transferred to today's market. 
Not all are classics, but each 
added something singular and 
experimental to game design 
history. How many Quake clones 
and football titles can cla im that? ► 
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Jm 1r S1i 1i. [d11 

Tue classic game I would update is 
Rick Dangerous, because it had all 
the qualities of a good platform and 
puzzle game. I would make it 3D, 
but keep the canoon feel and 
humour of the title - too many 
games take themselves too seriously 
these days. Gamers today want titles 
that really play well rather than those 
that look good but offer little else.' 

firebird 
David Braben & Ian Bell 

C64 , NES. Speclrum , Am strad , 
BBC Micro, Amiga , Atari ST 

1984 

IT WAS ... The sequel to NES platformer Metroid, reviving 

the original's lead character Samus as she travels to the 

planet Zebes to locate and destroy an evil larvae and its 

many minions. Edge originally described it as 'a futuristic 

side-on, scrolling adventure with Zelda-esque overtones'. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? Dodgy story aside, 

what captivated players were the challenging level 

designs, the sprawling play space and the wealth of secret 

areas and weapons. There were also dozens of interesting 

collateral features, such as an electronic rope which could 

be used to swing across chasms, and the morphing ball, 

which transformed the player into a tiny sphere capable of 

IT WAS ... Perhaps the only classic videogame to premiere 

on the BBC. Elite was a singular combination of space 

flight sim, trading game and shoot 'em up. The player 

began the game with 100 credits and a Viper craft (the 

spaceflight equivalent of a Skoda), and had to progress 

by destroying other ships and getting rich. Along the way, 

government bodies would offer the player various missions 

with cash rewards, so the ship could be fitted with better 

weapons, shields and, crucially, a docking computer. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? Although the 

vector-based graphics were simplistic in the extreme, 

Elite evoked an incredibly realistic atmosphere, perhaps 

due to the utterly open-ended nature of the game design. 

Players could simply orbit one planet, destroying trade 

ships and stealing their cargo, or they could lead a 

peaceful life jumping around the galaxy, trading in various 

goods and services. To add a li ttle spice to proceedings, it 

was also possible to get involved in narcotics, arms and 
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accessing tiny gaps in the scenery. A fine arsenal of 

weapons and the ability to access computer terminals to 

gain important level information were the finishing touches 

to an imaginative and addictive ensemble. 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? If ever there was a 

project to put Lara Croft in her place, it would be an all

new Metroid, with Samus asserting her place as the 

original female adventurer. Perhaps the game's best facet 

was the opening up of added areas as new abilities were 

gained; it's this that Edge would like to see revived. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Nintendo, of course; Super 

Metroid 64 is a mouth-watering proposition. 

Puhl Nintendo In -house SNES 1994 

slave smuggling - hugely profitable, but likely to attract the 

deadly attentions of police craft in law-abiding systems. 

Few space trading games have matched the sheer depth 

and compulsion offered by this 8bit classic. 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? Obviously texture

mapped spacecraft would be a huge step forward, as 

would a greater diversity amongst the cultures on different 

planets. More than anything else, however, Elite would 

benefit from becoming a totally on line event, rather like 

Meridian 59. Players could form alliances with other pilots 

via an in-game email system or simply become nomadic 

pirates picking fights or planet colonisers. Importantly, the 

gameplay would remain totally open-ended, allowing users 

to create their own totally individual adventures. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Psygnosis has proved its 

visual space adventure competence with Colony wars, 

although Origin/EA got closer to the spirit of Elite with 

The Darkening. 

METAL GEAR SOLID (K0NAMI) 
OneofIheterlitleson!harp·sIono·deluncI 
MSX open computer formal from Japan. Metal 
Gear IIS87Jwasatop·downshoolerwhere 
1ioilanceandsIealIhweremoreimpor1anI 
lhanall·OUIShODlino. lheoamebringslhe 
sameinIereslinoconcepIin1obeauIifull1 
desionedJDandaddsa huoewarieI1of new 
weaponsandgadoeIs. !here are also dotens 
of allied hosIaoes to coamunicate wil~ and a 
well-de1elopeds1Dr1line.SlillfromIhe lonami 
stable.IheupdateisseIIoappearonIhe 
Pla1StaIion.1heoameol '98?Couldbe. 

A-TYPES (IREM) 
Arouabl1IhelinesIsideways-scrollinoshooI 
'emupemcreaIed, lrem·sI88JblasIer 
combinedbrilliant11comple1,bafanced 
oamepla1withi1aoinati1e10 oraphicsanda 
hugefyin1enIi1eranoeolpower-ups.NoIonf1 
has lremalreadrreleased both R-Type and 
itssequelonthePlaySIaIioninJapanlsee 
p61). butIhecompan1isalsowortinoonIhe 
brand-new R-Type Delta, aoainforlhe 
PlaySIaIion.Conuowersiall1, thecompan1 
isabandonino1Dspritesinlawourolpofygon 
ships and backgrounds. 

SENTINEL RETURNS (H00KSTONE) 
!he original Sentinel 1!987Jwasasinoular 
CliloddiIyinwhichtheplayerhadIosneak 
around a JO Ierraina11empIinotoreachand 
finally absorbIhesupremebeinowaIching 
lro1 a pedestal ialhecentreof the level. 
fheupdate,seltoappearintheUlthrough 
Pla1SIaIioncornerstonepublisherPsygnosis, 
retainslheorioinal'sparanoia-inducing 
gamepla1,butbroadensouIIhe learning 
curweandsmoothesIheanimaIion.Willilall 
pro1etooslowfortoday'sframerateiunkies 
despiIeiuenorossinggamepla1? 
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IT WAS ... A classic Atari coin-op in which the player had to 

guide a ball around a series of devilishly complex mazes 

within a strict time limit. The game inspired a number of 

clones, most notably Electric Dreams' SpinDizzy and The 

Edge's Gyroscope. Few of these, however, opted to 

support anything like the original's trackball interface. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? The complex, multi· 

layered maze design was simply exceptional, combining 

slopes, chutes and steps with impossibly narrow walkways 

and bottomless chasms to create a fiendishly difficult but 

addictive experience. Best of all, the open layout of each 

level meant there were often several ways to reach the 

exit, with many requiring huge amounts of imagination, 

skill and flare from the player. Due to the realistic physics, 

control over momentum and velocity had to be mastered 

to make progress. There's great humourous detail, too. 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? A true 3D landscape and 

dynamic camera would give players a greater interactive 

involvement with the world, and allow more complex 

routes to be attempted. A few new tricks and traps, and 

perhaps a more varied selection of surfaces to affect the 

ball's grip, would make welcome additions. A gyroscope or 

even a larger marble would force the player to complete 

each maze in a different way, adding to the longevity. The 

flexibility of analogue control would be a bonus. 

fo 

Ata ri 
In-hou se 

Arca de, C64, Spectrum, 
NES, Amiga, Atari ST 

1984 

IT WAS ... King of the 8bit isometric platform adventure 

games. created by the Jon Ritman/Bernie Drummond 

collaboration that engendered Matchday 1 and 2, Head 

over Heels featured the pair of eponymous heroes in their 

sprawling quest to defeat an evil queen. While others had 

beaten the path before (notably Knight/ore), Head and 

Heel's detailed and absorbing adventure excelled. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? The game's best 

feature was the interaction between the two protagonists, 

despite their initial separation. Head could jump high and 

shoot the bad guys but moved slowly, while Heels was a 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Shiny Entertainment t itles like 

Earthworm Jim possess the quirkiness to make an updated 

Marble Madness work, and it's demonstrated a flair for 3D 

with its under-rated MOK. 

<{2J;~,~-
t . ◄.• , .,. 

swift mover with a short leap and the ability to carry 

objects. Reuniting the two, after much playing, resulted in 

a symbiotic pairing that combined their abilities. 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? The character interaction 

could be enhanced, with a four-way N64 version offering 

fantastic multiplayer possibilities. Whether a polygon

based environment would be for the best is debatable, 

given most platformers' failure to survive the switch. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Having fathered the 

aforementioned Knight/ore in a previous life, Rare would 

be more than qualified to dabble in the genre once more. 

x --~~ 
, ,• ,,,.. , ~ , ~ 
✓,,• .. ··. 
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U i ~at i q a c I ass i c 
Jun R11mai , (1nle111 !e 11te 

'Geoff Crammond's Sentinel was 
originally seen on most of the 8bit 
platforms and introduces a style of 
gameplay that had not been seen 
before or since. The graphics were 
in filled 3D, and there is plenty of 
opportunity to make them far more 
atmospheric on a modern machine. 
I would be interested to see a 
multiplayer version, along with a few 
more variations in level design and 
objects on the landscape.' 

Pub1 Ocean Jon Ritman & Bernie Drummond C64 , Spectrum, Am strad , Amiga 1986 

PITFALL 30 (ACTIVISION) 
Originallyreleasedonthelegenda11AiariVCS, 
Pitfall wasasidewaysscrollerleaturingan 
lndianaJonespredecessorleapinoom 
crocodiles andswinoinoonvinestoa,oid 
traps.Altivision'supdatekeepsthesame 
oamepla1elemen11,hutpredictahl11ranslers 
theac1iontothird·oersonJO,andheelsupthe 
scenicdiversitywitharanoeolcontrastino 
reoions.Unlortunatel1, decent intuitive JO 
interlacesaretouoh1operlectlasCroc 
provedJ; much ol the oame's i1mediac1 aa, 
haveheenlostinapromisinoendeavour. 

BATTLE ZO NE (ACTIVISION ) 
limitedandnotprettytolookat, Atari's 1980 
tankcomha1coin·ooanrac1edahuoelollowino 
nevertheless.perhaps due1oi1simaoina1ive 
tahine1andcleanvec1ororaphits.Buildino 
oni1s MechWarriore1periencelor1he 
lollow-up,Activisionhas addedahuoeamount 
olscenicvarie11101hehattlescapes and, more 
imponanilr, addedmuch101he strateorside 
oltheoame,puttinoplayersincouandol 
leoionsoldilleren1,ehitles.Strononarra1i,e, 
intereuinoweaponsandanintuitiveinterlace 
comhine 1ocrea1eamodernclassic. 

VIRUS 2000 (FRONTIER) 
Released in 1988ontheAcornAlchimedes 
lunderitsorioinalmonickerolZarch) and 
thenconverted1001her l6hitlormau, 
Virus wasanincredihlridiosrncratic 
pol11on-basedllioh1shoo1 'emupwi1ha 
challenoino 'hover andhoosi'interlace.ln 
thePC-andPlaySta1ion-houndsequel,1he 
pla1ers1illhas1opreventthespreadolan 
alienvirus,hu1noworoanicinsec1-like 
enemiesreplace1heroho1sol old, and 
thereisahumanpopula1ion1oprotect. 
Huoelypromisino ... 
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Micro sph ere 
: In-hou se 

C6 4, Spectrum, Amstra d 
1985 

U1oalin1 a tl!ls _ic _ 
Pe1e1 M1lprn . 8ulll1q 

'Interplay's Wasteland was an old

style (64 graphic adventure game, 

and is the most atmospheric game 

I have ever played. When you had 

encounters, you had real weapons; 

my favourite was turning bunny 

rabbits into blood sausages. The 

plotline seemed to allow you to do 

anything you wanted, although in 

rea lity it was linear. It would be 

perfect as a first-person adventure 

using current 3D technology.' 

H 

IT WAS ... Difficult to categorise - even now. Skool Daze 

was a platform puzzler set entirely in a school building that 

occupied just a screen and a half. The player took on the 

role of idle student Eric, whose mission was to steal his 

report card from the headmaster's room and avoid a 

sound reprimand from his parents. To do this, it was 

neccessary to discover the head's safe combination, a 

complex process which involved assaulting many of the 

school teachers with a catapult. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? Not only was Skoo/ 

Daze a genre unto itself, but the game also exuded an 

anarchic slapstick humour which proved more compelling 

than actually trying to complete the set mission (GTA. 

anyone). Players could bully other pupils, write obscenities 

on blackboards, skip lessons (the game featured a rigidly 

enforced school timetable), and generally behave in ways 

IT WAS ... A 2D platformer set aboard a luxurious cruise 

ship which has been struck by a tidal wave and is sinking 

fast. In true disaster movie style, the player must rescue 

trapped passengers, guiding them to safety through 

dozens of rooms and passageways. SOS enjoyed the 

portentous title of septentrion in Japan. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? Not only were the 

Mode-7-enhanced visuals detailed and evocative, but the 

ship rolled over throughout the game, which meant the 

player's route to the surface was constantly changing. The 

game also took ideas and themes from various genres: the 

leaping and swinging brought Prince of Persia to mind, 

while the rescue of non-player characters seemed inspired 

by DMA's Lemmings. There was also a compelling 
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they dare not in real life. Fantastically good 8bit fun. 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? The most memorable 

elements of the game were its humour, its revelry in 

casual violence and the fact that there were so many 

activities which had absolutely no effect on the main 

thrust of the plot. A third-person Go/denEye-style 3D 

perspective and a larger game map wou ld be useful 

additions: players woulq then be able to shoot at teachers 

in the playground from a first floor window, or explore the 

kitchens, cellars and staffroom missing from the original. 

A wider selection of schoolya rd weapons to deploy would 

also make things more interesting. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Bullfrog is one company well 

versed in making supremely marketable games out of off

beat material - witness the success of Theme Hospital. 

Perhaps a more strategy-inspired game would result. 

atmosphere of human tragedy, brought to life by the 

haunting soundtrack and an involving storyline, taking in 

the lives of several crew members and passengers . 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? Moving to a 3D third

person viewpoint may well be more attractive to modern 

gamers, and the original's awkward control method would 

have to be addressed, perhaps with the support of an 

analogue pad . A range of puzzles inspired by Resident Evil 

and intelligent co-passengers adding their own expertise 

to the escape effort would add gameplay elements. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? With its Tomb Raider duo, 

core Design has not only developed a solid 3D engine, but 

has given its environments a fitting degree of ingenuity 

and a true sense of 'being there'. The first 'Titanic' game? 

Vic Tokai Human SNES 1994 

• -=- • SILICON VALLEY 
,. , " .... 

When Oscar Wi lde wrole. 'Talenl borrows, but genius sleals,' he could 

X-FILES UNRESTRICTED ACCESS 
llo1/n111ac1i1e.199BI 
lheola111emersa11sterimworldol 
CIRSPirlC!llilSJimge 1ia1i1libe11111, 
1bscmi11erlm.lheai1i111hackin11 
secret 1iln and set up nrweillam ca11eras ta 
learn 111, aloUIMuldu aodSc,111. 

lmt!9BJ 
takecomlolarib11asi1uanuor111board 
1soacecralt. thend11um1h1inhabitan11 
1Y1akin11he1mraadaci,iri111heir 
individual ,hmel!riuics. I Malia 64-1111, 
30en,ironmm easily have been relerring to videogarne design. Although many ideas 

currenlly circulaling lhe indusuy look toially 01iginal, there is olten an 

8bit skeleton waiting in lhe closet to take all the uue credit. Here are a 

lewconternpor ary titles, and beneath, their possible inspirations ... -
HACKER 
tActiVilill. 19851 
n, olarer eo11rs a 11sterim worli 11 
mspim1aii,uimue1iaad!lilera111, 
obscurein1erlace.lheai•i110 hackinlo 
mrel lil11 aod l!I UI smeillme camms 
11 lear1 ■m 11111 I 111/inlliml Clllill. 
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PARADROIO 
IHmon.19151 
lak1 coauol of 11ob11 as ii uanuuu aboard 
1uacemf1. 11eadesu111 1h! iohbitaml1 
1akin11le1mr1ndac11iri111leir indi1idoal 
charae1eriuics.S1001hm1op-dmmollin1. 
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IT WAS ... An admirably open-ended sci-fi adventure, 

drawn mostly in vectors. Lacking the galaxy-wide vistas 

of Elite, the action takes place only on the planet Targ; the 

player's aim is to escape with no money and no means of 

transport after crash-landing. It soon turns out that a civil 

war is raging, making it possible to profit from running 

missions for opposing factions. There was a strong 

adventu re element, with dozens of locations and puzzles. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? Like SOS, Mercenary 

skillfully blended several different game styles - arcade 

adventure, flight sim and shoot 'em up - in an innovative 

and addictive experience. The player had total freedom to 

roam the huge environment and to investigate the various 

buildings littering its surface. It was also possible to pilot . 

va rious craft (acquired by fair means or foul) and col lect 

objects, giving the environment a greater sense of reality. 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? The first-person 

perspective and mission-based structure would not be out 

of place today, but texture-mapping, realtime lighting and 

detailed scenery should replace the original's bland 

wireframe visuals. It would also be interesting to receive 

regular reports on the course of the war, so players could 

gauge their effect on the proceedings. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Activision's update of 

Battlezone showed it can produce revivalist games with 

depth as well as decent graphics. 

Paul Woakes C64 , Atari 400 , Amstrad , Am iga, Atari ST 1986 

RETRO -TYP ES 

a c I ass i c 

'If I was pushed to give an answer, 
it would be to rewrite Captive using 
a 3Dfx card on a PC or an N64; it 
never fails to impress me. I still play 
it now and think, "I can't remember 
writing that bit." As to what I would 
change, it would be the graphics, as 
the game is sound. Changing to a 
Doom-style game would spoil the 
gameplay. You play the game in step 
movements, which makes the game 
faster and simpler to control.' 

IT WAS ... A top-down vertica lly scrolling driving game in 

which the player took on the role of secret agent chasing 

various bad guys along an endless highway. To make 

things a little more difficult, many enemy cars had wheel 

spikes to ram players off the road, and there were civilian 

cars which had to be avoided rather than destroyed. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? More a driving game 

than a racer, spy Hunter was an early innovator in a 

number of respects. There were no consistent baddies to 

chase - they appeared on the road ahead and drove on 

until destroyed. It was one of the fi rst games to blend 

shooting and racing. The player could also drive through a 

boat house turning the car into a speedboat, continuing 

the action on water. 

aircraft, each with their own handling characteristics and 

separate foes, keeping the player constantly on the move. 

The original's power-up system, where the player drives 

aboard an ally's truck for missiles, oil slicks or smoke 

screens, is another essential feature. It should also be 

possible to customise the vehicle for better handling, 

armour plating and so on. Interactive scenery like ramps, 

chicanes and more alternative routes would also improve a 

game already featuring so many strong ideas. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? After the ill icit thrills of Grand 

Theft Auto, who else but DMA could do Hunter justice? 

Bally Midway 
In-house 

Arcade . C64 . Spectrum , Am strad 
1983 

BUST A MOVE 
llni1, 19881 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? one of the best ideas in 

the game was the way you changed vehicles on the fly, so 

there was never a chance to get accustomed to new craft. 

The updated game could take in motorbikes, boats, even 
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RETRO -TYPES 

U i I a I i n i a c I a s s i c 
Oard J1111. OMA 011111 

'Stunt Car Racer 1s ready for an 
update. You could do a really nice 
engine for 1t, update the physics and 
the handling so 1t feels hke you really 
are driving on these weird tracks. 
One of the annoying things about 
the original was when you fell off the 
track: that was you finished, since 1t 
was pretty much impossible to catch 
up. That could be changed so that 
little mistakes aren't fatal ; then add a 
mult,player option.' 

IT WAS ... One of Geoff Crammond's earliest driving games. 

stunt car Racer ditched the unrealistic follow-cam offered 

by dozens of Pole Position wannabe's at the time, and 

employed a first-person 'behind the wheel' perspective 

more readily comparable to today's cutting-edge efforts 

like Gran Turismo. 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? The game also 

rejected endlessly flat circuits in favour of narrow 

rollercoaster-style tracks with enormous peaks and 

stomach-churning troughs, a concept which sadly has yet 

to be attempted by modern racing game designers. 

Everything in Stunt car Racer was constructed using 

polygons rather than 2D sprites (almost unheard of in the 

eighties), and there was an excellent two-player option. 

fi rebird 

WI n All 

IT WAS ... One of 8bit gaming's lost treasures . Wizba/1 is 

still one of the few titles that truly defies categorisation. 

Players had to guide a bouncing ball around scrolling 

levels, both upgrading the ball's abilities and collecting 

coloured droplets. These drops then filled one of three 

cauldrons, depending on whether they were red, blue or 

green, with only one of each colour found on each of the 

six worlds. Once a cauldron was filled, part of the current 

stage would be coloured in, either in the desired primary 

or with a mixture on later stages. 

10 le reanimiteo? 
tf the industry rumour mill is to be believed, several 

more updc11es are on the way. Capc.om, for example, is 

working on an "-64 vers1011 of Ghouls and Ghosts, 

while Prince of Persia may be in ltne for a PC rebirth. 

Finally, multi-player classic Gauntlet could soon be 

appearing on a home format courtesy of Atari ... 

£DG£• APRIL 1998 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? Detailed, texture-mapped 

car models and scenery would be needed to replace the 

basic polygon machines and sparse backgrounds of the 

original. A RageRacer-style custom option allowing 

successful racers to update their vehicles with better 

acceleration and handling would be interesting (and useful, 

considering the original had no safety barriers). Apart from 

that, modern necessities such as a smooth frame rate, 

support for PC graphics cards and a more creative 

understanding of vehicle physics (like power sliding) would 

be all that was needed to bring this thrilling driving game 

bang up-to-date. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Geoff crammond himself 

would probably be best qualified. 

Geoff Cram mond C64 . Spe ct ru m. Amiga, Atari ST 

WHAT WAS ALL THE FUSS ABOUT? The intricate 

gameplay was (and still is) a novel extension of classic 

arcade themes. 

1988 

HOW COULD IT WORK TODAY? The potential for an 

update, given the current crop of technology, is fantastic . 

A 3D landscape, further integration of colours into the 

gameplay and area zoning, so that certain parts required 

certain colours, are just the tip of a multi-hued iceberg. 

WHO COULD PULL IT OFF? Edge can only hope that £ 
sensible considers the possibility of an update. 
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the online game 
The hype has died down but the work has only Just begun. Half a decade into the 

much heralded 'multiplayer gaming revolution' and still no-one knows exactly 

where onllne gaming Is headed. Edge charts the possible courses 

D n 1996, the computer industry market analyst 
Datamonitor predicted that the European online 

games market would be worth some £900 million in 
the year 2000. Yet 12 months later it revised its 
forecast to £600 million by 2002. If even professional 
industry watchers are confused, what chance has the 
average gamer got of understanding the online market? 

Anyone who's played anything from Quake to 
Hearts on an office LAN knows where the buzz 
surrounding online games comes from. Playing with 
other human beings illicits a thrill that conventional 
games can only rarely manage. This has been obvious 
for years - witness how Gauntlet and Street Fighter If 
quickly became spectator sports when they first 
appeared in the arcades. Indeed, the Japanese make 
no distinction between multiplayer games, 
connect ·em ups like Pokemon and Internet games, 
which underscores the fact that the presence of the 
Internet merely ups the ante in the online stakes. 

Today, enough entrepreneurs have been won 
over by the promise of Internet gaming to continue 
throwing money at what remains an embryonic 
industry. For now, these players can be broken up 
into four distinct factions: Multi user Dungeon (MUD) 
operators, the so-called ·aggregators' (such as 
Wireplay, DWANGO and Thrust world), Internet 
service Providers and individual software publishers. 
When considering this proliferation of different online 
services, it's important to remember one thing. 
compared to the overall size of the boxed games 

► 
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The rules of the game 

Richard Bartle invented the first Multi user Dungeon 
back in the early eighties while teaching artificial 
intelligence at Essex University. Here are his golden 
rules of on line games design ... 

A great game Is not enough 
The players are the point, not the game. A coin-op 
simulation may suffer in comparison to a 
technological no-brainer like Hearts. 
Being thrashed Is no fun 
The debutante Quake player who finds himself 
thrashed into submission will probably never return. 
users must be able to wander about 
Not everyone is brilliant at gaming, so a truly 
democratic online experience should allow all players 
to take part at their own pace. 
More Isn't always men1er 
Where's the joy in a community of thousands? Bartle 
suggests over-populated games should be sub-divided 
into groups numbering not more than 250 people. 
Not Just playable but replayable 
If there's a logical conclusion to your game then users 
will finish it and move on. Even worse, shared 
knowledge means that new recruits will take 
progressively less time to get through. 
Don't fix times for play 
Despite falling phone charges and ISP rates people are 
still aware that the clock is always ticking. Players 
must be free to enter or leave the game at any time 
and still enjoy the experience. 
Make It easy to meet other players 
To reiterate, online games rely on player interaction. 
It's best to make interaction central to 
the game concept. 
state of the art doesn't stay that way 
A technological marvel in the offline business can only 
stay that way for a few months. Low technology on line 
games might go on for decades. 
Online games need love 
Because online games should be organic they need 
someone to look after them. Work on an online 
product never stops. 

/I 

market, online is virtually non-existent. The odd 
commercial success like EA/Origin's Ultima Online is 
the exception that proves the rule that hardly anyone 
will pay to play online. 

The most popular MUDS have a few hundred 
members. Wireplay claims 23,000 registered users but 
is lucky to have even one per cent of them playing at 
any one time. Ultima Online (flawed, but arguably the 
premier example of a tailor-made on line game) is 
reckoned to attract up to 3,000 players at its peak. 

But stand these next to the casualties and the 
confused state of online gaming is apparent. British 
startup E-On folded last November, US-based Internet 
games service TEN laid off 80 people a month earlier, 
and rival Engage reduced its staff by half in August. 
Jeff Leibowitz, president of Engage, said at the time: 
'It's simply a fact that the market isn't there. The 
Internet market just hasn't developed the way 
anybody expected it to.' 

However, Colin Duffy, Wireplay's head of games, 
sees the sector at the start of a classical economic 
curve. 'All new products, whether lVs, PCs or videos, 
pursue the same curve. You start at a crawl being 
ignored by all but a few early adopters. Slowly the 
mass market catches on until the curve rises sharply 
and you're into rapid growth. I'm certain online gaming 
will be no different. We just don't know how long the 
process will take.' 

Duffy's case is persuasive, but the cynical 
observer might feel the online market has had its 
chance. The Internet has been in the public 
consciousness for three years - five for the more 
clued-up gamers. It's almost as long since Doom first 
set office LANs ablaze at lunchtimes. The path from 
early text-based MUDS to Carmack's stunning Quake 

code hasn't always been smooth, but the public have 
had plenty of opportunities to be tempted online. 

Arguably though, Quake World is a new 
phenomenon, the biggest success so far for online 
games. And it's achieved an unprecedented level of 

success in spite of one huge and persistent handicap 
- latency. Like chewing gum on the shoe, the latency 
problem (or lag or ping) is an irritant that follows 
wherever remote multiplay goes. 

Latency describes the time delay between a 
player's actions and registering that action on the 
screen. It's caused by the need to communicate the 
action to the central server which runs the game (or 
to each individual player in games without a server). 
Latency affects games differently. While irrelevant to a 
turn-based game like Bridge or Chess, latency can 
render 'twitch' games like Quake unplayable - when 
one player's screen freezes, the other sees an 
immobile foe and fills him fill of bullets. 

Latency isn't an issue on office LANs and only 
rarely a problem when two players connect via a 
modem. But across the Internet, latency hits hard. 
The journey of every single packet of data can be 
hindered by connection quality, by bottlenecks due to 
narrow bandwidth, by error checking at the modem 
and by complex features running within the game 
itself. There's also the perennial problem of users' 
different machine specs. And even the speed of light 
is a bugbear if the signal goes international. 

The consensus seems to be that no more than 
1 so milliseconds lag is a reasonable target. It is 
achievable - though not always. According to Pete 

Hawley, a producer at GT Interactive and respected 
Quake World player, latency often makes Quake 

unplayable. 'It depends on your Internet service 
Provider, but I'd say 50 per cent of the time there are 
problems with ping times. Players tolerate it because 
of the competitive element in the game but, really, 
it's pretty frustrating.' 

Developers have come up with various software 
techniques to minimise the tyranny of lag. VR-1 uses a 
predictive motion algorithm to calculate the likely path 
of objects on screen for smoother movement. 
MPath's MPlayer monitors the player's connection 
and displays red or green to indicate whether it can 
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handle the requested game. Meanwhile Jack 
Mathew·s QSpy finds the fastest available Quake 
World server and re-routes the player to it. 

Of course, latency is not the same problem for 
every player - causing all manner of 'Netiqette' fury. 
Play by ISDN and ping times are reduced, giving those 
lucky enough to have this faster access - LPBs or low 
ping bastards - something of an unfair advantage in 
play. (An ISDN is a dedicated, purely digital, additional 
line to your local telephone exchange). 

But don't put too much faith in ISDNs or in new 
modem technologies as the big solution. Over the next 
few years, a number of 'broadband' devices will enter 
our homes, such as ADSL and cable modems. These 
will provide enormous increases in bandwidth and 
should revolutionise the delivery of music and video 
across the Internet. But they're unlikely to reduce 
latency to any greater degree than an ISDN line. 
Broadband modems may offer more data but not 
necessarily faster delivery of this data. Only 
improvements in the Internet's underlying architecture 
can seriously crush lag. 

Needless to say, latency is a crucial issue to 
aggregators who need to attract gamers away from 
'free· sites such as Quake World servers. Hence, 
DWANGO's cla im of 1ooms ping times and Thrust 
World's 135ms. Wireplay, BT's dial-up service which 
runs across the public service telephone network to a 
dedicated server, projects itself as a nationwide LAN. 
Unhindered by many of the Net's obstacles the 
service claims 1 OS ms ping times on Virtua Fighter 

and 65ms lag in the lab. 
The other key issue with latency is whether the 

solutions to it are scalable. If 100ms can be achieved 
with ten users can it be sustained for 1,000? At some 
point, the cost of solutions like adding extra servers 
becomes prohibitive. 

The fact that latency excites such intense debate 
hinges on the presumption that everyone wants to 
play 'twitch' games online. But there's simple 
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argument to suggest that they don't. In a 'twitch' 
game the same players usually win. And while it's fun 
to be an ass-kicker, it's no fun to be the ass kickee. 

This is why there's a vocal caucus within the 
on line community demanding a new type of 
gameplay. Just as storytelling on film is different from 
storytelling on stage, they reckon gaming needs to be 
considered differently when on or offline. 

For many, community-based persistent worlds 
are the template. Daniel James, head of MUD creator 
Avalon, claims that, 'MUDs are the historical backbone 
of the industry. Their features are present in most 
online games. People play them for years and when 
they sign off it's like leaving home.' 

Although Ultima Online and 3DO's Meridian 
provide an illustration of how to make persistent 
worlds visual, the text format still has its adherents. 
Steve Cooke, of Ogalala, raves about the inclusive 
nature of words. 'Show non-gamers an arcade game 
and they have all kinds of preconceptions. They don't 
with text. And if you can persuade them to play for 
five minutes they get hooked. With improving voice 
recognition, text has the potential to define a lot of 
online gaming in the future.' 

Others believe MUDs as they stand now are a 
cul-de-sac, defined and confined by their RPG roots. 
Pete Hawley: 'I see their appeal but they're not for me. 
You walk in and someone says 'thou hast entereth' 
and you just think 'Christ, no thanks'.' 

Jez San, managing director of Argonaut, is 
another doubter despite being 'Jez the Wizard' in the 
original MUD. 'The bullying by experienced players in 
MUDs is just as serious as it is in 'twitch' games like 
Quake. And gameplay is flawed because I think most 
gamers want to be able to go online and feel they've 
played something to the finish.' 

Of course, MUD proprietors can make one great 
claim - they're profitable. Clem Chambers, pioneering 
founder of Online Pie maintains that every game his 
company makes recoups its costs within four weeks. 

Online options 
MUDS/Persistent wor1ds 
Multi user Dungeon operators have two distinct 
advantages over their rivals in the race to shape an online 
future - they've been doing it for years and they're making 
money. There are said to be around 800 persistent worlds 
on the Internet, many located within ISPs' own domains. 
Most are text-based like the orginal MUD but there are 
some visual worlds like Ultima Online. 

The aggregators 
This unwieldy term has emerged to describe companies 
which act as a single site for online games or a dial-in 
network for boxed games with a multiplay option. The 
UK's 'aggregators' are: 

BTWlreplay 
Operating since October 1996. on Wireplay, players load 
up their offline game and click on a Wireplay icon to dial 
straight into the server and meet other players. The 
proprietary software can be downloaded from cover disks 
or the Website. Wireplay offers over 30 games and charges 
2.Sp a minute evenings and weekends, 6p all other times. 

Thrust Wor1d 
Unlike Wireplay, Thrust world is Internet based. Its servers 
match players who pay £17.99 a month for unlimited usage 
(which includes other Internet access). 
*DWANGO 
The us service which made its name with Doom death 
matches is beta testing in the UK. It hasn't finalised a 
pricing model but in the us charges $1 an hour. 
* European Gameszone 
A brand new gaming service set to launch in the UK, 
Sweden and Germany which promises little lag, chat 
zones and a service tailored towards Europe. 

The Internet service Providers 
Games sites are usually available on an ISP's own service 
and they are generally the most popular destinations 
among subscribers. However, publishers are generally 
uncomfortable with being so dependent on the ISPs. In 
fact. 3D Realms withdrew from America-On-Line when the 
service asked for a fee. There is a belief that ISPs prefer 
customers to be Web browsers than gamers because it 
makes data traffic easier to manage. 

The software publishers 
software publishers have the cash and resources to 
produce multiplay software which could forge lucrative 
new markets. But they also have a vibrant offline market 
and a strong retail base which they do not want to upset. 
This makes online a risky proposition especially since, as 
one developer puts it, 'online games publishing and 
conventional games publishing are abcut as similar as 
movie making and sheep farming.' All the same, online
only games are coming out, with Sony's Tanurus, Red 
Orb's Extreme Assault, subspace and sole survivor -
both from Virgin, all recently making headlines. 
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Chambers believes the ability of these sort of 
games to attract and keep players is underestimated 
by aggregators and ISPs right now. ·content is queen 
and wires are king at the moment,' he says. 'One 
router company is worth five times the value of all Net 
content providers put together. But this will change. It 
happens in all media.' 

If Chambers is right then on line will be all about 
content in five years time. And because of the nature 
of the Net ( there are no warehouses, or lorries, no 
distribution or point-of-sale worries) everyone thinks 
they can control the supply of content. 

some software publishers privately admit that 
they, too, aim to host their own sites rather than pass 
games, and potentially large profits, over to the 
aggregators. It's certainly a tempting opportunity for 
them - players buy boxed games and then pay a 
monthly site fee, with the added bonus of all that data 
mining to boot. Yet there are problems, not least of 
which - as Ultima Online has shown - are the ongoing 
costs of keeping abreast of the constant emergence of 
hacks and bugs. And what if a publisher has a big 
online hit, sets up a number of servers to cater for the 
demand and then follows up with a series of flops? 
Idle equipment costs money. 

Naturally, Wireplay's Colin Duffy, speaking for 
aggregators, has further doubts about the viability of 
such publisher-led ventures. 'There are 20 million 
Websites out there. Just because it's easy to set one 
up doesn't mean anyone will visit it. Wireplay is a 
branding exercise. Our aim is to be a magnet for 
gamers, like the online version of Dixons.' 

For all the bluster and partial predictions of the 
online community, ultimately no-one knows yet which 
business models or gameplay styles will predominate. 
But go along to any online games conference and it's 
immediately clear that there's a burning passion to 
make on line happen. Keep your phonelines free, 
because the revolution is sti ll coming. Just as 
soon as someone finds the right map. £ 

Pa_y to pla_y 
Much of the debate about online gaming centres on 
how to make money. This currently boils down to the 
choice between subscriptions or pay-per-play. 

Both arguments have their merits. If subs are 
used clock watching is prevented, collection is made 
easier and users can budget accordingly. These 
factors convinced Thrust World to adopt the subs 
model. Geraint Bungay, head of marketing at Thrust 
world, says, 'The trouble with pay-per-play is that it's 
not conducive to immersion because you always have 
one eye on the time.' 

Yet pay-per-play proponents (notably Wireplay), 
argue that their system is fairer and doesn't alienate 
new and uncertain gamers. Having said that, Wireplay 
has now introduced a credit card paying system to run 
alongside its original paying model. 

A couple of companies have proposed fresh 
solutions. Scottish developer, Vis Interactive, mooted 
a new approach for the online version of its fighting 
game HEDZ. Players would win or lose their HEDZ 
(basically their stock of fighters) in one-on-one combat. 
If they ran out of HEDZ, they'd have to buy more from 
Vis. Sega's similar, but more general approach, is 
Limited Edition Digital Obje~ts, or LEDOs for short (see 
E53). Here players purchase the core game, then buy 
extra weapons, vehicles or equipment as they see fit. 

Of course, all these financial models struggle 
against the free gaming on offer at, say, id's Quake 
world and Blizzard's Battle.net. But as Wireplay·s Colin 
Duffy says, 'Quake World is awesome. But it only works 
because it's Quake. Anything else and people wouldn't 
put up with it.' 

Imp: Argonaut's onlne gamble 
For Imp, Argonaut has gone against the received 
wisdom that online games must be communal 
and persistent. Jez san, Argonaut's managing 
director, explains: ·1 don't believe people want 
a substantially different or inferior kind of gaming 

on the Net.' 
san claims this 30 game - heavily inspired 

by the seminal two-player C64 game, Spy V Spy

combines elements of classic arcade 
amusement: 'A bit of Pac-Man, some R-Type, 

some Bomberman' And although San is making 
no claims for originality he believes the game will 

transcend latency to a degree never seen in 
online 'twitch' games before. 

'Most Net ready games you see now are 
actually developed for a LAN which 1s why you 

get lag,' explains San. 'We thought about the 
problems of the Net right from the start. 
Instead of gunfire you drop bombs to 
kill each other and there's necessari ly a 

delay 1nvoived. And during 1t the server 
can synchronise all the clients.' 

As for bullying, San says it's 

important to allow players to play in 
small groups and choose their own 

level of opponent. There are also chat 
rooms which enable players to share 
experiences after play. For now, 
distribution isn' t finalised, 

although it will sell as a box 
but may not include a 
single-player game. 

/ 
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GAMEVIEW 

Shiny's Dave Perry 
loves BungIe Software's 
real-time strategy game 
Myth , despite a myriad 
of annoying flaws . 

Dave Perry is the 
President of Shiny 
Entertainment, the 
Laguna Beach codeshop 
who created Earthworm 

Jim and MOK upcoming 
games include Wild 9, 

RI C Stunt Copter and the 
much anticipated Messiah. 

Members of the 
development community 
are invited to email 
Gameview submissions to 
edge@futurenet.co.uk 

The definitive monthly assessment of the world's latest videogames 

Myth: The Fallen Lords 
r;'1 laying Myth feels like there's really a battle to be 
Ill had. C&C is a li ttle too removed from the action 
- you feel like the general sitting 35 miles behind 
enemy lines, sipping a dry sherry and pushing 
counters around a board. With Myth, you're a 
lieutenant at the head of your squad. The result is that 
you care about each of your men as much as a chess 
player cares about a piece - you don't want to lose 
them! New units cannot be manufactured mid-battle. 

Some of Myth's problems were fixed with a patch 
on Bungie Software's Website, but some annoying 
things remain. The archers are so dumb that once 
they're attacking the enemy they don't stop firing 
when the player's knights rush in, and thus kill them. 
A 'stop firing' button is a rotten excuse for intelligence. 

Sometimes you set up an ambush and have one 
of your guys throw a grenade right into the middle of 
the enemy pack. The annoying thing is that these 
often fail to explode. According to the stupid story in 
the manual they are 'handmade' and therefore not 
reliable. If I drag 20 enemies all the way across an 
entire map into an ambush, finally getting my chance 
to napalm them then - dud - they wipe me out, I don't 

think 'oh, it's handmade and so it probably won't 
work'. I think, 'stupid bloody game, the only 
explosive weapon fails whenever I need it' . 

Furthermore, when I try to retreat my archers so 
my knights can enter battle, the latter become a logic 
wall. The dumb archers bang against that wa ll and the 
knights possess no program code to turn to the side 
and so let my fleeing archers through. The enemy 
swiftly approaches and wipes me out in seconds. 

I don't mean to sound negative because I really do 
love the game. But I believe It could have been drop 
dead amazing with just a few more weeks of work. 

I have to say that for a die-hard action guy, I am 
reallv getting into rule-based 'freedom' games more 
than their predetermined alternative. Even with very 
simple rules, a game like Tetris can be made. It may 
sound crap ('You pile up grey blocks'), but the freedom 
to do it any way you like means that you quickly 
generate personal strategies. When these fail you 
blame yourself and quickly try again. And so the 'just 
one more try' cycle begins. 

Myth is one of the few games that I feel I have 
freedom in. In the meantime, I await Zelda 64 .. 

Dave Perry admires Myth's gorgeous lD graphics, and revels in the feeling of battle the game 
inspires. Battles are usually bloody (left and middle) but remain visually handsome (right) 
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1080' 
(N64) 
sI1p-sh1fting down sheer 
mountain faces, pulling 
540s whilst plummeting 
over straight-edged cliffs 
and loving every minute of 
It. Nintendo's snowboarding 
experience Is astounding. 

castlevania Speedball I & 2 Sega Rally 
(Piaystatlon) (Amiga) (Arcade) 
Depriving certain members A heated argument about Inspired by Gran Tunsmo 

of the Edge team of vital the Bitmap's brace of slam and last month's session 
beauty sleep, Konam,·s bang1n' classics was an with sega Rally 2, racing 
mtncate platformer excuse for Edge to dust fever has infected Edge 

rewards, fascinates down its ASOO and knacker A recent trip to Segaworld 
amazes and frustrates in its last remaining pair of at London's Trocodero hit 
1ust the right proportions. competItIon Pro Joysticks. Edge's wallet hard. 
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1080° Snowboarding 

The contest mode (above) is particularly enjoyable 
and like many other aspects of the game, offers 
tremendous replay value. However, slowdown puts 
in an occasional - and initating - appearance 
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T 
his isn't a typical Nintendo release. Anyone 
expecting to see a flock of cute polygons, 
resplendant in primary colours, careening down 

a cartoon mountainside while shouting nonsensical 
comments in exaggerated children's voices at each other, 
is in for a shock. 1080° takes itself seriously - even more 
so than wave Race 64, NCL's similarly styled jetski sim. 

Turn on the power and, after brief but legally 
necessary appearances by the Lamar snowboards and 
Tommy Hilfiger clothing logos, players are treated to a 
replay of a snowboarder rocketing down one of the 
game's tracks with a helicopter in hot pursuit. No 
over-zealous commentator, a solemn yet realistic colour 
scheme, and definitely no dolphins. 

Tapping the start button doesn't disperse the 
atmosphere of sobriety; the only hint so far that this is 
the work of Japan's premier videogames publisher is the 
novel character selection screen, which features the 

Format: N64 Publisher: Nintendo Developer: In-house Price: ¥6800 (£35) Release: Out now (Japan) December (UK) 
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The later courses open up significantly, allowing players to 
pick their own route to the finish line, such as jumping off 
the side of a cliff should they wish to (above, left to right) 

different boarders sitting around a chalet looking as 
nonchalant as only snowboarders can. Players are faced 
with a multitude of competition choices, although the 
majority will find it hard to resist a quick match race. This 
offers a series of races against a CPU snowboarder which 
are divided into three difficulty levels, each of which adds 
the challenge of a new track to its predecessor's tally. 

Progression to the harder setting is denied until all of 
the current setting's courses are successfully completed. 
Therefore, before access to the six-course expert level is 
granted, players must have beaten their rival over the 
normal four-course level and then proved themselves on 
the hard level's five tracks. To prevent players becoming 
numbed by having to tackle the same courses repeatedly, 
the regulars are given a meteorological overhaul between 
levels, so that whereas Crystal Lake might be played in 
the glorious midday sunshine first time round, the 
prevailing weather conditions will be less favourable by 
the time players tackle it on expert level. 

However, after a couple of descents, players may feel 
the urge to expand their abilities - the courses are littered 
with jumps and obstacles that beg to be dodged with 
more aplomb than a casual flick of the board's backside. 
10BOO's practice mode offers players the choice of a 
halfpipe or an obstacle course in which to attempt any of 
the game's possible stunts. Assistance is provided in the 
form of joypad instructions on-screen, which remain there 
until the stunts have been performed successfully. 

Feeling confident with their newly-found 
snowboarding skil ls, players can now take part in the very 

Sadly, the CPU players seem to have pre-calculated 
routines when going down any of the game's tracks 

To progress to the next difficulty level, players must complete the same courses - plus 
another - against more fearsome opponents. The weather turns against the player too 

WHETHER STRUGGLING FOR CONTROL ON A FROZEN RIVER, OR SLICING 
SILENTLY THROUGH POWDERED SNOW, NO OTHER GAME HAS 
COME CLOSE TO CAPTURING THE DYNAMICS OF SNOWBOARDING 

enjoyable contest mode, similar to waveRace's stunt 
option. Here, points are everything as the first three 
tracks are transformed into slalom courses, and players 
must negotiate the gates successfully in order to gain 
extra time as well as slipping in as many impressive tricks 
as possible. Adding variety to the seemingly endless (and 
highly enjoyable) zig-zag nature of the proceedings, 
Nintendo has also included a stunt ramp area and a 
half pipe level to be tackled at the end of the first and third 
courses. The other three courses do not feature in the 
contest, but they can also be raced for points as 
individual courses in the stqnt attack mode. Players are 
given a very stringent initia~ime limit - but, scattered 
throughout the course are gates that offer a generous 20 
extra seconds apiece. Only by passing through enough of 
these does the finishing line fall within the player's grasp. 

Ironically, both the stunt attack and time attack 
modes (in which it is possible to save and race against a 
player's ghost) prove more enjoyable than the actual 
match racing. This isn't due to an insufficient number of 
other snowboarders to compete against - it's hard 
enough work having to avoid the one CPU-controlled 
character, as the slightest contact results in a frustrating 
loss of speed. More contestants on the slopes would just 
aggravate the problem, as well as robbing the game of ► 
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The game's Deadly Fall track (above in replay mode) is as 
open as a real life piste and offers huge potential for fun 

As a result of its extravagant camera angles, the replay mode often manages to illustrate the 
beauty and attention to detail that has gone into 1080° better than the three in-game views 

◄ some of its realism - somehow, technical limitations 
aside, 20 boarders rushing down the side of a mountain 
would have a trivialising effect on the whole proceedings. 

Rather, 1080° suffers from the same irksome 
phenomenon that marred Mario Kart 64 - the 'cheating' 
CPU opponents. No matter how much skill a player brings 
to bear on the game, one minor error near the end will 
usually see the other rider hot on their Lamar tracks. 
Indeed, many races are lost near the end, with only a 
fraction ofa second in it. This would be tolerable if the 
game provoked a genuine feeling of racing against a real 
opponent, but sadly the CPU players seem to have a 
limited series of predetermined routes at their disposal. 
After a few plays it becomes easy to predict where and 
when they wi ll fall over, offering an opportunity to pass 
but conveying little satisfaction with it. 

There are further niggles. Landing, for example, is 
usually a case of pressing the z button and matching the 
angle of the board with that of the slope. Yet the player's 
character will still fall over occasionally, which can prove 
particularly irritating during an important race. Also, the Al 
sometimes fails to display anything in the way of 
intelligence, resu lting in players losing valuable seconds 
stuck behind an obstacle while the CPU decides whether 
or not to let the character ci rcumnavigate it. These are 
not faults that one expects to find in a Nintendo title. 

Yet there is an awful lot here that is right. Aside from 
the landing difficulties, the control system is exquisitely 

responsive and amazingly intuitive. The graphics are 
easily the best seen in a game of this type, with realistic 
backdrops and surprisingly genuine-looking snow. All of 
the boarders are superbly accurate representations of 
real life snowboarders and the game's authenticity is 
complemented by splendid sound effects. 

All of this results in the most convincing videogame 
emulation of the snowboarding experience so far. 
Whether struggling for control on a frozen river, or cutting 
silently through powdered snow, no other game has come 
so close to capturing the sport's dynamics. That said, only 
Deadly Fall - 1080"'s final course - is as 'open' as any 
rea l life piste, enabling players to make their way to the 
bottom without feeling restricted. Nevertheless, the 
lesser courses are still worth exploring as, in typical 
Nintendo fashion, they offer plenty in the way of 
alternative routes and potential shortcuts. A little 
exploration can yield some impressive surprises - and of 
course, there's the highly playable two-player option, 
which employs fogging and a marginal loss of detail in 
order to maintain an acceptably high framerate. 

7080° is a flawed work of genius. However, players 
prepared to tolerate the flaws will be surprised £ 
and delighted by moments of sheer bril liance. 

Edge rating: 
Eight out of ten 

Ploughing silently and softly through knee-deep 
powder is one of 1080"'s most satisfying moments 





Battlezone 

Ifs often necessary to hold back from a conflict. 
Instead, co ordinating other units to do the 
fighting and sending fresh supplies to the front 
line using bizarre catapult-equipped armouries 
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An attacking Soviet fighter is rif ped apart by a carefully 
constructed defence network o gun turrets and tanks 

· [ij ames this ambitious are a scarce commodity. 
Those that live up to their promise even rarer. 
Despite the use of the classic coin-op's moniker, 

this new Battlezone has little in common with Atari's 
wireframe blaster of old. The only tanks to feature here 
have hover capabilities in place of rotating turrets, all 
manner of hi-tech weaponry instead of shells, and form 
just a small part of the attack force of the game's warring 
sides - the Americans and Soviets. 

The choice of opposing factions may seem an odd 
one in this day and age, but Battlezone·s opening reveals 
that the action takes place right at the beginning of the 
Cold war, depicting a secret struggle worthy of the 
·x-Files·. Following the discovery of a mysterious 
'biometal', both sides have used the material to develop 
highly advanced military technologies, subsequently 
heading for the moon in search of more resources. It's 
here that the game proper begins, as the two armies 

I Format: PC Publisher: Activision Developer: In-house Price: £40 Release: out now 
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Giving orders using the HUD is easy and the Al excellent. 
but your vehicles don't always take the shortest route 

battle it out over the lunar surface, before journeying to 
Venus, Mars and various satellites in the outer reaches of 
the solar system. The technology improves until the 
terrible truth about the alien-created biometal is revealed. 

A cursory glance at the game credits reveals that 
Battlezone is based around both Interstate 76's game 
engine and Dark Reign's Al code. But, while this hints at 
the genre-crossing gymnastics going on in Battlezone, it 
can't even begin to describe how transcendental the 
result is. Developers are only just beginning to explore the 
idea of using full 3D graphics with a realtime wargame 
command system but, already, here's a game that has got 
the mix almost perfect. What's more, the designers have 
seen fit to include direct first-person action. Now 
demanding that players fight their own battles while 
managing resources, constructing new equipment and 
giving orders to other units is a huge risk . Yet, thanks to a 
streamlined, menu-driven command system, the need to 
think and act at the same time becomes one of 
Battlezone's strongest features - a challenge for the 
player to meet rather than a compromise to overcome. 
For example, the built-in context-sensitivity for units in 
visual range makes it possible to select a unit or give an 
order simply by pointing the crosshair at it and pressing a 
key - no restorting to sub-menus or additional screens. 

This delicate balance has also made it possible to 
open the design right out, enabling the designers to 
include many inventive features. some missions require 
players to leave the safety of their craft and head out on 
foot, while other battles might necessitate ejecting and 
calling for another vehicle to come and pick up the 
stranded player. In many missions, switching vehicles 
mid-battle is an essential part of a successful strategy, as 
is knowing when to send in other units rather than 
personally wade in and risk your own life. 

The landscapes of the various heavenly bodies, while 
obviously providing a great excuse for diverse texturing 
and extra effects (lightning storms, heavy fogging, planets 
visible on the horizon and so on), also greatly affect the 
gameplay. So, some extra-terrestrial mountain ranges can 
only be scaled with the extra kick of booster rockets and 
there's even a weapon - the delightfully-named Thumper 
- that alters the lay of the land, causing an earthquake
like ripple that deforms the whole landscape right before 
the player's eyes. 

But it's the level designs that are undoubtedly the 
game's greatest strength. Built around the solid narrative, 
each one presents a new challenge for the player. Some 

This external view of the player's tank, with a newly built Walker vehicle close by, showcases 
Battlezone's often exceptional landscapes. Developers Activision used imagery sourced from 
NASA to create some of the texture detail making up the different planets' environments 

rely on the construction of a good army, some demand 
stealth, whilst others push deployment skills to the fore, 
requiring multiple targets to be attacked simultaneously. 
And it's not uncommon for extra twists to present 
themselves mid-mission, completely changing the 
objective. Then there are the one-off missions - like a 
level where the player has to gain control of a soviet craft 
in order to infiltrate enemy defences - which add an extra 
frissant to the already tense scenarios. Compound this 
variety of level design with the ability to tackle unit 
construction and deployment in any way desired, and 
the result is a game of breathtaking scope. And with a 
mission editor for solo players and a choice between 
deathmatch and strategic missions in multi-player mode, 
it's possible to break away from the plot-heavy campaigns 
and get straight into the action. 

Designed from the outset to make full use of 3D 
technology, Batt/ezone·s topography of impressively 
undulating landscapes represent a major step forward. 
Even without an accelerator card, its balletic vehicle 
movements and detailed environments ensure the sense 
of atmosphere is always maintained. Although rooted in 
fantasy, the sense of 'being there' is peerless. 

Needless to say, ardent shoot 'em up purists will 
baulk at the complexity of gameplay here, but computer 
gaming really doesn't get much more vital or dynamic 
than this. No simple arcade romp, Battlezone is light
years away from its basic wireframe namesake of the 
early '80s and deserves to rank alongside Command & 
conquer, Terra Nova, and even Quake 2 as a modern 
classic. As rewarding as it is demanding, Activision·s 
creation exemplifies what PC gaming is all about, and 
along with Cyclone Studio's Uprising, will no doubt 
influence a whole new generation of 3D action/strategy 
hybrids. Expect the PC crowd to send in the clones £ 
but they'll have to go some way to better Battlezone. 

Edge rating : 

Nine out of ten 

Later levels introduce the Furies, 
semi-intelligent vehicles that could 
spell the end for both the US and 
Soviet forces (top). A Soviet 
transport is blown to pieces (above) 
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Final Fantasy Tactics 

Graphically, Final Fantasy Tactics is far removed from the pre-rendered look of FFVII, with its 
charaders sporting the traditional cute 'deformed' look seen in previous games in the series 

Although parties are often small, 
they are usually augmented with 
non-controllable guest charaders 

J 
apanese role playing and strategy games share 
opposite sides of the same coin. The former 
genre presents a story with a combat engine 

tacked onto it, while the latter offers a tabletop wargame 
simulator with a story applied to hold everything together. 
On reflection, it's surprising that SquareSoft didn't come 
up with an idea like Final Fantasy Tactics sooner, while it 
was still developing for the Super Famicom. 16bit Square 
strategy RPGs like Front Mission and, especial ly, 
Bahamaut Lagoon cou ld have sold massive quantities with 
the addition of a few of Final Fantasy's trademark 
Chocobos. 

It was left instead to the tiny developer Quest to 
create the definitive SNES wargame, with the little-known 
(in the west, at least) Tactics Ogre - a fac t seemingly not 
lost on Square wi th th is release . Not on ly is FF Tactics 

Those with an aversion to game manuals ... an 
in-game, onscreen, tutorial to take you through 
every asped of Tactics step-by-step is available 

Spells need to be cast with care. If any of your 
allies are too near, they can be caught in its effed 

almost a carbon copy of Ogre (bar the fact that the 
landscape inhabited by the bitmapped character sprites 
is now constructed out of polygons, and has all the 
viewpoint advantages this approach affords), but its 
development team, from character designer to music 
composer, is almost identical. 

In assembling such a hardcore team, Square obviously 
had no desi re to create a simple wargame for beginners, 
and Final Fantasy Tactics is certainly not for those after a 
quick arcade fix. Each skirmish can take the best part of 
20 or 30 minutes, and to make any progress requires the 
player to quickly get their hands dirty in the myriad 
statistics and options the game contains. 

Development of characters is of paramount 
importance, as they learn and master various tasks and 
the abilities that go with them. Even use of a simple item 
like a potion - which in a Final Fantasy RPG is available to 
any character as long as it's included in the inventory -
can here only be accessed if a character has learned how 
to use it. Konami's vandal Hearts - which to most eyes 
could be FF Tactics' twin - seems slight by comparison. 

One of the stumbling blocks that every wargame must 
overcome to hopefully win its share of mainstream 
gamers is, like its role-playing counterpart, the potential 
tedium of turn-based combat. Square's Active Time Battle 
brought a much needed element of randomness to RPG 
battles, and Final Fantasy Tactics tries to do the same 
with its own combat engine. But because of the inherent 
complexity of positioning, weapon range, character power 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: SCEA Developer: SquareSoft Price: $45 (£30) Release: out now (Japan/US) 
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Even in what should be the later stages of a battle, victory is far from certain. The enemy Al is such that they 
will help wounded comrades, and will even aid each other in bringing down weak units in a player's party 

and. indeed, the essential need for players to be able to 
pause time and analyse their next move. it has to try that 
much harder. Thankfully, the new Charge Time Battle is as 
successful an attempt as you could have hoped for, given 
the game's nature. It gives characters of both sides a 100-
unit Charge Time gauge, restricting movement and action 
(known as Active Time) until the gauge is full. The 
introduction of variables to dictate how quickly a 
character's CT gauge fills means different characters 
become active at different times. This has the effect of 
minimising the board-game feel of taking turns. as well as 
adding another strategic element. Keeping an eye on the 
AT table is essential to see who'll be moving and when. 

The complexity of the battles is taken to even dizzier 
heights as you try to decipher the never-ending array of 
variables that decides the outcome of an encounter. 
Everything, from the elevation of your character on the 
landscape compared to that of its target to the 
compatibility of their respective zodiac signs, is taken into 
account as the game calculates how successful your 
attack has been. 

While Final Fantasy Tactics' combat and structure 
have had some inspired work put into them. its story 
treads a more predictable path. Rather than FFV//'s hard 
technological stance. FF Tactics· setting hearkens back to 
Final Fantasy IV (known as FF/I in the west) and an FF 
world circa 1992 - although it takes its plot elements very 
much from Quest's previous games, eschewing even such 
Final Fantasy staples such as airships and crystals. Any 
player expecting the strong individual characterisation 
and colourful fantasy in a typical FF tale could be severely 
disappointed. The down-to-earth knights and kings, and 
the twists and turns between the two warring houses 
centra l to the story - along with their tongue-twisting 

pseudo-Arthurian names - would have benefited no end 
from Square's storytelling flair and a stronger link to the 
established Final Fantasy mythos. 

In the end, a Final Fantasy tag on something as 
unfashionable as a console wargame is a real blessing for 
Square and Sony. They can be sure that many will pick up 
Tactics purely on the heritage of its name alone; but it 
could easily mislead unsuspecting western gamers whose 
only experience of the series is FFVII. Still, even without 
the FF brand behind it, the game more than stands on its 
own. For those who enjoy a more cerebral videogame 
challenge, Final Fantasy Tactics delivers exactly £ 
what it sets out to with considerable aplomb. 

Edge rating : 

Nine out of ten 

An analytical mind is essential to make sense of 
the information onscreen during a heated battle 

Your party needs to be managed very 
carefully if progress is to be made 



Burning Rangers 

Burning Rangers' explosions are impressive, featuring PlayStation-like transparency and 
filtering effects to provide a stunning pyrotechnical showcase. Such is the pace of Rangers' 
gameplay, players are rarely given the opportunity to view fires or explosions from close range 

A simple choice between a male or 
female firefighter may be no more 
than cosmetic but Burning Rangers' 
strength lies in it unique gameplay 

hen sonic Team created NiGHTS, many industry 
observers attributed the niche nature of the title 
to commercial naivete. What Sega needed, it 

was argued, was a Sonic game. Why then, had Yuji Naka's 
talented codeshop created a beautiful and somewhat 
whimsical 'gamer's game' when Sega so desperately 
needed a mainstream success? But if NiGHTS confused 
both critics and casual console owner alike, it more than 
delighted the dedicated hardcore that Sega now finds 
itself preaching to. 

Burning Rangers is yet another example of sonic Team's 
creative clout in creating offbeat, engaging titles - it's a 
game packed with quirky original ideas and has been 
executed with immeasurable finesse. The firefighting action 
is a curious fusion of recognisable gameplay mainstays and 
the Sonic Team's own imaginative, idiosyncratic flourishes. 
From the Manga-inspired introductory animation, to the 
inspired use of sound and speech, Rangers proves to be a 
refreshingly unique experience. 

Although there's little development of its basic plot brief 
during gameplay, Burning Rangers' story does progress in 
its own way. In each of the beleaguered complexes, the 
player's choice of Ranger - from an arbitrary selection of 
male or female fire-fighter - is guided by a voice navigation 
system. But, far from the perfunctory Sega Rally instructions 
(which ran to 'turn left' and 'turn right') the standard of 
advice here is often quite complex. Rescued citizens also 
give the player help, from the simple to the unexpected. 
While many other developers employ speech as a trimming, 
Burning Rangers uses it as an essential part of its gameplay. 
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Walls of flame, cavernous warehouses and fast
spreading wildfires give BR a very distinctive feel 

using an enhanced version of the NiGHTS engine, 
Rangers' architecture is somewhat esoteric. Basic 
corridors give way to chambers containing water tanks 
with talkative dolphins contained inside them. It's 
immediately obvious that Sonic Team have set about 
creating a visual showcase for the under-exploited Saturn. 
Supposedly impossible transparency effects, realtime 
lighting and screen-sized explosions are just three tricks 
in the Burning Rangers repertoire. Such effects appear to 
come at a cost, however. Excessive clipping is rife, while 

Format: Saturn Publisher: Sega Developer: sonic Team Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 
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The key to mastering Burning Rangers' unique gameplay lies in the skilled use 
of the Rangers' spectacular Fire Extinguisher Units and jet packs (above, main) 

pop-up is avoided only through use of carefully-designed 
rooms and walkways. Its engine appears designed to 
perform at its best while travelling at speed. Fortunately, 
there are few opportunities to halt and view glitches. 

The focal point of Burning Rangers is, naturally, its wide 
variety of pyrotechnics. These can be extinguished through 
use of the imaginatively-titled Fire Extinguisher Unit (FEU), 
wh ich can be charged to expel either large or small blasts. 
The effectiveness of this 'gun' is measured by the size of 
the shot, but the larger and more effective blasts yield few 
(if any) of the game's crucial crystals. 

Much of Burning Rangers' gameplay involves the 
collection of crystals. The points system rewards players who 
collect great numbers of them, but they're mainly used to 
rescue citizens. To teleport a fire victim to safety requires six 
crystals but, like the title that gave Sonic Team its esteemed 
monicker, any contact with a fire, explosion or assailant 
causes the Ranger controlled to drop their collection. A 
number of these can be collected before they disappear but, 
as any sonic adept will attest, that number will be a fraction 
of the previous total. Come into contact with any danger 
without crystals and a life will be lost. 

Burning Rangers' fires are visually excellent, and the 
explosions that invariably act as their catalyst will impress 
all but the most curmudgeonly gamer. Players are given a 
brief warning before each blast occurs (a hissing noise 
and a reddening of the area about to explode) allowing 
them time to react. Thankfully, both Rangers are agile, 
capable of jumping in every conceivable direction, the 
trick being, of course, to jump in the appropriate 
direction. Experience gives players the ability to judge 

where they should leap, but Burning Rangers is often one 
step ahead, lulling the player into a false sense of security. 
There are some excellent set-pieces too, in particular, those 
in rooms with fuel or gas canisters. Even the newcomer will 
recognise their significance on first viewing. It's wise to blow 
these up with the FEU from a safe distance before tackling 
the subsequent fires, but no player will avoid being caught 
by at least one such blast. 

As with a lot of Saturn software Burning Rangers is 
fairly easy to complete, but in a similar fashion to NiGHTS 
Sonic Team has attempted to offer some replay value for 
players prepared to truly master its subtleties. Grades are 
awarded for a player's performance on each level, 
however, players used to receiving tangible visual rewards 
for their efforts may find this little reward for their labours. 
So if it does have a particular fault then, it's perhaps that 
there are too few surprises - a greater number of set
pieces would help sustain interest for those less interested 
in the simple accruing of points. 

One of the last truly major releases for the Saturn, 
Burning Rangers is a curtain call that perhaps epitomises 
Sega's ill-fated 32bit machine - while undeniably 
accomplished, it sadly arrives too late to rescue the 
fortunes of its host machine. Ultimately, Sega backed a 2D 
horse in a 3D race that has seen Nintendo and Sony's 
thoroughbreds win by a mile. Fortunately, when it comes to 
gameplay, Burning Rangers extinguishes any doubts £ 
anyone might have about Sega's ability to compete. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Rangers' view button allows players 
to search for trapped citizens from 
a safe vantage poinl Wandering 
aimlessly often triggers explosions 
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Panzer Dragoon Saga 

Even at its worst. Panzer Dragoon Saga is 
aesthetically accomplished. But at its best. 
Team Andromeda's work is simply 
breathtaking. Discovering new locations is, 
more often than not. a genuine pleasure 

Every Panzer Dragoon Saga 
location boasts its own distinctive 
visual style. To describe it as the 
most attractive Saturn game 
created would be no exaggeration 

Sections where Edge wanders alone play a large 
part in the advancement of Saga's storyline 

I 
t's a testament to Team Andromeda's versatility 
that the Panzer Dragoon series has shed its 
shallow-but-lavish shoot 'em up brief in favour 

of a complex RPG mandate. Panzer Dragoon Saga retains 
its predecessors' aesthetics, but adds a creative depth 
only SquareSoft games can currently rival. 

Rather than re-record Saga's considerable spoken
word content, Sega has decided to add English language 
subtitles. Though many will (rightly) regard this as a 
blatant exercise in budget-trimming, Saga's use of text 
is infinitely preferable to the alternative of B-list actors 
reciting words they have little feeling for. The original 
speech remains, giving credence to onscreen captions, 
with inflection and tone accentuating the importance of 
individual situations. Happily, this dual-language approach 
keeps Panzer Dragoon Saga's strong story lucid and, with 
only a few exceptions, articulate. 

Saga's gameplay is separated into three distinct 
sections: exploring with the well-named hero Edge on 
foot, travelling longer distances on Edge's companion 
Dragon and fighting battles. Separate zones are accessed 
via a traditional map screen. Each of these, from the 
valleys of a excavation site to the open spaces of a desert 

inhabited by enormous Dune-style worms, boast 
distinctive visua ls. When Edge chooses to explore alone, 
the resultant third-person view enables players to 
discover objects which can be examined and col lected 
with a cursor; some contain collectable items, while 
others offer information or represent part of a puzzle. 
Dragon is control led in rea ltime within a zone, but 
progressing to other areas is on ly possible though 
targeting and selecting a suitable exit. 

Like Final Fantasy VII, Panzer Dragoon saga's battles 
start often and without warn ing. Saga uses a power bar 
system similar to FFVll's to regulate the frequency of 
attacks, but its combat is far more tactical. Identifying 
weak points in assailants, the player can move the 
position of Dragon to attack accordingly. Equally, 
enemies often jockey for position to employ their more 
devastating attacks. The sheer range of monsters 
encountered rivals any other RPG game, with the design 
of individual combatants being consistently superb. 

Panzer Dragoon Saga's gameplay is unquestionably 
engrossing, but superlatives can't do justice to its 
extensive FMV cut scenes. The introductory sequences 
alone last over 20 minutes, and have a cinematic quality 
that shames the work of almost every other developer 
Edge cares to mention. Their addition makes Saga 
complete, an RPG of true creative ihtegr(ty It's a tragedy 
that the Saturn's standing will ensur~~~m Andromeda's 
adventure, with a radically differe9fupproach to £ 
FFV/1, will enjoy a fraction of its rival's success. 

Edge rat ing : 
Nine out of ten 

Format: Saturn Publisher: Sega Developer: Team Andromeda Price: £45 Release: March (UK) 
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Bust A Move 

All of Bust A Move's characters represent diverse music styles and their individual dance routines reflect their 
musical influences. Expect anything from a white-suited disco king (above), to dancing-loving Brazilian aliens (right) 

S 
ony's decision to release Parappa the Rapper 
on the PlayStation last year was a brave and 
commendable one. Not least because on paper 

it may have seemed to have limited market appeal, but 
also due to the fact that no-one had previously toyed 
with, let alone dared release, such an unfamiliar concept. 

Bust A Move continues the trend. Players attempt to 
hit an increasingly complex series of joypad instructions 
in time with the music's beat, the aim being to string 
together the most audacious dance combinations 
possible. Although little more than an eye-to-hand 
coordination test, this proves more troublesome than 
anticipated. With practice it becomes second nature, but 
the comprehensive training mode is worth exploring. 

At several stages throughout a song, each of the 
contestants is given a chance to show off solo 

Sadly, Parappa was marred by being too easily 
completed and failed to offer enough replay value. This 
isn't something Bust A Move completely succeeds in 
redeeming, although Enix has attempted to increase its 
lifespan by including a much-needed two-player mode. 
This turns out to be Move's saving grace, since after 
choosing one of the initially selectable characters, most 
players will dance their way through the game's 12 single
player rounds without much trouble. 

There's little incentive to engage the CPU in endless 
swinging duels, when battling against a human opponent 
is far more entertaining. And entertainment is certainly 
assured. The characters' attempts to out-manoeuvre each 
other with a series of ridiculous - yet realistic - moves are 
highly amusing. Indeed, a lot of authenticity has gone into 
this title; the motion capture is impressive enough to 
convince most onlookers that the characters onscreen 
are genuinely dancing in their own particular style. The 
music on offer takes in an array of genres ranging from 
hip hop to handbag house, with disco and salsa nestling 
somewhere in between. Most are perfectly adequate, but 
will soon grate after repeated listening. 

Beyond the accomplished melodies, pretty visuals 
and the novelty factor, games such as this are - in 
gameplay terms - highly restrictive. Players are given 
little freedom as to which button to press, and when to 
press it. Nevertheless, Bust A Move does provide plenty 
of Friday-night-after-the-pub frolics and as such is £ 
a very enjoyable title, rather than an essential one. 

Edge rating: 

seven out of ten 

Format: Playstation Publisher: Enix Developer: In-house Price: 115,800 (£30) Re lease: out now (Japan) 

Two equally-matched players can 
often mirror each other's moves 



Redline Racer 

Opening the throttle wide and taking off from the line with the limited amount of turbo results 
in a near-uncontrollable wheelie. Unless the player happens to be of the Edge calibre, of course ... 

Familiar Tarmac tracks co-exist with 
surfaces more alien to racing games 

S 
trangely, motorbike games on the PC have 
always been a rare breed. but now. like buses. 
several are about to arrive at once. 

First up is Criterion Studios· Redline Racer, which joins 
Delphine·s Mato Racer school of arcade thrills rather than 
the seriousness of anything Barry Sheen might have got 
involved with. The game's ten tracks therefore feature 
locations that are far removed from any idea of what a 
conventional race circuit might look like. As such, players 
should not be surprised to find themselves speeding 
along the sandy banks of a tourist-free beach, or battling 
against the weather in a snow-covered mountain pass. 
There are, of course, more orthodox circuits. These 
provide a good balance to what might otherwise have 
been an overly surreal experience. 

The first thing to hit players when firing up Redline is 
the quality of the accelerated visuals. Highly detailed 
scenery flies by with impressive fluidity and the sensation 
of speed is realistically conveyed. This is aptly demonstrated 
by the claustrophobia-inducing narrowness of the game's 
English Country Lane track. This requires absolute 
concentration and shameless use of the brake in order to 
be successfully negotiated at death-defying velocity. 

This authenticity also extends to the handling (albeit 
with some degree of arcade leniency), with each bike 
behaving differently. The riders too, look genuine, leaning 
into corners with the agility of their real counterparts. 
Until they come off, that is. Then they immediately 
become polygons bouncing along on the track ahead. This 
is certainly something the majority of players will 
experience initially, because Redline proves particularly 
unforgiving - the slightest scrape with a wall will usually 
send the rider flying towards the horizon. 

Other than the arcade mode, players can engage in 
time trials and online battles with up to eight riders. A 
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Despite its innovative setting, the game proves 
less playable than Delphine's superb Moto Racer 

visit to the Criterion Studios Website should throw up 
goodies other than the game's own extra vehicles. 

Ironically, Redline Racer's sublime visuals and 
complex physics sit awkwardly alongside its arcade 
aspirations. somehow Mota Racer, with its better 
track design coupled with (admittedly) inferior visuals, 
conveys a more convincing coin-op experience. 

It may cross the line just behind Delphine·s game in 
playability terms then, but Redline Racer remains £ 
an enjoyable ride nonetheless. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Redline Racer boasts some of the best looking 
visuals seen in any of the recent PC racing titles I Format: PC Publisher: Ubi Soft Developer: Criterion Studios Price: £30 Release: out now 
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Fallout 
Back in the early ·sos, when computer 
gaming was still f inding its feet, post
apocalyptic settings were all the rage 
across a myriad of genres. Times have 
changed and harsh prophecies of 
nuclear wastelands have been replaced 
by images of a 'near-future' tinged 
with a cyberpunk feel. 

This is one reason why Interplay's 
latest RPG, Fallout, will prompt a 
pleasant glow of nostalgia in older 
gamers, as it's set firmly in a traditional 
'Mad Max'-style post-nuclear war world. 
The player leaves the confines of a 
nuclear-fallout shelter to search the 
barren wastelands for a vital chip which 
controls the water recycling facility. 
Without it, the entire shelter population 
is destined for a thirsty grave. 

It ' s not only the setting in Fallout 
which marks a return to many of the 
early conventions of the roleplaying 
genre. The search sees the player 
wandering around the wasteland and 
becoming involved in numerous sub
plots and mini-quests. Access to 
improved equipment is gained along the 
way and details about the central plot 
are revealed accordingly. 

Luckily though, Fallout doesn't suffer 
from the same problems as the early 
RPGs on which it is obviously based. 
Instead, it takes the best of the 
traditional elements and combines them 
with modern technology and design 
principles for an engrossing and 
playable game. In a time when the RPG 
genre seems to have fallen from grace, 
this makes for a pleasant change. 

Edge ra ti ng : 

Seven out of ten 

Format: PC Publisher· In terplay Developer· In-house 
Price £40 Release: out now 

Queen: Tlle Eye 
The committed Queen fan will find 

much to admire in Queen: The Eye. 

The characters and locations are 

drawn directly from various songs and 

lyrics, and the inclusion of four videos 

by the band isn't as indicative of 

ruthless self-publication as might first 

be thought; indeed, they are vital to 

progression through the game. The 

multitude of audio-only Queen 

classics that present themselves 

throughout the game are also linked 

to specific events and environments, 

providing a rather tenuous link to the 

in-game action. 

For the hardened gamesplayer 

though, there is little to recommend. 

Although the environments are 

always beautifully modelled and well 

presented, the game proper is 

sufficiently underdeveloped to stifle 

any sense of enjoyment. 

Best described as a thi rd-person 

action/adventure game, Queen: The 

Eye is riddled with a multitude of 

flaws, not least being the awkward 

and unresponsive control interface, 

which cu lls any attempt at swift 

reaction or decisive combat. The 

camera is also frustratingly obtuse, 

staying fixed in a static position at any 

given location. Therefore, any combat 

or action that transpires is reliant on 

perfect positioning within its field of 

vision, or the player risks disappearing 

from view altogether as the antago

nists obscure Dubree (the game's 

hero). Commensurate with this is the 

ever-present danger of wandering too 

far from the camera so that the 

protagonist becomes a mere speck, 

or else stumbling into another area 

where the camera is stationed at a 

different, disorienting angle. 

A discouraging and disheartening 

case of wasted potential, then. 

Ed ge rating : 

Five out of ten 

Format PC 
Pubhsher Electronic Arts 
Developer: Destination Design 
Price: £40 Release out now 

Plane Crazy 

The first game from Scottish multimedia developer Inner Workings is 
nothing if not ambitious. created with an eye to the ArcadePC, Plane Crazy 
exploits a good 3D accelerator to conjure up some of the smoothest visuals 
seen yet on the PC. Canyons, cityscapes and even lava-floored tunnels unfurl 
without a hint of pop-up or frame rate reduction. Sadly, the gameplay 
doesn't prove to be so gli tch free. 

As a racing game set in the air, Plane Crazy' s most obvious relative is 
probably Diddy Kong Racing, though there's litt le evidence of the sort of 
adventure which Rare·s tit le reve ls in. Plane Crazy is pure novelty rac ing, 
Mario Kart 64-style. It's littered with power-ups and weapons which can be 
deployed against the enemy, and offers tracks crisscrossed with shortcuts. 
control is satisfactory and responsive, and the airplane bobs about nicely in 
the turbulence, which changes according to the terrain. 

But elsewhere Plane Crazy lets itself down. The opponents are 
unconvincing - however well the race is flown the other planes always seem 
to be just ahead or just behind and the courses are marred by frustrat ing 
snags, which often trap the player not once but several times. The power
ups yie ld even more arbitrary benefits than those found in Mario Kart 64 , and 
the abi lity to fire rockets into the terrain seems superfluous at best . What's 
more, the full championship mode, which enables the plane to be upgraded 
- but only once the player has won a few races - misses the point. 

Plane Crazy is occasionally enjoyable despite these flaws, but it can 't 
begin to live up to its gorgeous graphics. Another missed opportunity. 

Ed ge ratin g : 

Five out of ten 
Format PC Publisher· Europress Developer· Inner workings Price: £40 Release: Apri l 

► 



◄ Reboot 
As Psygnosis puts the finishing touches 
to Psybadek, its long-awaited 
hoverboard title, the programmers 
responsible should perhaps check out 
this modestly successful shoot 'em up 
from EA. Reboot, based on the animated 
series of the same name, puts the 
player in control of Bob: one of a race of 
people who live in a huge computer. 
Unfortunately, said computer is under 
attack from a cruel digital dictator, 
Megabyte, who wants to overtake the 
mainframe by placing tears in the 
system code and killing off the peaceful 
cybertribe. It is Bob's job to ride 
through seven game arenas and 21 
levels on a hoverboard, mending tears 
and blasting the various enemy droids. 

What surprises about this game is 
not the pedestrian plot, but the well
designed levels filled with ramps, jumps 
and snaking corridors - the perfect 
environment for hoverboard action. Also 
impressive is the strength of the 3D 
engine, which, when confronted with a 
range of large, non-linear locations, 
draws way into the distance, enabling 
the player to pick out power-ups, 
enemies and tears (huge glowing balls 
of white light). 

Learning to control the board makes 
for compelling gameplay, and the 
decent range of weapons and gadgets 
keeps players plugging away at their 
assorted foe. EA has done much to 
create an effective cyberpunk 
atmosphere, with droning craft circling 
overhead, weird mechanical noises in 
the background, and flashing neon lights. 

Despite an interesting selection of 
bosses and challenging stages, the 
action can be repetitive, and some may 
tire of the darkness which constantly 
hugs the horizon. But players looking for 
a shoot 'em up that differs from the 
crowd could do much worse than this. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

Format' PlayStation Publlsher· EA Developer In-house 
Prtre £40 Rei ase· April 

POyPoy 

Like Bomberman, Poy Poy is a 

multiplayer game, its solo mode 

appearing as an afterthought by 

comparison. The action centres 

around themed arenas, with four 

combatants hurling bombs, rocks and 

logs at their opponents to gain points. 

Poy Poy's basic gameplay brief is 

simple, but Konami has added a 

measure of complexity in the form of 

'special' throws. Their frequency is 

monitored by a power bar which 

replenishes with time. While it's 

relatively simple to avoid individual 

attacks, players will find themselves 

caught unawares by the outlandish 

specials on a regular basis. In such 

frustrating situations, some may find 

themselves longing for the purity of 

Bombermon, where wins and losses 

are attributed to skill, or a lack of it. 

Unlike Hudson Sett's classic 

work, Poy Poy's single-player mode 

mirrors its multiplayer game. With a 

TV show theme and minimal degree 

of presentation, players fight against 

CPU opponents in a series of rounds. 

Success means cash prizes, which 

can be used to purchase various 

'gloves', each with different throwing 

abilit ies. However, players will rapidly 

tire of its repetitive gameplay. 

Konami's game is relatively 

unique in that the human vs human 

battles accentuate its strengths and 

disguise its weaknesses. Until World 

(see right) arrives later in the year, 

Poy Poy is the closest PAL players will 

get to Bombermon-style action. 

Edge rating: 

seven out of ten 

Format. Playstation Publisher 
Kona m l Developer· In-house 
Pnce £35 Release: out now 
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Bombennan world 
Considering that PC, Saturn and even N64 conversions of this classic 
multiplayer strategy game have all been and gone over the last two years 
(with varying degrees of success), it has taken an extraordinarily long time 
for anyone to get a Playstation version together. Perhaps Hudson Soft was 
unsure of how to update the game for this console's owners, given their 
obsession with 3D graphics. The SNES series was, after all, a totally top
down 2D affair, where the player inhabited a series of mazes which only 
occupied one screen apiece. Present this scenario to a publisher today and 
they would probably laugh themselves stupid. 

At least the designers have had the courage to keep the gameplay intact. 
In Bomberman, there are three game modes: normal, challenge and battle. 
The first two are variations on the same one-player theme: you simply walk 
around each maze picking up crystals and dropping bombs to kill the 
baddies. Get all the crystals and you advance to the next level. Here though, 
the new isometric design adds a few fresh features: players get to blow 
coconut-throwing monkeys out of trees, go up and down slopes, and blow 
obstacles across ravines. PlayStation Bomberman also uses a wealth of 
famil iar power-ups such as the ability to throw bombs, to increase their 
power and to set up remote bombs so they go off when required, but it 
abandons some of Hudson Soft's more bizarre moments (those weird 
jumping horse power-ups in BomberMan 3, for example). 

As always, though, the real fun of Bomberman is in the battle mode 
where five Bombermen (up to four can be controlled by human participants 
via a multitap) get together and try to blow each other up on single-screen 
arenas. Bizarrely, the dodgy isometric perspective forces one corner of the 
maze off the screen, but it does add a few interesting new arena styles, and 
that familiar Bomberman mayhem remains intact. Although an unambitious 
interpretation, Bomberman World is still one of the finest multiplayer 
experiences the home console has ever produced. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Format PlayStation Publisher· Hudson Soft Developer In-house Price: ¥5,800 (£30) 

Release: out now (Jap) 
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NBAPR0'98 
While videogame representations of 
sports such as ice hockey and football 
continue to increase in sophistication -
both visually and in terms of gameplay -
basketball titles appear to have 
advanced little since the days of 16bit 
consoles. If proof were needed to 
substantiate this argument, Konami 's 
NBA Pro '98 could be put forward as a 
compelling case. 

Graphically, NBA Pro '98 is 
comfortably accomplished, its player 
animation fluid and well-observed . 
Unlike similar titles, where a desire to 
embellish player movement leads to a 
reduction in manoeuvrability (and, 
therefore, playability), Pro' s developers 
have ensured that team members are 
quick to respond to joypad instructions. 
Indeed, matches are often played at a 
consistently high pace, with players 
capable of walking, running and 
'dashing' - a short burst of speed best 
used to avoid man-to-man marking. 

But if NBA Pro '98 is pleasant to 
behold, its artificial intelligence is 
disappointing. Functional at best, 
console-controlled players often appear 
to mill around aimlessly while 
defending. And, with every team 
member having an effective physical 
presence, there are numerous occasions 
where a player can become 'stuck' in a 
crowd - an unusual aspect of play for 
what is, in essence, a non-contact sport. 

With its one-player game being - at 
best - fair entertainment, it's fortunate 
that NBA Pro '98 is far more satisfying 
when played with a group. If Konami 
can invest additional effort into creating 
better player Al for a perhaps inevitable 
seasonal update, a potential NBA Pro 
'99 would be a more complete and 
desirable package. 

Edge ra t i ng: 

Six out of ten 

Format Nintendo 64 Pub 1she1 Konami Developer 
In-house P £55 Rele 1se. April 

Dark Omen 
As a straight port of its PC equivalent, 

this PlayStation version of 

Warhammer: Dark Omen shares its 

many flaws. And, for those who don't 

own a PlayStation mouse, it adds the 

considerable nuisance of joypad

based control. 

As Edge's review last month 

stated, players attempting to get to 

grips with Dark Omen will find 

themselves fighting its awkward 

interface as much as its Tolkein

esque groups of ores and goblins. 

Similarly, this PSX conversion is 

equally difficult to control. When 

directing units at the edge of the 

display, Dark Omen's annoyingly 

over-sensitive scroll is often triggered 

by the slightest touch. It's also often 

difficult to ascertain whether orders 

are being obeyed, so players will find 

themselves repeating commands 

needlessly. At times, EA's fantasy 

wargame becomes more like hard 

work than play. 

As certain units need to be 

preserved in order to succeed during 

Dark Omen's later levels, it's essential 

to re-play missions until the best 

possible victory has been achieved. 

Unfortunately, many such replays will 

be made because its interface makes 

a quick response to a particular threat 

near-impossible. Without a 

PlayStation mouse, Dark Omen is 

often an incredibly frustrating game to 

play - and, with Red Alert a desirable 

alternative, players should ask 

themselves if the additional expense 

is really worthwhile. 

Ed ge ratin g: 

Six out of ten 

Format. PlayStation Publisher· EA 
Developer: In-house Pn :e- £40 
Release out now 

Newman Haas Racing 

The re-creation of real life motorsport in videogaming is a high art. 
Successful titles such as Codemasters 's TOCA, and to a lesser extent 
Psygnosis' F1 '97, offer an accurate reflection of the various sports while 
remaining playable. surface details, such as including decent facsimiles of 
the tracks, cars, teams and drivers are important but cannot match the need 
for a faithful handling response and a sense of 'being there'. Psygnosis' 
latest entry to the fray, Newman Haas Racing more than lives up to the 
earlier part of the formula but is lacking in the latter. 

constructed around the framework offered by the American equivalent 
of Europe's F1 racing, Newman Haas is an lndyCar racing title. The game has 
all of the visual niceties you would expect from a Psygnosis product, with 
developer Studio 33 owned by one of the Liverpool -based publisher's 
directors. Curiously, Newman Haas and F1 '97 use different graphic engines, 
both of wh ich are improvements on the original F1 ' s and both of which are 
now create medium resolutions of 512x256. However, movement is 
disappointingly jerky, to the point of intrusion into the gameplay. All of the 
options imaginable have been put into the game, including a split-screen, 
two-player mode which is so myopic it requires either a sixth sense or an 
intimate knowledge of the tracks for successful navigation. 

Newman Haas' centra l failing is its lo-fi handling model. Use of the 
analogue pad is negated by its highly sensitive calibration that returns it to a 
digital system, while the d-pad is reminiscent of an on/off switch. More 
seriously, there is litt le feeling of true interaction - fast corners are no more 
trouble than slow ones, while few racing cars have been equipped with as 
comprehensive a four-wheel drive system as found here. Off-roading in 
TOCA has, as you might expect, a serious impact on the handling of the 
vehicle, but it would seem that lndyCars are unafflicted by such woes. 

On the plus side, the famous American high-speed bowl tracks are fairly 
interesting in a transient way, if only for offering a change from the usual 
winding circui ts. The inclusion of a properly animated pit crew is a nice 
touch, as is the excellent engine note, and the commentary is remarkably 
we lcome. However, the automatic zooming back of the camera at the 
slightest impact is incredibly annoying, and perhaps illustrates best of all 
the lack of thought that has gone into Newman Haas . 

Edge rati ng: 

Six out of ten 

Format PlayStation Pubhsher Psygnosls Developer studio 33 Price. £40 Release Out now 

► 



◄ Oddwortd: Abe's Oddysee 
Fate cruelly intervened between Edge 
and Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee when the 
game was originally released for the 
Playstation in autumn last year. For in 
many ways this is a classic Edge title; a 
tight 20 platformer that's packed with 
innovative touches and some great 
character design . 

Following Abe's quest as he 
struggles to save his Mudokan people 
from the monstrous food factory where 
they' re about to be demoted from 
slaves to consumables, Oddworld could 
almost be defined as a puzzle game. 
Each successive flipped screen offers a 
greater conundrum that must be 
overcome before the Mudokans can be 
freed via t he mystical 'bird portals'. But 
rather than increasing the complexity of 
platforms and levers of each section, 
Abe's creators have given him the 
ability to communicate with his people. 
By pressing various number keys, 
players can make Abe whistle, beckon, 
laugh, chant - even fart to the other 
characters, guiding them either to their 
doom or release. 

Changes from the PlayStation 
original are negligible, although the 
controls are perhaps a little more 
sluggish. Happily, Oddworld' s fantastic 
graphic style and animation have been 
retained, with the Mudokans. their Slig 
guards, and the various other 
inhabitants all moving around with 
startling fluidity. For once, the FMV is 
also worth its CD space, as it blends 
seemlessly into and out of the action. 
Edge's only reservation is that PC 
gamers unaccustomed to such 
platforming precision may find the 
experience frustrating - Oddworld 
demands a certain level of commitment 
to progress. Other than that, this is a 
rewarding and enjoyable game that 
should tax the minds of even the most 
hardened player. 

Edge rati ng : 

Eight out of ten 

Format: PC Pubhsher GTi Developer: Oddworld 
Inhabitants Price: £30 Release: Out now 

F1 '97 
Appearing six months after its 

PlayStation incarnation, and just in time 

for the 1998 Formula I season, FI '97 

has finally driven up to the PC starting 

grid. Boasting a similar array of 
improvements over Psygnosis' original 

FI title as the PlayStation version 

(including 30 collisions, a flag system, 

dual commentary, higher resolution, 

dynamic weather), FI '97 offers an 

exaggerated arcade experience 

together with a more realistic mode for 

the serious Fl devotee. While it doesn't 

contain the level of authenticity of 

FIGP2, nor the amount of detail found 

in FI Racing Simulation, for example, 

FI '97 is the more immediate title of 

this trio and still contains enough FI 

related legitimacy to keep fans of the 

sport happy. 

Other than better drawing distance 

(alterable at the expense of the frame 

rate), and nicer effects such as dust 

and water spray, this PC version differs 

little from its PS cousin, except, of 

course, for the eight-player network 

option. The handling too, particularly on 

the Grand Prix settin& seems a tad 

more forgiving than on the PS version, 

with the ca(s back end displaying less 

tendency to try and make its own way 

round to the front. 

FI '97's biggest problem however, 

is that by taking so long in making its 

trip to the PC. titles such as TOCA and 

the PlayStation-only Gran Turisma have 

since slipstreamed past with little effort. 

Both offer more thrills per lap than an 

entire F 1 race but this is more a 

reflection of the nature of Formula 1 

than the actual game itself. 

As such, it remains a competent 

simulation of the sport. 

Edge ra t i ng : 

Seven out of ten 

Format: PC Pubhsher· Psygnosis 
Developer· Bizarre creations 
Pnce: £30 Release: out now 

£DG£• APRIL 1998 

House of the Dead 

A leftfield release from Sega, House of the Dead was an unexpected hit for 
AM1 . Comprising ideas from varied sources. Hoto manages to incorporate 
aspects of Resident Evil. Hammer-style horror and even David Fi ncher's 
Seven to great effect. A domestic conversion was, given its arcade success, 
inevitable. Saturn owners, however, may be surprised by the fact that 
Austra lian developer Tantalus (responsible for Saturn Wipeout 2097 and 
Manx TT, among others) was given the responsibility of coding its home 
debut. 

As a straight port, House of the Dead is satisfying and eminently 
playable. Though its graphics use far more textures than the Virtua Cop 
games. it lacks the crisp precision of their visuals, its backgrounds appearing 
murky and ill-defined for technical rather than atmospheric reasons. But if 
these pre-calculated locations are lacking polish. HOTD's monsters are 
excellent. Like the arcade original , limbs and heads explode in showers of 
gore and assailants are large and fast-moving. 

Unfortunately, such detailed assailants and moving backdrops mean 
that breaks for disc access have been considered a necessary evil. These 
breaks in play are fa irly short, but ultimately significant. Not even the simple 
but effective 'heartbeat' noise played can disguise the fact that players are 
unable to continue for roughly five seconds while the break is in effect. such 
a t ime may seem insignificant, but in an action game any delay can be seen 
as a flaw. It 's ironic that a House of the Dead cut-scene can last longer, but a 
load will invariably elicit the more unfavourable comment from a player. 

This perhaps unavoidable problem detracts from Tantalus's otherwise 
excellent work. Saturn-specific features - including the ability to play as 
different characters with varying abilities and weaponry - offer a great deal 
for the solo player. wh ile the alternative routes and secret areas of the 
original all appear where veterans would expect them to be. Most Saturn 
owner.swill forgive House of the Dead for its CD-ROM access times. but if 
Nintendo wished to reinforce its decision to chase cartridge-based software, 
Sega has thoughtfully provided more than adequate evidence. 

Ed ge rati ng : 

seven out of ten 

Format. Saturn Pubhsher: Sega Developer· Tantalus Price: £40 Release: out now 
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QA 

Part of the Eidos Group of Companies, 
Exdos 1'1tet.actxue Ltd has firmly 

established itself as a diverse and flourishing 
publishing force within the global in t eractive 
entertainment market. 

We have the hottest new releases for 1998 
including certain hits such as 

llaitaaer_ 
If you're a QA professional with a passion fo r 
games and at least 5 years' relevant experience 
you could lead the team that ensures that our 
products are flawless when they hit the ma rket. 

QA Techiticia-1, 

Ia'1 LxuI'1QSTo'1e's 
leathtt.aP IU'1Qe.o'1, 
the ChamPio'1shIP ma'1aaer. franchise, 
Plaaue, Dmxl\t.o'1 and Daxllata'1a. 
These products have one thing in common ... quality. 
So if you 're into QA, there's never been a 
better time to develop your career with Eidos. 

To meet the challenge of this new and senior 
role you must be commercially aware with 
the ability to manage and deliver prqjects 
on time, every time - and to budget. 

Whether you've already started in QA and 
want to move up or are interested in 
getting into this growing area - we'd like to 
hear from you. We're looking for motivated 

and enthusiastic individuals who live and 
breathe games and who have the communication 
and PC ski lls to check for bugs and give 
relevant feedback to our developmen t teams. 

There are competitive salaries for al l these positions plus a pension, li fe assurance, permanent 
health and critical illness insurance and private medical /dental care (after a qualifying 
period for Technicians). 

1'1tet.ested!! Then please send your full CV to 
Louise Short, Human Resources Coordinator; Eidos plc, Wimbledon Bridge House, 
1 Hartfield Road , London SWl 9 3RU. 

Fax: 0181 636 3001 
E- mail: human.resources@eidos.co.uk 

People Wanted for PC/PSX/N64/Sega Development 
A Few Good Men (Applies to Senior & Lead 3D & Al Programmers only) 
We are seeking A Few Good Men, 3D & Al Programmers with many years' game industry experience to work on a 
new generation console which is at the extreme forefront of console technology. This position requires the best 
programmers in the business. (Salaries from £32K to £40K + benefits, bonuses, royalty shares, relocation 
assistance & company car.) Openings now also available in the USA, this applies to applicants with 4yrs+ 
in the games industry. 

3DS/Max, Softimaqe/Alias Wavefront 
Artists needed for 2D/3D games deveTopment, minimum 1 or 2+ years in the games industry or 1 game credit or 
better. Candidate must have High & Low polygon skills, video tape is compulsory.Also seeking 3D artists 
specialising in FMV. Skills modelling characters/environments/special effects/etc & animation. (Salary £18K to 
£40K+) University graduates: call first before sending. 

Programmers Required (Win/NT/DirectX/3D/MFC) Industry experienced 
We have immediate openings for 2D, 3D & Al Programmers with at least 12 to 36 months+ experience or at least 
one game credit or better. Knowledge of 3Dfx Voodoo, VR, etc is a bonus. Also openings for Lead & Senior positions. 
(Salary starts £18K to £32K + bonuses and benefits.) 

PSXIN64 Proc,rammers Wanted Now £Name your price 
Must have a minimum ofat least 12 to 24 months programming these consoles or at least 1 game credit or better. 

Games Teams Wanted (Game industry experienced) 
Serious Programmers & Artists with track records. £25K/30K+, bonuses and profit shares of sale of game. 

(Deal of a lifetime! Don't waste your time, ta lk to us and make that excellent career move.) 

Designers/Level Designers (Industry experience only - £Neg) 

Producers/Project Managers (Industry experience only - £Neg) 

University Graduate Programmers 
Wanted for PC/PSX/N64 & Sega 3D game development 
University graduates who are seeking employment in the games industry and have a passion for 3D 
game development. We have clients who are seeking graduates that have the ability to program in 3D 
under DOS/Win95/Nl Knowledge or use of 3Dfx Voodoo, 8 render or any 3D card is a bonus. 

3D programming demo work is compulsory - no 3D demonstration ... no interview. 

Tel/Fax: 0181 599 8691 Email: krystal@panther.netmania.co.uk 
Submit CV, Salary Details & SAE to: Kassey Chand Jr 

( USE KRYSTAL RECRUITMENT SERVICES (KRS) EXCLUSIVELY ) 
Krystal Recruitment - we are the only establishment in the UK who recruit for many clients around the UK using our 
own consultants who are involved in games design and development for PC and Next Generation consoles. So you 
can be sure, we talk on your level. KRS will assist game people, whether in the game industry or not, to find the 
right placements you are seeking. ESTABLI SHED TO SERVE GAME LOVERS 

11 Goodmayes Ave., Goodmayes, llford, Essex IG3 STN London UK. 
Register Now, service to all applicants is free of charge 
More openings WS: http://jaguar.netmania.co.uk/krystal 
We also give CV assistance to all for free, so please call for help 

Openings in the North & Midlands and South of UK. Mention preferred location. 
KRS are now also working on Saturday 12pm-Spm 



Programmers and Engineers 
PSX Programmer West End; £30k Package 
The London orm of on international PloyStotion developer. Aims to stay medium 
sized. We ore looking for experienced PSX lead programmers. New teams being 
set up. Wide variety of games. 

C/C++ Programmer Central London; £Open 
This company's latest game, Evolve, is totally original. It is a strategy shoot em up 
with creotures which mutate ond grow. The londscopes ore visually breathtaking. 
We require C/C++, and, ii possible, Direct X. The ideal candidate will have at 
least one yeor's experience. 

PlayStation Programmer Central London; To £32k 
New start up company. Two titles - on arcade adventure and a racing game. 
Some experience is sought, for a start in 6-10 weeks time. Ref: 251 . 

Junior Programmer Isle of Wight; £15·18k 
Based on the lsTe of Wight, this firm is developing exciting new games including the 
recent rove release, Cormogeddon. This is on excellent opportunity for a programmer 
with good C skills, working as assistant to a PSX programmer. Ref: 257. 

3D Gurus Cambridgeshire; £35-40k 
They produced advanced software which is used to generate 3D pre-rendered 
films. We will be actively recruiting later this year. Meanwhile, we ore interested 
in 3D boffins who ore the best in their sphere. Please telephone for tentative 
enquiry. 

Games Programmen Surrey; Various levels £20-35k 
Wonderful 3D games is what our client is about. They use their technology to 
produce mind boggling 3D graphics for PC and PS-X. They pay well and ore a 
division of a blue chip multinational. 3D, C and Windows skills required. 
Above all, 3D! 

Lead PlayStation Programmer Near Wales; Circa £30k 
A brand new venture. Telephone for details. PS-X skills at leadership level 
required here. 

Games Programmers . Bristol; £Open 
A new venture liy the creators of Tomb Roider! This is on exciting opportunity. C, 
Windows and Open GL skills ore sought. 

PSX Programmer Harrogate; £Neg 
A medium sized organisation. This company, based in North Yorkshire, ore 
looking for a Lead PloyStotion programmer to work on a shoot em up arcade 
adventure game. 

Direct X Programmer Cheshire; £Very High 
Responsible for motor racing hits such as Network Q RAC Rolly Championship and 
more. Now in new offices. Direct X, assembly and published games experience ore 
sought. Ref: 249. 

Experienced Programmer 
A lovely part of Birmingham; £Very Negotiable 

Located in the Midlands, this company hos hod particular success with snooker 
games. They ore particularly interested in seeing demos. Candidates must be 
casually dressed and hove a demo. For this position, we seek someone with lots of 
experience and C skills. The rewords will be considerable and the opportunity is 
exciting!! Rei: 254. 

The above is a selection, for more information visit our Web site : 

'66 ... U'~. atascope.co.uk/ datascope/ 
Programmers £16-40k 

Artist £1 CMOk 

Executive and Management to £100k 

Artists 
3D Artist Leeds; £According to Experience 
The Leeds branch; the UK's largest publ isher. 

Artists Scotland; £Neg 
A well-established Scottish games and animation company. Artists and Animators 
with industry experience. 

Games Artist London; £28·33k 
This London based company is developing a multi-format football game. An artist 
is needed with the following skills : DPoint, Adobe Photoshop, some animation 
package experience. 3D experience is desirable, particularly 3DSMox, but not 
essential. 

Senior Artist Central London; £23·26k 
This company is now working on a combination arcade/adventure game. Very 
up-and-coming company. 10 people on the team. Also doing motorbike game. 
We seek games, 3D and Soltimoge ii possible. We need someone who con 
shore technical expertise and also his/her eye for quality. 

Pixel Artist Kent near the sea; £Open 
Beautiful rural location. Internet games. DPoint and 2D artist to work on ground 
breaking 3D technology. RPG. Ref: 241 

Softimage Artist Oxon; £30k+ 
Our client is headed by on industry legend, uses the latest technology and 
employs the BEST people. All in a lovely setting. This company seeks Soltimoge 
Artists with 6 months - 1 year industry experience for a number of games 
including shoot em ups and sports games. 

Audio/Visual Specialist Guildford; £22·25k 
Gomes company needs on enthusiastic employee with various skills. The ability to 
source and edit music and sound effects is vital. 

Management 
Head of Research & Development South; £40-45k 
This company hos the UK's best 3D brains around! They ore using their 
experience to create software which will manipulate lifelike images as opposed 
to ljlOlygons. A division of a blue chip multinational. To head the R&D group. A 
team ol 6-7 people. 

Proiect Manager Liverpool; £Open 
This company creates racing games. Please ring for details. Still vacant. Ref: 192. 

Senior Producer Wakefield; £Neg 
This company set records with the chart-topping game Worms. Good experience 
required . Ref: 232. 

Producer London; £30k 
Wonderful 3D games is what our client is about. They use their technology to 
produce mind ooggling 3D graphics for PC and PS-X. They pay well and ore 
soundly funded. Producer should hove games titles under his/her belt. 

QA/Test Manager 
Hot off the press - please ring. 

Contact Julien Hofer in complete confidence at: 

Datascope Recruitment 
104 Great Portland Street 
London Wl N 5PE 
Tel 01 7 1 580 6018 
Fax 01 7 15806068 
E-mail: info@datascope.co.uk 

Surrey; £Neg 
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Founded i11 1989, we have a vast 11umber of co11tacts, both 1wtumally and abroad, which mea11s quite simply thaJ your cha11ces of ft1uli11g the right job via ourselves are maximised. 

Set Top Box Programmers Visual C++, Windows MFC or Unix skills with 0.0.0. Tools Programmer C, Visual C++ skills and good apprecialion ol 30 & p!elerably Graduate Programmers PC & PlaySlation developmeol ~udio seek enlhusraslic 
requiroo. lnnovalive company. Greal pctentral. . .. ..................... cF30k (London) plug ins needed. Well established London company working with Ninlendo. lalentoo programmers wilh CIC++ looking lor lir~ brea~ Company renowned for its 

Level Designers (12) Progressive new developer. Racing game for late '99 release. ----- £20-2411 (South East) stunning 30 graphics and special effects ......................................... £16· 1 Bk (Surrey) 

PC & Katana plattorms. Level ooitor experience helpful. (eg Quake, Duke Nukem). Lead PC & PlayStation Programmers Games and ooocational multimedia company Game Programmer C++ Windows GUI. State ol the art graphics, PC en,rooment. 
...................................................................... £15-1Bk (London) with imP<essive 30 core Pfoprielary technoogy need Visual C++, Direct X and PSX Al skills of particular inlerest .................. £17-22k + quarterly bonus (Oxfordshire) 

Sottware Engineers International developer ol multimedia solutions. World beating skills urgenlly. licenserl motoraoss and space exploration products. Senior Artist/Director Hands on, creative role on Lucasarts style P<oducl. Stable 
P<oducls. C, Rise, Win '95, Direct X ........................................... £24·30k (South East) ---- ............................ £23-2Bk (Surrey) company. Beautiful location.... . ................. £25•32k (North) 

Freelance PlayStalion Programmers 16 v.reks contract. Urgent. .................. £Neg 

3D Modellers/Animators (x5) Wannabe big down under? (Dool we all?). Rare 
opportunity to sample the many delighls of Oz. 30S experieooi needed. 

Low Polygon Artist Young ;mbilious company. Friendly small team en~rooment 30 
actiorvRPG _________ ........... . £2o-25k (London) Network Programmer Varioo role. Onlioo mulliplayer games, 30 graphics, Windows, 

motion capture and •deo compression work. C++, HTML ideal. World class developer. 
Lead Artist Team mentor requiroo for top developer to work on one of the~ sports .. ................ £20-25k + benefits 

_______ Neg(Australla) 

Producer One of the largest developers in Europe. Team leadership/strong P JM skills 
requiroo. Top class working en,ronment. 

P<oducls in the wortd. Excellent visualisation, technically strong traditional and design 
background couploo wilh good animation abilities requiroo. N64 Programmer ExperieOOld console programmer (not necessarily Nintendo) 

......... .................... ..................................................... £Neg+ bonuses (Canada) urgently needed for highly regardoo Soccer game. 

.................... £25-35k +benefits+ locallon package (South) High Res Artists Famous company. Urgent requirennenl lor FMV Production 

Project Manager Team player wanted with scheduling experience. P JM tools and experienced artists with good appreciation ol atmosphere, mood etc. Film background 

time management useful .................. F30-35k + excellent beneflb (South East) ideal .. £18-30k + 'large Co" benefits (North) 

Racing Game Fanatic Needed for P<odocl design. ____ .(North East) QA Manager Maio, global interactive force. Absolute passion for games needed. Hot 

External Producer Proven 3''party record and good conlacts needoo. for UK and 
new r~eases liood up for '98. .. -----· .... ....... £Neg (South) 

. ......... £Neg+ large royallles (South East) 

Programmers/Artists Well respectoo Wes! Coast developer always in market for 
'good Brits' to join team in sunny California. Company work for major pu~ishers, are 

British owned and are just 7 miles lrom the beach. 

............................................. $60-BSk + royalties, medical and legal fees (USA) 

3D Engine Guru Opportunity to work alongside high profile veteran. Hand picked 
Europe. Part of USA group ................................................................. F30-35k (South) Games Designers Dedicated gamers with knowledge of games mechanics across 

many genres requiroo. Several opportunities nationwide...... .. .... (North & South) small team environment. Get your name on the next great game! 
Studio Manager East Coasl USA company opening UK olfice. Recruit new team of 20. 

_________ ITBD (Manchester or Leeds) Animators with 3DS four oorthern based companies urgently need 30 animators for 
_____ ....................................... £35-40k + royallles (South East) 

Senior PC/PlayStalion Programmer Know about code optimisation? Top class 
in hoosecharacler based worl. All well eslablishoo - take your pie.I! C,C++, Windows '95, Direct X Programmers Lots of opportunities. 

developer with recent no 1 product in every country releasoo. Modern, purpose built Customer Services Manager Well established London developer. Experiencoo 
-----------5-35k + benefits (Nationwide) 

open plan en.ronmenl .......................................... £25-35k + bonuses (North East) p!Olessional with good empathy needed .................................... £25-30k (South East) Project Team Rare opporlunity to oblain finaooi and put ideas into practice wilh 

Lead PlayStalion Programmer Working for ooo of the best games companies in the PlayStation Programmer Hands on technical role and opportunity to develop 
world in one of the best locations, on SOO'I! of lhe best products em creatoo. What more managerral s~tls by assisting new graduate programmers in their career development. 

current colleagues. Complete development team with track record requiroo. Our client 

will help you establish, locate suitable local premises etc ... ........ .... ......... (Anywhere) 

could you possibly want? ....................................... £Name your price (California) leading edge 30 product with unique in hoose technology ........... £25·30k + benefits System 12/PlayStallon Programmers .......................... £High Neg (Midlands) 

"'-: Opportunities in the USA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, S. IRELAND, and for 1998 graduates. 
More vacandes at www.ardswift.co.uk 

CV (& examples where possible) to: 
Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, Silicon House, Farfield Park, Wath upon Deame, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 7D8 

Tel: (01709) 876877 Fax: (01709) 760134 Email: SLD@ardswift.demon.co.uk 
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EARN ONE WORKING ON PLAYSTATION ■ PC ■ NINTENDO 64 ■ ARCADE ■ NET ■ MULTIMEDIA 

PROGRAMMERS ARTISTS AND EXTERNA~ DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

Gremlin Interactive is one of the most dynamic and progressive companies in the 
games market. Right now we're developing a wide range of exciting interactive 
games on all leading formats for worldwide publishing and seek enthusiastic newly 
qualified graduates and candidates with game§ indu!!itry experience to form new 
development team§ to take U§ to the next level. Programmer§ require c. C++ 
and/or A!!i!!iembler. whil!!it Arti!!it§ just need lots of talent and commitment. For the 
development role we require a !!itreetwi!!ie industry profe§§ional with a proven 
project management and !!icheduling background. 

In addition to working for a well e§tabli!!ihed and highly re!!ipected organi!!iation. 
you'll work within a progre§§ive environment. encompa!!i!!iing §tate of the art 
technology. You'll al!!io receive an extremely competitive !!ialary and benefit§ pack
age including regular review§ plu!!i bonu§e§. We've recently moved to new larger 
premi!!ie§ and have obtained a full li!!iting on the §tock exchange. Future pro!!ipect§ 
are quite out!!itanding. 

Our location in South York!!ihire combine§ the amenitie§ of a major regional urban 
centre with ea§y acce§§ to attractive National Park country!!iide and the Peak 
Di!!itrict. 

So if you're a team player with bag§ of enthusia!!im looking for a structured 
organi!!iation who offer a career rather than just a job, forward a CV to our advi!!iing 
con!!iultant§ at:- Aardvark !iwift Con!iulting Limited, !iilicon Hou!ie, Farfield 
Park, Wath-upon-Dearne, Rotherham, !iouth York!ihire, §63 70B, 
Tel: 01709 B76B77 Fax: 01709 760134, E-Mail !iLD@Ard!iwift.demon.co.uk 
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World driving you mad? Feel like you're getting lapped by the 
opposition? Career need a jumpstart?Well, if you can stomach 
this many painful racing game cliches and still carry on reading, 
you're obviously made of sterner stuff than most. So why not 
get in touch w ith us at Rare and take the opportunity to get 
your life back on track? 

We were among the first to begin development for Nintendo's 
latest wondermachine, and with our initial output including the 
mould-breaking Blast Corps and benchmark spy sim Goldeneye 007, 
the industry is expecting big things from our next wave of titles. 

Next year will see upcoming Rare celebrities Banjo and Conker 
star in their own adventures, but before then you'll see the 
release of this year's big surprise game, Diddy Kong Racing -
a wild driving/exploration hybrid which should succeed as 
much on its innovation premise as its high-octane racing action. 

So if you've got the talent and, just as importantly, the keenness to 
take a key role in the creation of games like this, then dropping us a 
line will be the first step in getting your career up to top speed (sorry) . 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS: Required to code cutting-edge software using 
highend Silicon Graphics workstations. Applicants must be fluent in C 
or Assembler. Enthusiasm for games a definite advantage. 

3D ARTISTS: With good all-round abilities on modelling, animating and 
designing characters and their environments. Successful applicants 

It se lias and GameGf!n software on Silicon Graphic hardware. 
__ ,_c., tv· pcrience with 3D ckages useful but not essential. 

Please submit 
CVs and examp1es 

of your work to: 

Personnel Dept. 
Rare Ltd. 





Bored .. 
... with dull Agency adverts which promise a dull future? All that old cliched 

nonsense like We've been around since before the Ark' & 'We know more people 

than you do'. 

Interested .. 
... in an Agency that talks your language? Straight talking JOBS language. 

The break you've dreamed of .. 
... Zodiac Pursuit. 

At Zodiac, we specialise in finding the jobs that correspond with ~ requirements. 

And yes .. 
... we've been around for years and speak to most publishers and development 

teams, throughout the UK. We also have an International and European Division. 

But hey .. 
... we don't have to profess about how good we are, we'll prove it. 

It won't even cost you anything! 

Jobs .. 
.. . well, here's an indication of current national requirements: 

Programmers, Lead Programmers, 30 Gurus, Team Leaders, Internet Developers, 

Graduates, N64, PlayStation, Win95, Saturn, C/C++, Al, DirectX/30. 

Artist. 3DS Max, Ughtwave, Photoshop, DPaint, Alias, Softimage. 

Reward .. 
... £16-S0k (UK), $55-tOOk+ (US), but on some £NAME YOUR PRICE! 

Plus the chance to work on some of the best products ever created. 

Confidential .. 
... we are, so send your CV to: Marie Harris at Zodiac Pursuit, Raines House, 

9 Edgerton Court, Tadcaster, LS24 9NZ. Tel : 01937 835700 Fax: 01937 531986 

e-mail: marie@zodiacl.demon.co.uk 

Smart Move! 

For people who never read the smaU print: 

http:1/m.pelican•consultants.com 
The new Pelican web site features all of the best 
positions in the UK and throughout the United 

States. With a commitment to recruiting the best 
talent in the world, we want to hear from you. 

For more information contact us at: 

Pelican Consultants International Ltd, 
104-106 High Street, 
Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middlesex. HA1 3LP. 
Tel: (+44) 181 423 3400 Fax: (+44) 1814231117 
E-mail: online@pelican-consultants.co.uk 

Pelican 
CONSULTANTS 

)II Studio 
)II 
Producers ( 
PlayStatioa 
N"mteado 
Gaa.s . 

£17•JOk 
Ezo-35k 
UZ.37k 

£high 
£neg 

£1"24k 

"£11soNN£l-. 
Lead PSX Programmer 3D platform game 

$8Sk + Bonuses West Coast USA 

FAST FORWARD ► ► ► CV or Business Card to: 
Daut Hill, Interactive Personnel 7-11 KtnSington High Strut, London WB 5NP 

Tel: (0171) 411 3184 Fax: (0171) 937 2579 

( e d g e 

Contact 
Jane Geddes 

Kingsgate House, 

536 Kings Road , 

London . SW10 OTX 

t e : 0 1 7 1 

moves) 

Rates 
Double-page spread £4 ,oo 

Full page 2 OD 

Half page '" 1 'JOO 

Quarter page £SOO 

4 4 7 3 3 1 0 
free design/ typesetting service available 



ANS ERS RECRUITMENT 
Question (n): Is your career important to you? 

Answer (n): Of course it is, and to us too, that is why we are the only agency that will advise you and send your 
details to companies which YOU tell us to. 

Solution (n): If you are an experienced programmer, artist, or producer then contact Answers and direct 
your next career move, our service to you is free . 

Please send c.v. , salary & location preferences to Pascal Cranney at : Answers Recruitment, The Old Rectory, Holdenby, Northants, NN6 8DJ 

Tel 01604 771122 Fax 01604 771 172 email: recruit@answers.u-net.com http://www.answers-recruitment.com 

Programmers Wanted 
3dPC (Win95/NT/MFC/DirectX/3dJ I PSX I N64 

Clients offo,·,ng top pay deals and benefits. All applicants will be answered ancl deJlt with in st1·ict confidence. Applicant<, n1ust have at least a rninirn11n1 12 
to 36 n1011tl1s+ 2D, 3D 01· Al game prngranrn1ing 01· one game credit or better. Use us excl11sive!y Jnd we can negotiate a deal you can be happy with. 
Orrni119s also fo1· Leacl ancl Senior positions. PSX and N64 prngrammers with exceilrnt track 1·eco1·ci urgently wanted r [Name your p1·icc). Proriran1111r:1·s 
also 1·:,rntecl to v:01·k on brand new state of the art gJme console . Salaries from £181( to £401( + all sorts of benefits. Openings in the USA. 

Programmers' Dominion is the only establishment dedicated to only recruiting game industry Programmers. Openings all over 
the UK • please mention preferred location. Register now, service to all applicants is free of charge. 

Tel 01815988711 Fax 0181 599 8691. Game programming, it's not just a job, it's a FXXXing Adventure! 
Submit CV to Paul at Programmers' Dominion Email: progdomin@panther.netmania.co.uk 

Snail Mail: 11 Goodmayes Avenue, Goodmayes, I/ford, Essex IG3 BTN UK. Now also working on Saturday 1 pm to 5pm 
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game consoles & accessories, 
including many rare or old 
items from Japan and the 

USA, as well as all the 
latest UK, USA & Japanese 

PlayStation, Saturn & N64 Games 

RESIDENT EVIL 2 USR £49.99 
GRRN TURISMO JRP £59.99 

BURNING RANGERS JRP £49.99 

email: tarik.browne@futurenet.co.uk 

email: tarik.browne@futurenet.co.uk 

01225 - 44 22 44 

DEDICATED TO GAMERS ANO COLLECTORS 
WELCOME TO THE TIME-MACHINE 

A monthly fanzine packed with information and 
rev iews, RC brings you the fascinating World of 
Retro. All class ic micro/consoles and games 
covered , ie. Arcade, Slrategy and Adventure 
together with user info' and values. Plus classic 
fantaliy/Sci-fi role playing games. Included also is 
a computer repair service and a catalogue li sting 
thousands of items for sale 

ISSUE SIX OUT NOW 

ATARI VCS LIVES! 
(READ THE SECRET UFE, 

THE HISTORY OF MSX 
AND CLASSIC GAMER) 

Send cheque or PO for £2-50 (incl p&p) for latest 
i ssue plus buck copy, cata logue and subM.: ri ptio n 
offer. payable to G. Howden care o f: 

RETRO CLASSIX (EG). 
4 CHATTERTON AVENUE, 

l..lNCOLN LNI 3TB 

It's better than ever! THE THIRD EDITION ol 'The Insiders Gulde To The Fruit Machines' 
Would a £100 a day make a diHerence to you? With our highly regarded book, which has been 
updated to include the latest built in cheats, as revealed by an ex-fruit-machine engineer, you 

simply cannot lose on the machines. The old favourites have been modified to work on the latest machines and more 
secrets have been added. Most of what you wlll read Is not available In any other guide and all the methods are 
completely legal, requiring no 'gadgets' and will not get you barred from any pubs or arcades. 
THE SECRET POWER OF HOLD· A foolproof way to repeatedly line up a win ol your cho ice , In as little as three moves. 
SECRET NUDGES· How to lurn every nudge Into a lhree symbol win. Including The Jackpol. lime and time again. 
WINNING CYCLES•Payout cycles are explained and you will learn to Identify them quickly and keep on a good cycle that 
could go on unlll the machine Is empty. 
WHICH MACHINES TO PLAY, AND WHEN· The key lo success really hinges on this. Don't waste your money on a machine 
that won't pay out. How to Instantly know the potential of a machine. 
THE ENGINEERS SYSTEM· This is what they use to test the machines and by using it you will empty any machine In less 
than 10 minutes. This system Is amazingly simple and works on nearly every machine made in the last few years. 

Also covered are Video Fruit Machines , Ferry Machines, the new 25p machines and other new machines. 
FREE BO1/US WITH EVERY ORDER- "Gambling Made Easy". the complete book of prolessional gambling systems . 

GUARANTEE: If you are not satisfied you may return your order within 90 days for a lull money back refund . 
_ _ _ _ _ We won £80 in one hour using this guide Fmal Furlong Magazine ____ _ 

NAME ............ .. ........................... .. . 

ADDRESS ....... ...... ... .. ...... .. .......... . . 

...... ..... .. ... ... ... POSTCODE ....... ..... . . 

YES! Please rush me my copy of "The Insiders Guide to The Fru it 
Machines·. including "Gambling Made Easy". I understand I may 
relurn my order within 90 days for a full money back refund. 
24 HOUR CREOIT CARO HOTLINE. TEL · 0990 13 30 87 
Send cheque I postal order for £9.99 to :· 
Hamilton Publishing. 37b New Cavendish Street. London W1 M 8JR 
All orders despatched within 7 working days. 



P.O BOX 83 MANCHESTER, M14 &ET 
Tel: 0370 915210 Fax: 0161 256 0706 

Emall: mefront@ndlrect.co.uk 
PI-DVL-9 cnd..iess DVD •••••••• • ••• •• • • •• ••• • ••••• • •• ••• • £680·00 
(playsNficLD/NTSC&cML VCDJJAP, US. EURO DVD) 

Panasonic A300 codeless DVD •••• • ••••• • ••. •••• •••.••...•••..• £450·00 
Sony 57000 cocleless DVD •••• ••• •• • ••••• ••• •• •• ••• •••• • .• • • •.• £620·00 
74mln MD (Maxell, Sany, Axia) •• • •••• • • •.• • •.•• •. •••. • •••.• •• .• • £3·50 
PSX Video CD Adaptor Cord ••••••••••••• •. •• •• • •• • •• • . • ••• •• • • • £89·00 
PSX Dual Shock Pod •••••••••• • •• • •••• ••• • . • • •• . •• .. • •• • • • • .•••. £40·00 
PSX 1M Memory Card •••••• • •• • . • .•••••• •.. • •. . . • .• •• .• ••• . •••••• £9·50 
PSX Hyper Controller (various colours) •.•• •• . • . •.•••• . •• •••• •••• £10·00 
PSX Scort Cable (Guncon compatible) •• •• ••• . •••••••••••• ••••• . • £10·00 
N64 (HK-RGB converted) •• •• • • • •• ••.• • • •• ••• . • . • • ••• ••••• .. ••• £140·00 
N641M Memory Card ••• •••••••...••••••.•• • . • . •• . •• . ••• ••• •• •• • £10·00 
N64 Joypod ( all colours) • •••• •••• • • • • •• •••• ••• • • . •..•• • .•••••••• £24·00 
DX256 Card • • • ••• •.•••• • ••••.••••••••••••••• • .•. • ..• • •••• • •.••. £35·00 
DVD Titles (US) •• •• • •• •• •••••• •.•••••..... • .. • . • . ••• . •• •. ••• .•• • £CALL 

( The World's first classic Software & Hardware retailer ) 
SUPER RARE IS BACK! - GUIDE TO 

PARKER - MORE G&W & VIRTUALBOY 
+ NEW CLASSIFIED READERS ADS! 

ISSUE "14 OUT NOW 
For (Nt( two years Retrogarnes has bttn covering rare and classic 
consolesignoredby~oth«n,agazine. ~elsecouldyou 

hav< found a., about th< 5<ga 50000, Epoch GPC, Coiea, Te!sl.
Arcade. ~ Hard1ed Nes, Ro¥.1ron 20CM), Nnlendo 15, Casio 
PV1000, and coun"°" mo<t. Ra« Game!. fo<gottcn fads, dassoc 
g;ames ~ ~ ~ we C1Nf:f wtualty ~ 8-bit 

lonnat 0s 111tdligent ~me, woo:tn by ~ auchor of N64 
magame's "Retro\Vond". has bee~ a bib6t 10 classic console and 

games~.crossthewortd. 

~~a:~~~':'~i~~= 
e«hmonlh. 

Over 400 Atari 2600 cartridges - from 25p 

Ov~~2~~~ 64a;~;:~~~Sp 
Over 1~:1ti~~:~~k~m 2Sp 

300, VlRTUAL BOY, AMtGA, MASTERSYffiM, MSX 
NES, VECTREX. COLECO, ST, BBC. G&W, HANDHELOS ++ 

RETROGAMES £2-SO Und P&P) 
Back Issues Available, full first Volume dirKtOf'Y in Issue 12 

GAMEFINDER £1 ·00 Uncl P&P> 
Full price list of our current stock d over 3000 items, 

updated monthly 
Cheques or Postal Orden made payable to 'J.Moore' at-

Nintendo 64 (lmport) ____ £150 
Includes a flicker free scart convmlon 
SFX 3 games adaptor ____ £16 
lets you play Import games 
8 meg memory card ____ _ 
Nlntendojoypads ____ _ 
blue, red, black, yellow, green 

POR CASH OR EXCHANGE 
CONSOLES 

COMPUTERS 
GAMES 

RETRO & MODERN 
Bring (& official ID with address and signature) 

or send by post with SAE for cash to: 

s Est 111112 

3D0 S T 
NINTENDO 
Y G R 

A PC 

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL HAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Hiddx. TW 13 4BU 

* Open I 0-6 Monday-Saturday * Closed Wednesday * Open 12-4 Sunday 
"B' 0/8/ 893 2100/844 2S7S ~ 0/81 844 1944 

AFTER HOURS LINE 6PH-I0PH 0973 SS2398 

PrVM--------
Flghten Pestlny _____ _ 
Yoshls Story ______ _ 
Plddy Kong ______ _ 
FIFA '98 ______ _ 

XMEN VS STREET 

CHORO Q3 

PARASITE EVE 

XENOGEARS 

NINJA TENCHU 

GAME PARADISE 

BUSHIDO BLADE 2 

DEAD OR ALIVE 

atment centre! 
y • Sell • Exchange PC co R 
st cash & trade-in BEYO 
ices on Earth! 711&'/U 

Tottenha 
Soho Square, London Wl Ct. Rd. 

VAMPIRE SAVIOUR YOSHl'S STORY US 

BURNING RANGER ZELDA 

K OF FIGHTER 97 IN THE ZONE 98 

BATTLE GALLEGA BANJO & KAJOOIE 

POWERDRIFT BRAVE SPIRITS 

3 WONDERS HIREYU NO KEN 

BUBBLE SYMPHONY VIRT PRO WREST 

AZEL RPG QUAKE 64 

THUNDERFORCES F-ZERO 

COTTON 2 SNOWBOW KIDS 



"I really 
thought 

I was going 
to die'' 

xclusive intervie · · 

132 
PAliES 

of the latest science, 
technology and space 

exploration news 

First issue 
an sala 

2B ■ARl:H 
at quality newsagents 

everywhere 
Only £2.50 
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DEVELOP 
VIDEOGAME CREATION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

Pushing the frontiers: extenslblllty In games 
ne common feature of many of the most successful 
and long-lived games is that they provide options for 
users to customise the game - adding new levels, 

monsters, sounds or simply tweaking the gameplay options. It is 
partly due to these features that games such as Quake and Red 
Alert are still heavily played today despite their relative age, with 
active players constantly releasing new patches for them. There 
are several ways, each with its own benefits and pitfalls, in which 
a developer can extend such options to build player loyalty. 

The extensibility of ID Software's Quake, is provided by its built
in scripting language Quake C. This code is written to handle the 
motion and responses of every object in the game, so it's 
possible to change any of these behaviours simply by changing 
the code. Quake C is a very powerful language in many respects; 
patches such as the Reaper Bot, a computer opponent for 
multiplayer mode, demonstrate this well. Quake C also has the 
major benefit of being hardware-independent - patches written 
for one Quake version will work without modification on another. 
This approach has some drawbacks, however, the major one 
being speed. As Quake C is effectively an interpreted language, it 
can be slower than the equivalent native code, a factor that 
severely affects complex routines such as monster Al. Quake C is 
also confined to performing only those operations that the main 
Quake program provides, limiting its usefulness. 

These factors prompted the switch in Quake II from Quake C 
to a DLL (Dynamic Link Library) system. Using a DLL means that 
the Quake II control routines can be programmed in normal C, 
C ++ or any other language which can compile to a DLL, and can 
access not only the functions provided by Quake II, but any other 
system functions they require. As DLLs are compiled in native 
code, they are also significantly faster than Quake C patches. The 
DLL approach does have its disadvantages: the portability of 
Quake C is lost, as is a degree of the protection offered by 
Quake's 'sandboxing' of the Quake C code, which makes it 
impossible to affect the rest of the system adversely. 

A simpler customisation option is to make available only the 
parameters used by the game logic, rather than the logic system 

Activision's Dark Reign provides extensive editing facilities for changing many aspects of 
the game; just one of the options that ·any enterprising games developer should consider 

itself. Many strategy games, such as Red Alert, have the controlling 
variables in a separate file (often a Windows-style .INI file, as 
these are easy to read and modify). A file may contain sections 
for each type of unit in the game, for example, along with its 
health rating, its maximum speed, its chosen sprite and so on. 
This makes it possible for users to change parameters with ease if 
they want to make a particular unit more or less powerful, or even 
to invent a completely new unit. It also aids the developer, as the 
game can be quickly modified during playtesting to try out new 
ideas and balance the gameplay. 

Users may want to change the graphics, sound and music too. 
Here the developer needs to provide a converter that translates 
files between the game's own formats and other commonly-used 
formats, or even just to offer relevant documentation - if the 
game is popular, someone else will soon write a conversion 
program. Even a CD player option can dramatically improve things 
- everybody can have the in-game music they want. 

A more recent and still evolving development is the shared 
universe concept, where several games based around the same 
world can be interconnected. A flight simulator and a tank game 
could be connected together, for example, with players able to 
drive or fly through the same environment. This can be made 
possible by using a unified representation for the world, and 
allowing each machine in the game to manipulate objects as 
required. The tank simulator may not know how an aircraft is 
supposed to move, but the flight simulator controlling the aircraft 
does. Alternatively, games could be linked on different levels, so 
that a strategy game could run the overall game, for example, 
calling on a simulator game only to fight the actual battles and 
pass the results back to it . 

Some developers and publishers would argue that it is self
defeating to permit easy game modifications, as this enables 
other people to produce upgrades (free or otherwise) that 
compete with their own. This may be true in a few cases but the 
best upgrade packs rely on something different, either special 
changes to the game engine itself or the use of better-designed 
components, to set themselves apart from third-party offerings. 
The original developer is more likely than to understand how to 
keep the game balanced and stretch the engine. 

Offering extensibility can only mean better games with more 
connectivity options and increased control for the user. What 
developers should appreciate, however, is that allowing the user 
to change the game options is not an excuse for failing to £ 
set them up correctly in the first place. 
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Places to visit: 
ID Software http://www.idsoftware.com/ 

Abuse (LISP-variant language) http://www.crack.com/ games/ abuse 

Activision (Dark Reign editing and add-ons) 

http://www.adivision.com/ games/ strategy/ darkreign 
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Yaroze: getting to grips with c 
part from the £350 price tag (for a reduced period), the 
thing most likely to stop gamers buying the Yaroze 
PlayStation programming system and attempting to 

create their own PlayStation masterpieces is that simple phrase, 
'Users will need a working knowledge of C. Although most 
console owners are certain to know a little about the process of 
creating games, their knowledge usually stops at the meaning of 
terms like texture-mappin& prerendered scenery and realtime 
lighting. C itself, the programming language that makes it all 
possible, is likely to remain an enigma. 

So what does a prospective Yaroze user need to know about 
0 Perhaps the first step is to realise that anyone who has used a 
console, PC or Mac over the last few years will have encountered 
it: C has quite simply become the language of choice for a huge 
number of programming tasks, not least games. Unfortunately, 
just one look at the way C is laid out - lots of '(' and ')' characters 
and alien commands - is enough to put many newcomers off. 
However, while it's not the most readable language in the world 
(it's very easy to write barely comprehensible C), it's not too 
dissimilar from a number of other programming languages. 

In fact, knowledge of any other language will be a big help to 
the beginner learning C. Whether it's BASIC (preferably some form 
of structured BASIC like the revered BBC model), Pascal, Cobol, or 
even something like the STOS or AMOS construction kits, C is not 
a million miles away. What is important is an understanding of 
data structures, knowing the difference between BYTEs, WORDs 
and LONGs. C is essentially just another way of programming a 
computer, so whatever the user has done before with a 
programming language can be done in C. It is possible to buy a 
book and start learning the language from scratch, of course, but 
it's far better for users to try and replicate something they've 
already written in another language, so they can understand what 
the differences are. 

Once even a basic grasp of C has been acquired, Yaroze users 
need to attempt doing something practical and visual with it. 
Unfortunately, it's not possible to just wade straight in and write 
Ridge Racer (despite what you might have heard); newcomers 
need to start with very basic routines to get them used to the 
hardware, and also to using C. Making sure that you can read 
joypad movement correctly is a good place to start; if users don't 
get that right, they're certainly not going to write a game in a hurry. 
Getting a simple shape up on the screen which responds to 
joypad prompts is the fundamental block on which to build. 
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Scott Evans' formula for Bouncer 2 is a simple idea, but 
the game's programming will take mon~s to master 

George Bain's horizontally scrolling Yaroze shoot 'em up 
StarFighter may look basic, but the promising ideas it 
showcases were enough to secure him a job at SCEE 

Be aware, however, that you won't get it right first time. Novice 
programmers often have to reorganise their code numerous 
times, because there will be something fundamental they have 
forgotten about. As Jonathan Cartwright, studio head at Corrosive 
Software asserts: 'It's a learning experience, and you shouldn't be 
downhearted if your early extravagant plans don't work out. Many 
of the Yaroze games are quite simple, and that's not a bad thing. 
If you're going to write a game, make sure you can achieve it. 
Even if you write some simple, stupid little demo, at least you've 
done it. And you can build on it from there. Nobody writes their 
best stuff straight away, and Yaroze is a limited format. However, 
its lack of memory and facilities should instil! discipline, which will 
certainly pay off later. 

Talent Wanted 
Several Net Yaroze members are looking for artists and musicians 
to collaborate on current game projects. Contact: 
ps_yaroze@playstation.sony:com £ 

competition news 
For the last few months, 
Edp has been running 
a Yaroze programming 
competition with SCEE. 
The closlng date for 
entries has now passed, 
and the winners wlll be 
announced In next 
month's Issue. 

Sign up 
For Information on how 
to become a Net varoze 
member (the only way 
to get hold of the 
machine), phone 
0111 447 1616 or 
register onllne at 
www.scee.sony.co.uk 

Alternatlvely write to: 
NetYaroze 
SCEE 
waver1y House 
7-12 Noel Street 
London W1V 4HH 
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